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Preface 
 

 

The first Conference ‘Tools of Information technology’ (NTI’06) takes place at the 

University of  Information Technology and Management in Rzeszów, Poland on 15 September 

2006. On behalf of the Scientific Committee I would like to invite you to the first NTI’06 

Conference in Rzeszów. 

The aim of the NTI’06 is to offer all specialists an almost compete insight into the present 

state-of-the-art in information technology, particularly information processing, generating and 

transferring. The Conference provides a great opportunity to share experience in informatics, 

telecommunication and electronics. 

The motto of the Conference is ‘Knowledge integration drives the future’. Due to very low 

cost of participation (only 150 PLN) the Conference offers special opportunity to take part in it for 

PhD students and independent researchers preparing their thesis and not working at universities. 

All submitted articles were reviewed by the Scientific Committee to create a high quality of 

technical programme organized in oral and poster presentations. The organizers would like to thank 

all the distinguished scientists who have supported the Conference by taking part in the Scientific 

Committee and reviewing the contributed papers. 

I would like to thank Dr hab. Marcin Lipiński from Institute of Electronics, AGH University 

of Science and Technology, Kraków for his special paper titled “On timing corruption in fiber-optic 

links’. 

I hope that the conference will establish useful links between the different knowledge areas 

and help all university participants to improve the teaching programmes concerning information 

technology issues. 

Please, do not hesitate to join us at NTI’06 and enjoy the meetings with your friends and 

colleagues in beautiful scenery of Rzeszów. 

 

 

Andrzej Kos 

Conference Chairman 
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On timing corruption in fiber-optic links 
 

 

Marcin Lipiński 
Institute of Electronics AGH University of Science and Technology, al.Mickiewicza 30, 

31-228 Krakow, Poland 
mlipinsk@agh.edu.pl 

Abstract 

In the paper the problem of low-timing-error recovery in the fiber optic (FO) transmission is discussed. The 
basic sources of timing corruption are presented and especially the amplitude noise to jitter conversion in the 
receiver is carefully analysed. The special attention is paid to the low-pass filtering of the received signal. The 
contradiction between low-BER and low-timing-error oriented filtering its poited out. To verify the theoretical 
analysis results the hardware experiment and the measurement results are also presented. In the final part of 
the paper some practical conclusions on how to minimize the timing-error in FO link are drawn. 
 

1. Introduction 

The nature of the progress in todays electronics among others is the trend to process and transmit 

at higher and higher speeds. Especially the use of higher and higher resolution and increase in 

convertion rates between analog and digital signals made specialists to pay attention to the quality of 

clock signals. In fiber-optic transmission of high-speed data or some special-signals for example 

atomic frequency and time references or any kind of angle modulated signals the need of timing 

precision in received signal seems to be essential.  

Both clock quality as well as the timing precision of recovered signal are usually characterised by 

its jitter and/or other phase noise components [1].  

In this paper the problem of the timing quality of the transmitted and recovered signals in 

fiber-optic link is discussed. 

 

2. Timing quality in fiber-optic link 

The simplified schematic diagram of the FO link is shown in figure 1. 

 

FO 
transmitter 

FO 
receiver 

Monomode 
fiber 

IN  OUT 
Pλ  

τ u(t) u’(t;τ) 
 

Figure1. Fiber-Optic link structure 

In general the problem of received signal timing quality in the link may be considered as the 

stability of time delay τ between the input signal u(t) and the recovered output signal u’(t;τ). For the 

ideal link it may be stated that τ=const. 
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In the reality the total time delay τ  is never constant and its fluctuations result from the physical 

properties of components and electronic circuits used in the link. The fluctualtions are generated 

both in electronic circuits of the transmitter and receiver and in the optical fiber as well. The main 

sources of time-delay fluctuations in the transmitter are: 

• the amplitude noise and thermal fluctuations of the operating point in laser driver circuit; 

• the laser relative intensity noise RIN and the laser subthreshold operation [2], [Coldren]. 

The main sources of time-delay fluctuations introduced by optical fiber are: 

• thermal fluctuations of the difraction index ng of the fiber; 

• thermal length expansion coefficient of the fiber. 

The main sources of time-delay fluctuations in the receiver are: 

• the noise current of the photodetector and input noise of the the front-end stage; 

• the time delay on the input signal dependence of the limitter circuit; 

• the general thermal dependence of the time-delay in the receiver. 

In the electronic circuits all noise induced time-delay fluctuation components are of the short-term 

and/or medium-term types thus classified as jitter and/or wander. Thermally induced components 

have the nature of the long-term ones thus are classified as wander.  

The question if jitter or wander type of time-delay fluctuations are of the primary importance 

depends both on the transmitted type of signal in the link and the specific application. For example if 

high-speed data stream is transmitted and the precision of high-frequency clock recovery is crucial 

the jitter-type fluctuations should be minimized. The wander-type fluctuations are of the greatest 

importance if for example the atomic time reference signal is transmitted. 

To minimize the total time-delay fluctuations all above specified origins need to be carefully 

analysed and the dedicated steps should be taken. In the following part of this paper the noise 

induced jitter generated in FO receiver will be examined in detail and some general practical 

proposals how to minimize its value will be suggested.  

 
3. Input stages in FO receiver 

In case of fiber-optic transmission the receiver input stages structure looks usually as 

shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2. Input stages of FO receiver 

In many cases, where no extraordinary sensitivity is required, the p-i-n photodiode (PD) coupled 

to the transimpedance amplifier (TIA) are the typical solution of the FO receiver front-end [4], [5], 

[6]. The bandwidth and the sensitivity result both from the PD and TIA but in general well matched 

PD with TIA may result both the proper frequency response and the low-noise performance at the 

output of the front-end.  

The second subcircuit is the low-pass filter (LPF). The filter limits the spectra of the noise, thus 

increasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at its output. On the other hand the filter reduces the 

spectra of the received signal as well, thus introducing some signal shape distortions so a special 
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attention should be paid when designing LPF frequency response. In case of wide-band FO 

transmission the 4-th or higher order Bessel type low-pass filters are in common use [7], [8].  

The signal from the output of LPF is amplified by the limitting amplifier (LA) stage. This 

operation standarize the amplitude thus cutting off the signal amplitude noise, but anyway the phase 

noise still remains in the pre-shaped output signal.  

 

4. Modeling the signal amplitude noise to timing-error conversion 

If fast comparator is used as the limitting amplifier the signal coming from the output of the LPF 

is pre-shaped as shown in figure 2. 

Figure3. Signal amplitude noise to timing-error conversion 

The signal at the input of comparator is characterised by its amplitude Ypp and the rising slope 

with superimposed amplitude noise na(t). The comparator switches when the input level exceeds the 

refference UREF, so the amplitude noise is converted into the output signal slope timing-error.  

Assuming the linear slope in the vicinity of UREF the effective output jitter may be calculated as: 

where naRMS is the effective value of the input amplitude noise na(t) and the derrivative ( ) dttdy  is 

the average slew rate of the input signal in the vicinity of UREF.
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Assuming that noise na(t) results from low-pass filtering in the PD, TIA and LPF cascade of the 

gaussian white noise with the power density Sn, its effective level naRMS may be calculated from the 

relation: 

where fn is the noise equivalent bandwidth which may be expressed as the product of the coefficient 

Cn times the input stages cascade bandwidth f-3dB. 

The ( ) dttdy  in the vicinity of UREF may be aproximated from the risetime of the slope tr as: 

where tO is the rise time of the received optical signal, tIN is the resultant risetime of PD, TIA and 

LPF cascade. 

Introducing the known approximate relation between the risetime and bandwidth is tIN⋅f-3dB ≅ 0.35 
and using the above equations, the value of the effective timing-error at the output of may be 

expressed as: 

( )[ ]2
174.0

INOINnnRMS tttSCt +⋅⋅⋅≅∆  

Basing on the above equation the relative noise to timing-error conversion ratio 

nRMS St∆ dependences on the tO/ tIN ratio for three relative values of the rise time of the optical 

signal tO1, tO2, tO4 were calculated and results are shown in figure 3. 

Figure3. Dependence of relative noise conversion on tO/ tIN ratio. 

The above plots show that the shorter risetime of the optical input signal the lower noise to jitter 

convertion ratio for given value of  tO/ tIN. So to minimize the pre-shaped signal jitter the first 

suggestion is to use the full attainable channel bandwidth, thus obtaining the shortest possible optical 

input signal risetime.  
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On the other hand one can notice that for the tIN = tO the noise to timing-error convertion ratio 

reaches its minimum for any risetime. This suggests that properly matching of the input stages 

cascade frequency response thus its risetime to the received optical signal risetime may be the 

second tool of the pre-shaped signal jitter reduction. 

 

5. Experiment 

To verify the above statements a number of measurements in hardware experiment were carried 

out. Experimental setup is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Experimental setup 

In the experimental setup the fast DFB laser driven from the fast pulse generator with the 

Risetime Convereter were used as the optical signal source. With this arrangement the 

risetime of optical signal tO could be set up at: 0.4 ns, 1 ns, 1.3 ns, 1.6 ns, 1.9 ns, 2.15 ns and 

2.3 ns.  

In the optical receiver the fast heterojunction photodiode with the 1.9 GHz transimpedance 

preamplifier (TIA) and the set of low-pass filters were used. Filters used were fourth-order 

Bessel type with the 100 MHz, 300 MHz and 500 MHz bandwidth. All measurements were 

carried out with the HPC 54845A Infinium 1.5 GHz oscilloscope.  

 

6. Measurements 

6.1. Rise-time to timing-error conversion 

First the square wave signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the TIA output was adjusted. The 

output signal from the laser was optically attenuated to get the value of  SNR=25,3 dB at the 

TIA output. In this measurement the approximate 1.5 GHz bandwidth was defined by the 

oscilloscope. Then the TIA ouput signal jitter for different optical signal risetimes were 

measured. Results are presented in table 1, figure 5 and some example of the oscilloscope 

view in figure 6. 

Table 1. Timing-error dependence on the optical signal risetime 
 

tO [ns] 0.4 1 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.3 

∆∆∆∆tRMS [ps] 20.5 45.7 68.7 90 111 128 142 

 

Figure 5. Timing-error dependence on the optical signal risetime 
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Figure 6. Examples of timing-error measurement 

The figure5 shows that signal rise-time to timing-error dependence is almost linear. The slight 

nonlinearity of the curve comes from the shape difference between the shortest signal slope and the 

others what is noticeable in figure 6. 

 

6.2. Low-pass filtering results 

To verify the possibility of noise to timing-error conversion ratio minimalization by the rise-time 

matching proposed in chapter 4 the effect of the received signal low-pass filtering on the resulting 

timing-error was checked. First the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for each filter was measured. 

Results are shown in table2. 
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Table 2. Low-pass filtering effect on timing-error results 
 

B [MHz]   
(tIN[ns]) 

{SNR [dB]} 

1500  

(0.23) 

{25.3} 

500  

(0.74) 

{34.5} 

300  

(1.2) 

{36.6} 

200  

(1.8) 

{38.4} 

100  

(3.5) 

{40.3} 

tO [ns] RMS jitter ∆∆∆∆tRMS [ps] 

0.4 20.5  33.3  44.5  60.5  75.2  

1 45.8  45.4  50.5 70.2 78.2 

1.3 68.7 77.3 57.2 60.4 77.3 

1.6 89.9 66.5 63.6 70.6 81.6 

1.9 111 81.3 72.4 82 84.4 

2.1 128 89 79 79 84.4 

2.3 142 102 85 83.4 85.2 

In the upper row of the table the parameters of filtering are collected. They include: the filter 

bandwidth B, the rise-time of the input stages of the receiver tIN and the value of signal to noise ratio 

SNR. The wider bandwidth the lower SNR. For each value of the input optical signal rise-time tO 

resulting timing-error values are placed in apropriate rows. Minimal values in each row are boldface 

underlined. 

In general the results obtained confirm the matching qualitatively with the slight quantitative 

divergence as compared to the analysis results. The reason of these are both the simple model used 

in the analysis and inaccuracies in the experiment as well.  

 

7. Conclusions 

In the final chapter of this paper some general remarks and comments should be drawn up.  

Both the analysis and the experimental measurements showed that: 

a) Absolutely crucial for the low-timing-error signal receiption is the use of the maximum 

achievable bandwidth of the FO link. For this reason in the transmitter high-speed laser 

driver and fast laser shoud be employed. It is suggested that the best choice for the 

transmitting medium is the monomode low-disperssion fiber. The receiver input stages 

shoud have the maximum achievable bandwidth as well.  

b) Moreover to minimize the additive noise of the received signal to timing-error convertion, 

the bandwidth of the receiver should be matched to the rise-time of the optical signal. As it 

was shown in the experimental measurements the above condition needs not to be fulfilled 

precisely because the penalty in case of some moderate mismatch is not essential. In case of 

high-speed data transmission the low-timing-error clock recovery is in contradiction with 

low-BER synchronous data detection thus the separate low-pass-filtering may be suggested 

[9]. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a modified Hopfield Neural Network for solving the VLSI placement problem. The aim of 
the cell placement is minimization of the total length of interconnections in an electronic circuit. The layouts of 
three FPGA benchmark circuits were generated by using the network. The modified Hopfield network gives 
comparable results with the method using a simulated annealing algorithm. Some important conclusions 
coming from using the described method are presented. 

 

1. Introduction 

VLSI cell placement is a very important phase of the physical design process. Cell placement, 

which is a very difficult optimization problem, has proved to be an NP-complete. The goal of the 

VLSI cell placement is to arrange all the cells on a placement carrier while minimizing an objective 

or cost function. The minimization of the total estimated wire length, used very often, contributes to 

minimizing the total chip area because interconnections are known to occupy a considerable part of 

the chip area. The minimization of the total wire length ensures that the router can complete all 

connections of the circuit, if the available routing resources are fixed [1-2]. 

 

2. Cell placement problem 

Placement methods often utilize an assumption that the placement carrier is a rectangular grid of 

slots with K columns and L rows. The aim of the placement is to locate each cell in exactly one slot 

while minimizing the cost function. In each slot there can not be more than one cell. Then, to place 

X cells of the circuit, the constraint X ≤ M = K·L must be fulfilled. An assumption that all cell 

terminals are placed to the center of the slot, in which the cell is located, is also made. 

During physical design, the placement is followed by routing that determines the physical layout 

of interconnects in the circuit. Many placement algorithms use a wire length estimate to minimize 

the total wire length because each intermediate configuration routing takes too much time. For the 

same size cell placement, the assumption that all cell terminals are placed to the center of the slots, 

does not cause then a significant difference [2]. 

The complete-graph measure is a wire length estimate based on a complete graph. This graph has 

connections from each terminal to every other terminal of the net in the circuit. This measure is 

equal to the sum of all complete graph connection costs divided by t/2, where t is the number of 

terminals in the net. In a complete graph with t terminals there are t·(t-1)/2 interconnects in total, so 

after dividing by t/2, an approximation of (t-1) interconnects to join t terminals is achieved [1]. The 

total estimated wire length of the circuit is the sum of the wire length estimates over all nets. A good 

survey on the cell placement is available in [2]. 

3. Hopfield Neural Network for the cell placement 

The Hopfield Neural Network is able to solve optimization problems [5]. Very often the neuron 

activation function is given by [5, 10] 
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where U is the neuron input signal, V is the output signal and U0 is a constant. 

An energy function E is defined for this network, which is described by [3, 5, 10] 
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where N is the number of neurons, ω i j is the weight of interconnect between the output of the 

neuron j and the input of the neuron i and Ii is the external input signal of the neuron i. The Hopfield 

network continuously evolves in time to minimize the energy function [5]. 

The Hopfield network for the cell placement is built of N = X·K·L neurons. The network consists 

of X rows, containing M = K·L neurons according to Figure 1. 

 
 1 . . . . . . . . . . KL 

1        

:        
:        

:        

:        

:        

X        

Figure 1. The division of the network 
 

All neurons have two subscripts. The first one defines the cell number and the second one the 

number of the placement carrier slot. If a neuron in the stable state of the network, has the output 

signal Vx i = 1, then it means that the cell x should be placed in the slot i [6]. 

The aim of the cell placement is to locate each cell in exactly one slot, while minimizing the total 

estimated wire length. The cost function of cell placement problem consists of four components: E1, 
E2, E3 and E4. E1 ensures that in all slots could be placed no more than one cell (in the stable state of 

the network, in all columns no more than one neuron could have the output signal equal 1). E2 

ensures that all cells should be placed exactly in one slot (in all rows exactly one neuron has the 

output signal equal 1). E3 forces neurons to have the output signal equal 0 or 1 or near these values. 

E4 is equal the total estimated wire length [3, 6]. 
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, similar δx x’, A, B, C, D are constants, P is the number of circuit pads 

(terminals of the whole chip), di i’ is the distance between the slots i and i’, di p is the distance 

between the slot i and the circuit pad p, cmcx x’ is the element of cell-to-cell connection matrix CMC 

and cmpx p is the element of cell-to-pad connection matrix CMP. The elements cmcx x’ and cmpx p are 

given by 
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where S is the number of nets (signal lines) in the circuit, ti is the number of terminals (cells and 

pads) in the net i, fti is the correction factor of the wire length estimation for the net i containing 

ti terminals, neti x x’ is the weight of the interconnection between the cells x and x’ in the net i and 

neti x p is the weight of the interconnection between the cell x and pad p in the net i, which are 

described by 
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where wi is the weight of interconnections in the net i. The net weights wi enable a preference of 

critical nets. Without a preference, all the nets have the weight wi = 1. In this work the method which 

utilizes the modified Prim algorithm and the Lee algorithm is used to calculate correction factors fti 
[11]. The length of interconnections between pads and cells must be considered separately because 

pads have fixed positions. 

Comparing Eq. (2) and the cell placement cost function we get equations for weight and external 

input signal values 
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where ωx i, x’ i’ is the weight of interconnection between the neuron x i and the neuron x’i’ and Ix i is 

the external input signal of the neuron x i. The Hopfield network with weights and external input 

signals described by Eqs. (11-12) can be used for solving the cell placement problem with fixed 

pads. 
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The simulation of the Hopfield network can be done with the Euler method [10] 
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where τ is the time constant of the network, ∆t is the time step of the Euler method and Ui
t
 is the 

input signal of the neuron i in time moment t. A number of trials are performed and best results are 

chosen. 

 

4. Simulation results 

The Hopfield network was implemented in software by using a program written in C++. The 

simulations were performed according to Eqs. (1) and (13), they had been put U0 = 0.1, τ = 1, and 

∆t = 0.01. The initial input signals of neurons were independently randomly chosen to the interval 

between -0.1·U0 and 0.1·U0. The motivation of settings such an interval was that, for the neuron 

activation function according to Eq. (1) and U0 = 0.1, neuron output signals were near 0.5 and none 

of neurons was privileged. The random perturbation ±0.1·U0 was used similarly like in other works 

[5, 10]. The neurons were updated synchronously, that was all neuron input and output signals were 

calculated and updated in the same time. The termination criterion was that, the network was 

regarded to be in the stable state when all |V t
x
+

i
∆t

 - V tx i | ≤10 
-6

. In the stable state all neurons with 

Vxi ≥ 0.5 were set Vxi = 1, otherwise set Vxi = 0. The neuron weights and external input signals were 

calculated according to Eqs. (7-12), for all nets wi = 1 was used. The constants in Eqs. (11-12) were 

set A = 5, B = 6 and C = 0.5. The constant D in Eqs. (11-12) was set to a value, for which almost all 

the solutions were valid, e. g. 90÷100% of solutions. The solutions are valid if the components E1 

and E2 in Eqs. (3-4) are equal to 0. 

All benchmarks were Field Programmable Gate Array FPGA circuits. The aim of the 

configurable logic block CLB placement is to minimize the number of tracks per channel required to 

route the circuit (channel capacity). The well known Versatile Place and Route VPR tool for FPGA 

circuits, use the wire length minimization at the CLB placement phase [4]. VPR uses a simulated 

annealing algorithm to achieve this aim. VPR source code and documentation are available from [7]. 

Benchmarks were available from [8]. All benchmarks were originally written in the .sega format and 

were converted to the .blif format netlist of LUTs and flip flops using a recommended program [9]. 

Then, T-VPack was used to pack the netlist of LUTs and flip flops into the desired FPGA CLBs. 

The T-VPack output netlists of CLBs [7]. 

The first benchmark called term1 consisted of 14 CLBs (cells), 34 inputs (pads), 10 outputs 

(pads) and 66 nets. These nets had from 2 to 7 terminals. CLBs were placed into 4x4 slot array. The 

second benchmark called 9symml consisted of 19 CLBs (cells), 9 inputs (pads), 1 output (pad) and 

70 nets. These nets had from 2 to 13 terminals. CLBs were placed into 5x5 slot array. In the first and 

second benchmark CLBs had 10 fixed input pins and 4 fixed output pins. The third benchmark 

called Test consisted of 20 CLBs (cells), 5 inputs (pads), 16 outputs (pads) and 25 nets. These nets 

had from 2 to 17 terminals. CLBs were placed into 5x5 slot array. In the third benchmark CLBs had 

4 fixed input pins and 1 fixed output pin. 

For all benchmarks 100 trials were performed by using the modified Hopfield network. Table 1 

presents results achieved for each benchmark. All benchmarks were also placed by using the VPR 

(Version 4.30) placement tool, which produces only one placement. Wire lengths are estimates 

expressed in units of one CLB size. It can be seen in Table 1 that the total estimated wire lengths of 

placements obtained by using the modified Hopfield network are comparable to those achieved 

using the VPR placement tool. 
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Table 1. Results for all the benchmark circuits 

Benchmark  Results 

Average wire length  162.0195 

Best wire length (achieved) 158.3135 

Constant D 0.13 
1 

VPR placement wire length 158.3135 

Average wire length  253.7244 

Best wire length (achieved) 244.9425 

Constant D 0.13 
2 

VPR placement wire length 241.5156 

Average wire length  101.5219 

Best wire length (achieved) 101.4328 

Constant D 0.45 
3 

VPR placement wire length 101.4328 

 

The cell placements achieved by the modified Hopfield network were routed by using the VPR 

routing tool. Table 2 presents achieved results for all the benchmarks. For the modified Hopfield 

network, results for five or three best placements are included. In Table 2 results for VPR simulated 

annealing placer are presented too. Table 2 contains the total estimated wire length, the total actual 

wire length after VPR routing and the minimum number of tracks per channel required to route the 

benchmark. All placements were also routed by using the approximation of the minimum rectilinear 

Steiner tree. 

 

Table 2. Routing results for all the benchmarks 

Benchmark Placement 

Total 

estimated wire 

length 

Total wire 

length (min. 

Steiner tree) 

Total wire 

length (VPR) 

Minimum 

number of 

tracks (VPR) 

Hop. net 1 158.3135 159 370 11 

Hop. net 2 159.9182 160 347 11 

Hop. net 3 161.4034 159 361 11 

Hop. net 4 162.3484 158 359 10 

Hop. net 5 162.4339 162 369 11 

1 

VPR 158.3135 159 370 11 

Hop. net 1 244.9425 245 567 13 

Hop. net 2 245.2779 245 548 13 

Hop. net 3 247.3809 249 538 13 

Hop. net 4 247.6962 249 573 13 

Hop. net 5 247.8019 249 590 13 

2 

VPR 241.5156 235 545 13 

Hop. net 1 101.4328 93 156 4 

Hop. net 2 102.8398 94 153 4 

Hop. net 3 103.3088 95 148 3 
3 

VPR 101.4328 93 154 4 

The results obtained by using the modified Hopfield network are comparable to those, achieved 

using VPR simulated annealing algorithm. The total actual wire length after routing for the modified 

Hopfield network placements are a bit lower, a bit higher or the same. The advantage of the 
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modified Hopfield network is the possession of a few results near the optimal one. These solutions 

contributed to routing two benchmarks with the minimum number of tracks per channel lower with 

one. It should be noted that the minimization of the total wire length is based on the wire length 

estimation and is only approximately equivalent to minimizing the number of tracks per channel 

required to route the circuit. Then, slightly worse placements in the total wire length estimation 

meaning, can ensure routing of the circuit with a lower the minimum number of tracks per channel 

and/or with lower the total actual wire length after routing. For all placements the total wire length 

of the minimum rectilinear Steiner tree is nearing the total estimated wire length. Achieved results 

testify to a good quality of the wire length estimation used in this work. The difference between the 

total estimated wire length for the Hopfield network or VPR placements and total actual wire length 

after VPR routing results from solutions used in the VPR routing tool. The VPR router moves circuit 

interconnections in channels to minimize the number of tracks per channel. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The modified Hopfield network was presented. The aim of this work was to examine this network 

for the VLSI cell placement. The simulations show that the modified Hopfield network produces 

placements of a comparable quality to simulated annealing ones. The advantage of the modified 

Hopfield network is the possession of a few solutions whose quality is nearing the optimal one. 

These solutions contributing to the final results are even better than those obtained with the 

simulated annealing algorithm. In VLSI design it is better to have a few solutions instead of only 

one, remembering the tools very often use approximations. The modification of the Hopfield 

network is very simple. It should be noted that the small value of the constant C in Eqs. (11-12) 

contributes to significantly better results. The modified Hopfield network seems to be a uniform 

method of optimization because near quality results were obtained for the general travelling 

salesman problem. Almost the same network parameters were utilized for solving both problems. 

The paper shows there are big power resources in the Hopfield network. 
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Abstract 

The GMPLS is known as one of the most important technologies for solving many problems over the Internet. 
Recently, significant work has been completed on the recovering and protection mechanisms of data and the 
control plane of GMPLS network. Still, new enhancements should be proposed to improve the efficiency of 
traffic engineering. Therefore the simulation tool supporting GMPLS network is desirable. The available 
network simulators are analyzed and as a result NS-2 and OPNET are proposed on research in this area. An 
example of separation data and control plane of MPLS in NS-2 simulator is presented. Further extensions of 
NS-2 are necessary to the complete support of GMPLS simulation. 

 

1. Introduction 

MPLS is today mostly used for traffic engineering. Traditional IP network with TCP mechanism 

and routing protocols do not allow for efficient traffic engineering. In this approach traffic 

engineering is basically concerned with two problems that occur from routing protocols that only use 

the shortest path as constraint when they construct a routing table. The shortest paths from different 

sources overlap at some links, causing congestion on those links. 

Delay sensitive traffic like voice-over-IP calls or video data becomes significant part of traffic 

today. Controlling how traffic flows through a network to optimize resource utilization and network 

performance is one of the most important tasks for network engineering. The MPLS technique 

provides the mechanisms for fast switching and bandwidth reservation for supported traffic. The 

special signaling protocols are used to establish and control the paths, which traffic travels through 

the network and therefore a more efficient use of the network resources can be achieved. 

Today’s data networks typically have four layers: IP for carrying applications and services, 

asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) for traffic engineering, SONET/SDH for transport, and dense 

wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) for capacity. This architecture is cost-ineffective and 

difficult to scale for very large volume of traffic. The GMPLS (Generalized MPLS) extends the 

MPLS traffic engineering concept providing the MPLS-based common control mechanisms for such 

multi-layer network which allow implementing common traffic engineering strategy for all 

supported switching techniques like packet, TDM, wavelength and fiber switching. New generation 

platforms supporting GMPLS functionality will give service providers an opportunity to migrate a 

new network architecture that will: 

1. Allow overlay networks (TDM, Packet, Cell, Lambda) to evolve to a single layered 

architecture with a common control plane. 

2. Allow end-to-end provisioning of services extending from the access network to the 

core. 

3. Allow service providers to build multi-vendor networks with many of the 

integration and flow through issues simplified. 

The architecture of GMPLS is described in RFC document [1]. The GMPLS signaling function 

and signaling protocols (CR-LDP, RSVP-TE) are described in RFC documents too: [2, 3, 4]. 
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Recovery mechanism in GMPLS is one of the area that need further research. This problem can be 

mentioned in data, control and management plane. The protection and restoration methods of data 

plane are described for example in [5, 6]. Recovery of the control plane is especially important. A 

reliable control plane has significant impact on new and existing connection. Therefore it is 

necessary for providing high level of quality of service (QoS). As discussed in [7] recovery 

mechanisms for GMPLS still should be enhanced. 

 

2. Motivation 

As it was shown in [6] control plane plays important role in next-generation transport network 

and its reliability can be a critical element for functionality of entire network. The efficient 

mechanisms should be therefore implemented. Many protection and restoration mechanisms 

(includes span 1+1, 1:1 etc) for the control plane are described in IETF, OIF, and ITU-T drafts and 

papers. However, authors focus their activities mainly on qualitative theoretical consideration of 

described procedures. Functionality of such procedures should be tested and confirmed by 

simulations. 

Since GMPLS functional planes may be physically separated, new mechanisms should be 

developed to improve survivability such as new protection and restoration schemes. Existing 

mechanisms should be also verified and modified, if needed. Note that such separation cause 

transport network potentially insensitive on control plane failures, and vice versa – the failure of the 

data plane may not cause the failure of control plane. Another very important issue is the influence 

of the control plane reliability into the quality of services supported by network and realized by the 

data plane. Note that the failure of control plane, although it does not cause disconnecting of existing 

connections in the data plane, may degrade QoS of such connections by disabling signaling support 

(it means for example that established connection cannot be deleted in signaling manner and traffic 

stay without protection). 

As mentioned in [7] the procedures required to synchronize the state of control plane nodes after 

the control plane failure recovery, which are commonly considered to use in GMPLS are and are not 

sufficient. These procedures, based on the standard fault tolerance and graceful restart mechanisms 

of the RSVP-TE and CR-LDP protocols, should be enhanced to support GMPLS features such as 

out-of-band signaling, link bundling, forwarding adjacencies and many others. 

One of the most important goals of our research is develop application, which allows to 

quantitative study these mechanisms by simulations. Our research activities will be therefore 

focused on the following areas: 

• performance comparison of the existing protection/restoration mechanisms in the data 

plane and control plane, 

• development of new, more effective, protection and restoration mechanisms in the data 

plane and control plane, 

• study of influence of the control plane failure on traffic QoS and development 

mechanisms for its neutralization, 

• development of more efficient control plane state synchronization mechanisms. 
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3. Simulation tools 

Actually only one simulation tool for GMPLS is available. GMPLS Lightwave Agile Switching 

Simulator, short GLASS, is a java based network simulation tool [8]. This software originates in a 

corporation of the High Speed Network Technologies Group and the Internetworking Technologies 

Group of the Advance Network Technologies Division at NIST. The simulator has implemented 

MPLS forwarding and label distribution with LDP, CR-LDP and RSVP-TE. It seems to be 

appropriate tool but last update of this environment was made in 2003. Moreover, simple tests show 

that this tool is unstable, at least in Windows + SunJDK environment. Therefore other existing 

simulation environments should be analyzed too and the most appropriate will be chosen for the 

proposed research. 

There are several environments supporting MPLS. However in most cases MPLS modules are 

still tested or not fully implemented.  

The J-Sim [9] environment is a component based network simulator developed entirely in Java 

language by Hung-ying Tyan and some other people at the Ohio State University. J-Sim is an open 

source project and the simulator and some modules are available to download at the projects 

website. Moreover the Infonet Group of the University of Namur [10] developed the modification of 

MPLS module provided inside this simulator. This model does not include any label distribution 

protocol so LSPs must be setup statically. There was supposed to be an RSVP-TE implementation 

added to the project but this work has not been finished. Because of the lack of a signaling protocol 

we decided not to use this simulation model in proposed research. 

OMNeT++ [11] is a discrete event simulation environment programmed in C++ and developed by 

András Varga. The simulator is open source and free to use for academic and non-profit users. The 

simulator is component-based and there are many models in development for this simulator. MPLS 

model is available in OMNeT++. It supports LDP, CR-LDP and RSVP-TE signaling protocols. 

Some inadmissible simplifications of this model have been made [12] and therefore we will not use 

it.  

NS (Network Simulator 2) [13] is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research. NS 

provides substantial support for simulation of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and 

wireless (local and satellite) networks. The simulator has been in development since 1989 and there 

are many different contributed models available for the simulator. This simulator is also open source 

software and there are a lot of users that has contributed to make this tool. The MPLS module 

developed by Gaeil Ahn is available in NS simulator. This module includes MPLS forwarding 

mechanism and label distribution protocols: LDP and CD-LDP. Christian Callegari and Fabio 

Vitucci [14] have made an implementation of RSVP-TE for NS-2.  

OPNET Technologies [15] provide a set of simulation, modeling, optimization, monitoring, 

planning and performance analysis tools for many specialized application. One of the available 

modules is a high-fidelity Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) model. The implementation of 

this module includes: 

• static and dynamic Label Switched Path (LSP) support, 

• label distribution using Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) 

• signaled LSP setup using CR-LDP or RSVP 

• constrained Route computation using CSPF 

• QoS extensions to support Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 

• resiliency and restoration analysis of MPLS networks 
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The OPNET and NS-2 simulation tools are the most appropriate for our research. First of all, they 

are still supported by its creator. Secondly, they provide MPLS modules with advances features. 

Thirdly, both tools are commonly used for research. One difference between them is significant. 

OPNET is a commercial tool whereas NS-2 is an open source project. Therefore we decide to choose 

NS-2 for our purposes. 

 

4. Separation of data and control plane of MPLS in NS-2 simulator 

The preparation of NS tool, to support out of band transmission of control traffic is the first step 

of our research. Due to several important benefits [7] it is desirable to separate data and control 

plane of GMPLS networks. Thus control plane traffic should be sent over separated network. Data 

plane network should avoid transmission of any control information especially routing updates and 

messages of label distribution protocols.  

Because the recovery of control plane is the first area of our research, we focus on label 

distribution protocols. The RSVP-TE protocol has been chosen for analyzing and simulation instead 

of LDP because the first one has been preferred in modern architectures of GMPLS network. The 

data plane network in the NS model has remained the MPLS network. Further modifications will 

adopt NS to support full-featured GMPLS. However the research on control plane recovery is valid 

in the case of MPLS as data plane architecture. The control plane network is the IP network. In real 

network GMPLS node contains label switching module and control (routing and signaling) module, 

which is shown on figure 1. This device has been represented by two nodes in NS simulator. 

However these two nodes belong to one device. One of them is MPLS node by means of NS 

terminology and the second one is IP node. The NS architecture, analogous to real one is shown on 

figure 2. 

Supporting out of band transmission of RSVP-TE traffic in ns require some modification of NS 

simulator. The RSVP-TE agent should be attached to IP node instead of MPLS node. This agent 

should send the messages over control plane network but it should maintain the label information 

base on the corresponding MPLS node. For example if label switching path (LSP) is requested on 

ingress MPLS node it informs RSVP-TE agent attached to corresponding IP node to perform this 

task. The RSVP-TE agent prepares path massage and sends it over control plane network. In 

consequence the reservation massage is send back. Agents witch receive the reservation massage 

inform corresponding MPLS node to perform the reservation.

IP

Label switching 

module

Routing module

Control plane network

Data plane network
 

 

Fig. 1 GMPLS routers with out of band control plane network. 
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Presented idea has been implemented. First, the RSVP-TE implementation has been adapted to 

the most recent release (2.29) of NS-2. Then necessary extension of NS-2 has been done. Currently 

our modifications allow performing path reservation for symmetric data and control plane 

architecture. An example of simulation, visualized by NAM (visualization tool for NS-2) is 

presented on figure 3. The user data flows from node 0 to node 7. Then the new path (nodes 1,3,5,6) 

is requested. The path message is sent by node 8 over nodes 10 and 12 to node 13 – figure 3a. The 

1 2

3 4

Data plane network

Control plane network

MPLS node

IP node

 
 

Fig. 2 MPLS nodes in ns simulator with out of band control plane network.

 

Fig. 3 The example of simulation. 
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reservation message comes back over the same way – figure 3b. Finally the new path is established 

and user data is rerouted – figure 3c. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Recently, many efforts and activities on GMPLS have been initiated, which prompt the 

necessarily of GMPLS simulator. This tool can help to evaluate and analyze proposed GMPLS 

techniques. Especially it seems to be helpful in the research focused on protection and restoration 

mechanisms of data and control plane.  

Currently, several network software simulations are available. However two of them are 

dominant: NS-2 and OPNET. The NS-2 software is an open source project therefore we decide to 

choose this software. NS-2 is not GMPLS simulation software in principle but MPLS with RSVP 

module can be extended to support desirable functionality. The example modification shows that this 

software is appropriate for further research on GMPLS.  
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Abstract 

Development of intelligent and efficient urban route planning techniques seems a natural direction of 
development for classic route planners and navigation systems. However, the inclusion of varying traffic level 
information introduces several problems when it comes to performing the calculations. This is especially 
significant in real-time navigation systems, where interactivity makes it necessary to execute the search 
algorithms repeatedly and deliver the results as quickly as possible. 

This article focuses on the algorithms which can be adapted and used for that purpose. A brief outline of 
the methodology and assumptions is followed by an overview of several attempts of speeding up repetitive 
heuristic search using similar input data. 
 

1. Introduction 

The route planning problem is commonly known and well-studied. However, traffic levels are 

growing rapidly, and IT systems play an increasingly important role in most people’s lives, be it 

personal computers used at home and work, or dedicated in-car systems designed to make everyday 

travels quicker and more comfortable. 

Route planning and satellite navigation systems are becoming widely available and more 

affordable. They are especially useful when visiting new places, often unknown to the traveller. 

While their performance on long journeys is very acceptable, they often have a hard time finding 

optimal routes through congested streets of large cities. This is mainly because they don’t take the 

prevailing traffic conditions into account. 

There are two approaches for dealing with this problem. One is based on monitoring the traffic 

and planning a route that’s inherently optimal. However, traffic monitoring systems are very 

expensive to implement and to operate, and their application is limited to real-time in-car dynamic 

route planning/navigation systems. This leads to another problem, as the ever-changing traffic 

information has to be constantly fed to the navigation system, resulting in a need to set up a data 

transmission link between the vehicle and the monitoring centre. Therefore, instead of monitoring 

the traffic in real time, we’ve set out to create a framework for predicting traffic conditions using 

artificial intelligence methods and knowledge describing the traffic characteristics of a given city. 

[1] 

 

2. Representation of traffic conditions 

Observation of traffic camera footage and real-life conditions led to the conclusion that the level 

of traffic can be well approximated using two “welded” normal distribution functions. Such a 

function features two peaks, one during the morning rush hours, as lots of people drive to work, and 

another one in the afternoon, representing their way back. Figure 1 shows a sample traffic level 

graph. Dots represent traffic levels assessed using pictures from traffic cameras, the line is the 

approximating function.
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Figure 1. An example of traffic level data for a specific street fragment [1]. 

 

Traffic data collected for the most crucial places in a city can then be interpolated for other streets 

using flow simulation or queue network algorithms [3].  

Travel times for street fragments are usually calculated using the length of a given fragment and 

the average speed, which usually depends on the type of road (residential streets, collector roads, 

arterial roads). Traffic level data, normalized within the scope of a city, can be then used to calculate 

real-life travel times for a given road fragment at a certain time.  

There are several conditions which must be met by the graph edge weights representing the travel 

times. First of all, obviously, the travel times must be greater than zero. This guarantees that there 

are no zero or negative cycles in the graph. In extreme cases, urban travels can take several hours. 

As traffic conditions may change during that period, the algorithm has to use traffic level values for 

that exact moment. As it is impossible for the traveller to save time by waiting at any location 

without moving, the travel times must satisfy the so-called FIFO property [2]. It is satisfied if for 

each pair 21, tt  ( 21 tt < ): 

)()( 2211 tdttdt ijij +≤+  

where )(tdij  is the travel time from vertex i to vertex j at time t. 
 

3. Intelligent route planning algorithms 

As mentioned above, there are two typical situations for urban route planning. One occurs when 

the planning process is conducted prior to the travel itself, using a route planning computer 

application or web service. The other arises when using real-time route-planning/navigation systems, 

usually in the vehicle.  

 

3.1. Pre-travel planning 

Algorithm-wise, pre-travel urban route planning doesn’t require the use of any advanced 

techniques. The traffic conditions are “included” in the edge weights, so it is possible to employ 

literally any shortest path algorithm to do the job. 
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The only thing that needs to be observed is that as the travel progresses, time advances as well, 

and that at any point during the execution of the search algorithm, it has to update the edge weights, 

so that they reflect the prevailing traffic conditions. 

As for that algorithm itself, it is, of course, possible to use any general shortest path search 

procedure, although for performance considerations we shall focus on informed search methods. Of 

those, the most widely known algorithm – A* search – seems well-suited to this purpose [4, 5]. 

An important aspect is the selection of an appropriate heuristic function. In our case, the weights 

of the graph arcs represent the real-life travel time through a road segment. A heuristic function 

should therefore reflect, as accurately as possible, the estimated travel time from a given point to the 

destination. It seems impossible for the heuristic function to take the traffic characteristics of streets 

into account, since that would require solving a route-planning subproblem, and would be rather 

ineffective. The nature of heuristic functions is not to use the graph itself, but instead to utilize some 

other kind of knowledge. In the field of route planning using maps, the most obvious heuristic 

function refers to the distance between points, i.e. the Manhattan distance metric. 

For the A* algorithm to provide an optimal result, the heuristic function must be admissible – it 

must never overestimate the time needed to get to the destination [5]. Because our heuristics are 

based on the distance, it also has to take the speed into account, as the result must reflect the travel 

time. In order to obtain an admissible – optimistic – heuristic, the speed used for the calculations has 

to be the average speed for the “fastest” streets in the region where the search is performed. 

 

3.2. Adaptive real-time planning 

Requirements for planning “static” routes before the travel begins are quite relaxed. Such systems 

usually operate on computers with lots of processing power, and the time in which the results are 

delivered isn’t critical. 

This isn’t usually the case with route planners operating in real time, such as in-car satellite 

navigation systems. The initial phase is fairly similar to that describe above, and usually takes place 

before the travel starts. However, the planning process doesn’t end there. 

The planned route needs to be constantly adjusted as the travel progresses. There are two common 

conditions causing this. One occurs when the driver of the vehicle, for some reason, takes a detour. 

This can be a result of human error, but it can also mean that the driver experienced something 

unexpected on his way – a traffic jam or an accident. 

The other thing that makes adjustments necessary is the flow of time. The planning algorithm 

assumes that respective road fragments can be traversed in the time computed. If the traversal times 

are longer or shorter, the estimated times of arrival at certain vertices are no longer synchronized 

with the actual arrival times. 

 

3.2.1. Incremental heuristic search. Incremental search is a common technique used for 

speeding up subsequent similar search operations. The basic idea of incremental search is that when 

changes are introduced in the search graph (i.e., the topology is altered or the edge weights 

modified), the new search isn’t conducted “from scratch.” Instead, “start distances” (lengths of 

shortest path from the source vertex to a given vertex) from the previous search are analyzed in order 

to identify those which could have changed after the graph had been altered. One of the best-known 

uninformed incremental search algorithms is the DynamicSWSF-FP algorithm (Ramalingam and 

Reps, 1996) [6]. 

However, as we’ve already pointed out, urban route planning should be based on an informed 

(heuristic) search algorithm. [7] describes an algorithm, based on the classic A*, which exercises the 

concepts of incremental search. 

Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) repeatedly finds shortest paths between two vertices in graphs with 

dynamically assigned edge weights. As the modifications of weights are arbitrary, it seems universal 
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enough to be used for our application. The algorithm maintains two estimates of the start distance: 

g(s) and rhs(s) for each graph vertex s. Initially, the shortest path is computed in a normal A* 

manner. Both estimates for each vertex are equal. 

 After any edge weight changes, the UpdateVertex procedure is called for the vertex at the end of 

that edge. The rhs estimate for that vertex is updated to reflect the updated weight, and, if it’s 

changed, the vertex is added to a priority queue. The priorities are pairs reflecting the f and g values 

of a vertex in A*. After all the edges have been processed, the shortest path is recomputed. This 

time, only the vertices from the priority queue are processed, according to their priority. Estimates 

for those vertices are again made equal, and all the successors of each vertex are added to the 

priority queue. [7, 8] 

The authors admit that LPA* can be less efficient than A*, especially in the case when a large 

percentage of edges have their weights modified, i.e. when the overlap between the old and the new 

search trees is small. The method for representing traffic level described in section 2 of this article 

assumes a continuous function. This way, practically every edge weight gets modified even with a 

slight estimated/real time shift. 

In order to improve computational performance, it seems a good idea not to recompute the 

shortest path every time there is a time mismatch. There are two ways of tackling this. One – quite 

obvious – is to define the minimum time gap length triggering the edge weight update. This could, 

however, be problematic with street segments with rapidly changing traffic levels. Therefore, it is 

more accurate to calculate the difference of the previous and the current travel time for each street 

segment, and update it only if it exceeds a certain value. However, this requires storing yet another 

value for each edge, thus increasing the memory requirements of the algorithm.  

 

3.2.2. Adaptive search. There is yet another way of improving the performance of repeated 

heuristic search. The idea here is to modify the heuristic in every subsequent search, so that it is 

more accurate, yet maintains the properties of the original one – it is admissible and monotonic. 

Below, we present a summary of an algorithm called Adaptive A*. 

Here, gd[s] represents the goal distance of vertex s. Obviously, ][* startsgdf =  is the length of 

the shortest path from sstart to sgoal. According to the original A* algorithm, ][][][ shsgsf += . 

Therefore, ][][* sgdsgf +≤ , so ][* sgf −  can be used as the new, more accurate heuristic. As it 

is never smaller than the original h[s] heuristic, it dominates it and should result in reduction of the 

number of states expanded in subsequent searches. The authors further prove that the new heuristics 

are monotonically nondecreasing, and therefore become more informed over time, and that they 

remain consistent and admissible. [9] 

 

4. Map abstraction and refinement 

Map abstraction and refinement is a technique widely used in computer game logic programming, 

in order to optimize the doings of the characters controlled by the computer. Theoretically, this 

approach also can be used for urban route planning.  

Authors of [refinement] suggest an algorithm for speeding up the pathfinding process by using 

several levels of abstraction. The algorithm, Partial Refinement A* (PRA*), starts with the most 

abstract version of input data. Then it executes a loop, reducing the abstraction level in each 

iteration. The loop performs an A* search and then truncates the obtained path to a given length. 

This way, only part of the search graph is refined at a time, hence the name. 
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Figure 2. An “obvious” fastest route (dark-coloured line), and an optimal route which 

avoids traffic congestions during the rush hours (light-coloured line). 
 

The biggest problem here is the selection of the abstraction levels and preparation of abstract data. 

Grid-type maps can be easily subjected to abstraction, e.g. by joining four adjacent cells. However, 

when it comes to graphs representing urban street networks, things become slightly more 

complicated. Commonly used map file formats incorporate a system of levels, normally used to 

reduce the number of details displayed at lower zoom levels. This usually amounts to removal of 

“less significant” streets. This is somehow contrary to the basic idea of our urban route planning 

system, as we think that in extreme traffic conditions, it is best to avoid the usually congested main 

arteries whatsoever, as shown on Figure 2. Therefore, we reckon that abstract versions of those 

graphs should be created manually, taking into account the characteristics of traffic in the city. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Intelligent urban route planning is, algorithmically speaking, a difficult and complex task. While 

there shouldn’t be any significant problems devising methods for planning “static” routes, as this 

process is neither dynamic nor time-critical, a lot more work has to be done in order to prepare those 

systems for real-time, interactive operation.  

This article describes several approaches and algorithms which can be used to cope with the 

problem of re-planning the route, for instance in the case of changing traffic circumstances. 

Undoubtedly, the methods described will be refined and tailored as the research in this field evolves.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a method of using the Unified Modeling Language for specification  
of programs for logic controllers such as PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and RLC (Reconfigurable 
Logic Controller). Emphasis is put on diagrams that represent behavioral state machines. The proposed 
method is based on the behavioral specification of a binary control algorithm that is presented in the form of a 
set of state machine diagrams. The paper shows a way to transform and detail the UML specification to the 
form that is acceptable by contemporary, industrial PLC controllers and reconfigurable FPGAs. The UML 
specification can be used to generate an effective program in a language compatible with IEC 1131-3 
standard, especially SFC. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a language for specifying, visualizing, constructing, 

and documenting artifacts of software systems, as well as for business modeling and other non-

software systems. The UML represents a collection of the best engineering practices that have 

proven successful in modeling large and complex systems [4, 5]. The authors of UML are Grady 

Booch, Ivar Jacobson and James Rumbaugh. The first version of the language (1.0) was presented in 

1995. The current version is 2.0. The UML language contains thirteen kinds of diagrams (structure 

and behavior diagrams). One of the behavior diagrams is a state machine diagram that defines a set 

of concepts that can be used for modeling discrete behavior through finite state transition systems. In 

addition to expressing the behavior of a part of the system, state machines can also be used to 

express the usage protocol of part of a system. These two kinds of state machines are: behavioral and 

protocol [11]. The UML language can be used not  only for designing software systems, but also for 

other kinds of them, for example reactive systems [1, 10].  

The main purpose of this work is to present a method of using behavioral state machines for 

graphic specification of logic controllers, because they refer directly to the definition of Finite State 

Machines (FSMs) [2, 3, 6]. The usage of protocol state machines in controller design provides 

ground for future investigation. 

 

2. Reactor as an exemplary logic controller 

Reactor constitutes an implementation of a logic controller, see [10] for details. Its main function 

is to produce a special mixture. This product is made up from fixed amounts of three ingredients 

(two are loose, and one is liquid). The scheme of this technological process is shown in Figure 1.
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Φιγυρε 1. Τηε σχηεµε οφ Φιγυρε 1. Τηε σχηεµε οφ Φιγυρε 1. Τηε σχηεµε οφ Φιγυρε 1. Τηε σχηεµε οφ Ρεαχτορ∋Ρεαχτορ∋Ρεαχτορ∋Ρεαχτορ∋σσσσ τεχηνολογιχαλ προχεσσ τεχηνολογιχαλ προχεσσ τεχηνολογιχαλ προχεσσ τεχηνολογιχαλ προχεσσ    
 

Reactor can work in three modes: 

(a) Initialization 

After receiving the signal REP (when the operator pushes the button REP on the console) the 

main tank of Reactor empties and the waste is removed. The valve EV is open as long as the liquid 

remains above the level Nmin. During this period of time two conveyor belts work backwards (AC1, 

AC2) to remove waste which has remained from the previous technological process. The conveyor 

belts work over the time span t1. Then the signal FT1 is generated. 

(b) Normal production  

Filling 
If  the liquid level in the main tank is below the minimal level Nmin and signal AUT  

is active (the appropriate button on the operator’s console is pressed) valves V1, V2 and V4 are open 

and the pump P is running. When the foam level in the main tank is above Nlim,  

the valve V1 closes and the pomp P is stopped. When the foam settles below Nlim, the valve V1 

opens again and the pump P runs as long as the main tank is filled with liquid to Nmax level. During 

this period of time, valves V2 and V4 open and Scales 1 and 2 are filled with ingredients A and B. 

High values of signals B1 and B2 mean that on the scales there are desired amounts of ingredients. 

Then valves V2 and V4 close. 

Mixing 
If the liquid level in the main tank and the amounts of ingredients on the scales attain their desired 

values, valves V3 and V5 open and the conveyor belts run (C1 and C2). Then the loose ingredients 

mix with the liquid ones in the main tank and the mixer M is switched on. After the period of t1 

(signal FT1 is active) valves V3 and V5 are closed and conveyor belts stop. Then the product is 

ready and the main valve V6 is opened. After the period of t2,  
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the signal FT2 is generated and the mixer M is stopped. When the level of liquid product is under 

Nmin, the valve V6 is closed. 

If the signal AUT is active (on the operator’s console), the system switches to the mode Normal 
production – Filling.  

(c) Emergency system stop 

For safety reasons the system can stop if a breakdown appears – signal AU is on when the 

operator pushes the appropriate button on the console. If a breakdown appears when the reactor is in 

the mode Normal production – Mixing, the content of the main tank (reaction product) is useless. 

The technological process of the reactor is stopped, and the main tank and two conveyor belts 

empty. The system switches to mode Initialization.  

If a breakdown appears when the system works in mode Normal production – Filling, the system 

stops, and after coping with the failure (the signal AU is inactive and signal REP is active) the 

system resumes the technological process (Normal production – Filling). There is no need to empty 

the main tank. 

 

3. Using state machine diagrams 

State machines can be used to express the behavior of a part of a system. Behavior is modeled as 

a traversal of a graph of state nodes interconnected by one or more joined transition arcs that are 

triggered by dispatching a series of event occurrences. During the traversal, the state machine 

executes a series of activities associated with various elements of the state machine. A state models a 

situation during which some invariant condition holds. The invariant may represent a static situation 

such as an object waiting for some external event to occur. However, it can also model dynamic 

conditions. A transition is a directed relationship between source (state) and target vertices. It may 

be part of a compound transition, which takes the state machine from one state configuration to 

another, representing the complete response of the state machine to the occurrence of an event of a 

particular type [11]. The formalism of state machines described in UML is an object-based variant of 

Harel statecharts [6, 7, 8]. 

Figure 2 shows a state machine diagram for Reactor’s model on the highest hierarchy level. 

 

Φιγυρε 2. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 2. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 2. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 2. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ ΡεαχτορΡεαχτορΡεαχτορΡεαχτορ �  τηε ηιγηεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε ηιγηεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε ηιγηεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε ηιγηεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ    
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State machine diagrams enable the designer to model the system on the selected hierarchical 

level. If there is no need to present all details of the designed system, we can choose a higher level of 

the hierarchy and hide unimportant (on the designed level) information. 

In the example, states FILLING, PRODUCTION and INITIALIZATION are, in fact, composite 

states. Composite states may consist of sequential or orthogonal substates.  

In  Figure 3 the internal structure of the INITIALIZATION state is presented. Figure 4 shows the state 

machine diagram with all substates and full information on the lowest hierarchy level. Each of the 

substates (that in fact is a sequential automaton) possesses its own initial state that is activated when 

the system is in superior state. 

 

 
Φιγυρε 3. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ τηε στατε Φιγυρε 3. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ τηε στατε Φιγυρε 3. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ τηε στατε Φιγυρε 3. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ τηε στατε ινιτιαλιζινιτιαλιζινιτιαλιζινιτιαλιζατιονατιονατιονατιον    

 

 

Φιγυρε 4. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 4. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 4. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ Φιγυρε 4. Στατε µαχηινε διαγραµ φορ ΡεαχτορΡεαχτορΡεαχτορΡεαχτορ �  τηε λοωεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε λοωεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε λοωεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ �  τηε λοωεστ ηιεραρχηψ λεϖελ    

 

Label H in the open circle in Figure 4 means that, when the system is in the composite state 

FILLING, the first substate in each orthogonal part of the state FILLING is the one which was 

active when the control was passed over to another state last time. If it is the first time when 
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the state is activated, first active substates are initial states (on the diagrams: small, black, 

filled circles). 

It is worth mentioning that state machine diagrams support various features of the modeling 

systems such as hierarchy and orthogonality. This support allows for designing the behavior 

of the complex and orthogonal systems in an intuitive and clear way, on the selected 

hierarchical level. 

If necessary, the state machine diagrams of the designed system can be transformed and 

detailed to another specification, compatible with IEC 1131-3 standard (e.g., SFC) that is 

acceptable by contemporary, industrial PLC controllers and reconfigurable FPGAs [3, 9]. 

 
4. Conclusions 

The UML language contains a few graphical tools that can be used to illustrate, specify, visualize, 

construct and document designed systems.  

A method of using Unified Modeling Language for specification of programs for logic controllers 

such as PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and RLC (Reconfigurable Logic Controller) has been 

proposed. It seems that state machine diagrams from the UML language can be useful in supporting 

the process of graphic specification of programs for logic controllers. 

As for future research, the use of other diagrams from UML is going to be investigated, e.g., use 

case diagrams or activity diagrams. The former can be applied to analyze the user’s needs and 

interface of the designed device. The use cases can be explained by the activity diagrams that can be 

used to prepare testbenches for the modeled system [1]. But the main method to model the behavior 

of a system are state machine diagrams. They allow for completing and unambiguous specifying the 

designed system, and support features such as hierarchy and orthogonality. 
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Abstract 

In the paper a digital power monitor addressed to power budgeting circuit based on the non-uniform delta 
modulation is proposed. The basic principles of NSDM converter that is used for the dynamic clock throttling 
(DCT) and the dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) power saving method are shortly described. Finally, the 
digital power monitor addressed to power budgeting circuit is proposed. 

 

1. Introduction 
Mobile devices are significant part of today’s market, which still requires new product like 

hardware accelerators, DSP, processing engines or GPS solutions. It entails designing new 

chips that could stay batteries alive for a long time. So everybody asks scientists and 

electronics designer about low power, but estimation how low can they go, hasn’t precise 

answer. The biggest power saving is coming at the highest level of abstraction. Techniques at 

the architecture and system level have been studied in the past years and some techniques 

have been proposed [1].  

For example, the optimal partitioning in the memory hierarchy, the bus connectivity 

structure and a variety of choices for power-down modes for a given application was 

proposed. In this domain there are several techniques that can be used, the most obvious, 

which pays off most, is the clock gating technique. Power dissipation in the clock network can 

constitute more than 30% of the overall dynamic power.  Usually in digital systems which 

have a central processor, some peripherals, and application specific cores, all mentioned 

blocks are not used at the same time. Furthermore, some portions that are inactive at the some 

times can be found within these blocks. Using the appropriate control registers and gating 

functions it is possible to configure the system such that there is no activity in such blocks 

when it is not needed. Obviously, when all this is done there is still a lot to do in the physical 

domain where still significant gains can be obtained. Why? They are reduced dynamic power, 

but there is still leakage power. Its value depends a lot on the technology. Increasing the 

power consumption causes the higher the temperature, which further increase in leakage, and 

finally results in thermal runaway [2],[3].  

 

2. Techniques of dynamic power control 
The power management techniques, that play main role in contemporary integrated circuit 

designs, especially microprocessors [4],[5] are: the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), the dynamic 

clock throttling (DCT) and dynamic frequency scaling (DFS). These methods allow keeping the 

throughput of high efficiency systems on the possible maximum level [4] or decreasing the power 

consumption, generally in mobile devices [5].  

DCT or DFS frequency control unit, introduced to VLSI systems, reduce power by clock 

shutdowns (DCT) or frequency decreases (DFS). The first method temporary eliminates the 

dynamic power losses; then all consumed energy is caused by the leakage. In the second one 

the dynamic power losses are limited to value that allow reaching satisfied cooling conditions; 

then the maximum chip temperature does not “burn” the circuit structure. The effective power 

management unit needs precise estimation of conditions that activate or deactivate the clock 
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shut-down or the frequency decreasing mechanism. For example the ACPI (Advanced 

Configuration and Power Interface) specification puts the operating system (OS) in control of 

power management. The BIOS is responsible for the dirty details of communicating with 

hardware equipment but the control is in the OS [13]. In many devices is not possible to solve 

the power control like this [12]. However the observation of circuit thermal behavior caused 

by the power stimulation could bring the good estimation. ADM (adaptive delta modulation) 

algorithms and their hardware implementation are suitable for a thermal control like this. The paper 

presents NSDM, one of the ADM techniques, that is made use of power saving by clock 

gating. 

 

2. NSDM technique 
The idea of using variable sampling to reduce the data rate of source coding is the topic that 

is still not completely understood. Earlier analytical investigations showed a very good 

performance of non-stationary input process reconstruction for the duration of conversion that 

applied non-uniform sampling [6]. So there are some hopes for improvement the compression 

and quality results while converting, in the real time, speech signals (TV, video) [7,8].  

A voice encoding system based on ADM codecs has already been used in the Shuttle 

system. ADM modulation was chosen by NASA for source encoding of voice because of its 

tolerance to channel errors. Today, there are many military and commercial systems using this 

method [8]. They are particularly useful for applications in TDM systems, switches and 

phones. Bluetooth standard employs a low-cost, 64-kbps Continuously Variable Slope Delta 

(CVSD) modulation voice-coding scheme. Several semiconductor manufacturing companies 

(CML Microcircuit, National Semiconductor, and GCT Semiconductor) produce specialized 

telecommunication ICs based ADM codecs. 

As far as ADM modulations (e.g. CVSD, CFDM) are concerned Abate [6] and, then, Taub 

[7] show that the introduction of adaptation of the quantization step size does not change the 

minimum value of the total noise of quantization, i.e. maximum ratio SNR. However, a 

considerable extension of the dynamic range DR in which this maximum value is obtained is 

the effect of the adaptation.  

The NSDM mechanism can be included in the analog to digital converters providing 

increased dynamic range DR of the signals possible for processing in relation to the LDM 

modulation. The Abate [6] theses about equality of the maximum ratio SNR for LDM and 

ADM shows an increase of the dynamic range of ADM in relation to LDM modulation. The 

NSDM schemes have been proposed and studied in [8]. This modulation is a method adapting 

the sampling frequency to the input signal variation. The block diagram of its idea is 

presented in Fig.1.  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of NSDM converter; a) coder, b) decoder 

For the input signal x(t) the staircase in the NSDM modulator can be expressed as in (1): 
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and the output code stream is as in the equation (2): 
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Where: ti is the sampling instant, and s(ti) is the coded signal x(t), at ti with the step size ∆. 

The sampling intervals τi = ti+1 - ti vary according to the characteristics of x(t) and the next 

sampling time ti+1 can be expressed as: 
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where: P, Q are constant factors of sampling interval modification: P ≤ 1 ≤ Q.  

Two other parameters establish a varying sampling intervals border. The maxτ is the upper 

bound of the sampling period change and minτ is the lower bound. The 0τ is called also start 

sampling interval and its value decides about the average output bit rate. The algorithm (4) 

can be presented as a frequency modification function and then parameters assume the name 

fs_min, fs_max and fs_start [9],[10]. 

Formula (4) represents the 3-bit sampling interval change adaptation algorithm. It is also 

described by the Modify Interval Function (MIF) table (<1 means increase frequency, >1 

decrease frequency, 1 denotes a come back to start frequency). 
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Table 1. MIF Table 
Bi-2 bi-1 bi MIF 

0 0 0 <1 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 >1 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 >1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 <1 
 

 

One can see that the NSDM output binary stream carries the information of not only the 

changing trend of the source signal but also the sampling timing of the modulator. So that in 

the demodulation process the irregular staircase signal can be recovered [8].  

 

3. Power monitor with NSDM converter 
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the power monitor based on the modified NSDM 

converter. With relation to based converter structure (Figure 1), the new elements: Tsth 

comparator and Ssth thermal slope detector was added. They are responsible for main system 

clock changes (fclk_sys). The analogue comparator is substantially the same and operates in 

substantially the same manner as the component of the basic block diagram. The logic 

adaptation block consists of a coincidence shift register, a programmable clock divider and the 

MIF.  All these establish the time to the next sampling moment that is generated by the 

programmable clock. To eliminate the computational complexity of the frequency equation 

solving, all of them are calculated at the beginning of conversion and store as a divider value 

in the frequency table. Estimated temperature value is computed in the accumulator, which 

directly drive the 12 bits resolution digital to analogue converter. For the reason that it is the 

most complicated and expensive element, the loop back integrator, which reconstructs the 

input signal, known as a charge parcelling integration [11], may be used instead. 
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Fig.2.Power monitor structure base on the modified NSDM converter. 
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When the current value of predicted temperature cross the threshold value Tthm the 

regulation mechanism starts. The slope temperature detector delivers additional information 

about how deep must be a clock reduction to secure the system for the maximum temperature 

overload. The system frequency is changed according to the values stored in the system clock 

correction table. 

 
4. Conclusion 

Now engineers are standing in front of many contrary requirements for system design. If the 

power is the basic necessity a low VDD and automatic clock gating insertion are used. Those are 

techniques well understood and properly automated. Multiple voltage islands and multi level clock 

gating are no contemporary mainstream approaches. Those 2 techniques are not very complicated in 

their concept but unfortunately still require a lot of planning at all levels: architecture, P&R
1
 and 

verification as it is too easy to make a mistake there that won’t be catch before silicon testing [2]. 

In order for a low-power technique to become “mainstream”, it needs to be properly automated in 

a design tool, the complexity of the implementation need to be well understood and the common 

analysis and the verification methods need to exist in order to limit the risk involve in using it [1]. 

Presented power monitor with the NSDM converter met these requirements and additionally thanks 

to it simply hardware implementation may guarantee high reliability and robustness.  This idea 

needs a hard further work; authors plan to build the thermal management simulation but it is very 

difficult to create a model of thermal dependencies, which is very consistent with the reality. 
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Abstract  
The article presents methods of increasing responsiveness and speed of a remote information data acquiring 
and monitoring in access control devices. The application created in this article uses a web browser, 
compliant to W3C standards, as a host system. Technologies used in this project, as an asynchronous client-
server data transmission and a Google WebToolkit user interface widget toolbox, lead to creation of an 
application which has uniform and fast machine-to-user interface. The Article presents also comparison of this 
solution to standard OS dependent application along with common web technologies. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

 Modern technologies forced developers to create applications, which are easily accessible by user as 

well as to provide fast access to any data offered by the system. Nowadays there is a fast evolution of web 

technologies, called commonly as the “Web 2.0”[1]. This techniques lead to fast data exchange in client-server 

architecture and most of all increase of the responsiveness of the provided user interface. The application 

presented in this article, enables user to monitor the data acquired by access control devices located in the 

controlling area. A web browser is used as a host for Ajax web application. This web application is only the 

user's front-end. All data processing is made by asynchronous calls to the system located on the server. Data 

are sent to the client as soon as they are available in the server environment. Undeniable advantage of this 

solution is the multi operating system accessibility to data provided by the data harvester. User, equipped only 

with standard (W3C) compliant web browser, is able to gain access and monitor all security events crucial for 

the system safety. Solution presented in this article is actively developed in the leading Polish company, which 

delivers access control solutions. This system is valuable completion to standard non web browser systems 

offered by this company. In this article, detailed solution is presented, along with comparison to the standard 

access control monitoring application along with a normal web browser data access interface. 

 

2. Ajax and Google Web Toolkit  
 

 Technologies presented in this article are commonly known as Web 2.0 services. As cited from [1] 

“Web 2.0 generally refers to a second generation of services available on the World Wide Web that lets people 

collaborate and share information online. In contrast to the first generation, Web 2.0 gives users an experience 

closer to desktop applications than the traditional static Web pages. The term was popularized by O'Reilly 

Media and MediaLive International as the name for a series of web development conferences that started in 

October 2004. Web 2.0 applications often use a combination of techniques devised in the late 1990s, including 

public web service APIs (dating from 1998), Ajax (1998), and web syndication (1997). They often allow for 
mass publishing (web-based social software)”.  
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 Ajax [2,3] is a set of technologies, supported by a web browser, including: Html and CSS for 

presenting, JavaScript for local data processing, and DOM (Document Object Model) to access data inside the 

page or to access elements of Xml file read on the server. The XMLHttpRequest class read or send data to the 

server asynchronously. Other features include the DOM parser class, PHP or another scripting language on the 

server, XML and XSLT technologies to process the returned data. Technologies like SOAP or JSON may be 
used to dialog with the server.  

 

Fig. 1.. Standard web model with comparison to AJAX model [3] 

 Asynchronous in web development, means that the response of the server is processed when data are 

available, without to wait and to freeze the display of the page. Normally user performs action, and web 

browser transfer this action to server (fig.2.). Server, after receiving request analyzes it, perform needed 

operations (database query etc.) and resend back the answer. Web browser renders the answer. In this 

situation, all processing is synchronous. Ajax model changes this situation using asynchronous server requests 

in background. During user activity data transmissions occur in the background (fig 3,). This attempt lead to 
shorten response to user.  

 

Fig. 2. Standard user-server data exchange [3] 
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Fig. 3. Ajax data exchange model [3] 

Ajax is based on specifications: Xml 1, Html 4.0, DOM 2, from W3C, EcmaScript 1.5 from Ecma. 

XMLHttpRequest defined by Microsoft and further standard from W3C in the DOM3 specification. W3C has 

published draft specification for XMLHttpRequest[4]. Ajax uses a programming model with display and 

events, which are user actions. They call functions associated to elements of the web page. Interactivity is 
achieved with forms and buttons.  

 XMLHttpRequest is an API that can be used by JavaScript, JScript, VBScript and other web 

browser scripting languages to transfer and manipulate XML data to and from a web server using HTTP, 

establishing an independent connection channel between a web page's Client-Side and Server-Side. 

XMLHttpRequest is an important part of the Ajax web development technique, and it is used by many 
websites to implement responsive and dynamic web applications [1,5]. 

 Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a Java software development framework published by Google 

Corporation. Class annotations are interpreted by the compiler at deployment time and Java files are converted 

into cross-browser JavaScript and HTML files. In addition to that there is direct support for Remote Procedure 
Calls. 

As cited from the Google Web Toolkit Components page [6], main components are: 

Fig. 4. Google WebToolkit components[6] 

• GWT Java-to-JavaScript Compiler: The GWT Java-to-JavaScript compiler translates the Java 

programming language to the JavaScript programming language. 

• GWT Hosted Web Browser: The GWT Hosted Web Browser runs and execute GWT applications in 

hosted mode, where the code runs as Java in the Java Virtual Machine without compiling to 

JavaScript. To accomplish this, the GWT browser embeds a special browser control (an Internet 

Explorer control on Windows or a Gecko/Mozilla control on Linux) with hooks into the JVM.  
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• JRE emulation library: GWT contains JavaScript implementations of the most widely used classes in 

the Java standard class library, including most of the java.lang package classes and a subset of the 

java.util package classes.   

• GWT Web UI class library: The GWT web UI class library is a set of custom interfaces and classes 

that let create web browser "widgets," like buttons, text boxes, images, and text. This is the core user 

interface library used to create GWT applications. 
 

3. Description of the system 
 

 System is build in the client-server architecture. The helper application, located on the server, is the 

application, which reads access control events created by hardware devices (Access Control Data Harvester). 

Many access control devices are connected directly to the server. Connection is made by the RS-485 serial 

interface. The application is running in the background. Each device is scanned for new events few times per 

second. As soon as the device creates an access control event (normal usage of privileged card, alarm situation 

etc.), the system read data and stores it on the database backend. For this solution Firebird SQL Server was 
chosen. 

 

Fig.5. Security Access monitoring system 

Additionally, conforms to the Google WebToolkit architecture, there is servlet implemented on the server. It's 
main purpose it to respond from client's web application calls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. 
Implementation details of server and client main classes based on GWT technology 

 

 

It's main purpose is to deliver data fetched by the Access Control Data Harvester, as soon as they are available 
in the database. 
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Client application is the implementation of GWT user interface class (com.google.gwt.user.*). Application's 
main purpose is to show to the authenticated user: 

• online events reported by access control devices 

• state of devices (connected, unavailable etc.) 

• browse the historical data of access control events (browse the database) 

Fig.7. Client interface (development version) 

 The application's user interface uses standard widgets, provided by Google WebToolkit class 

(com.google.gwt.user.ui.*). Communication with the server is made asynchronously using class 

AccessUiService, which is extension to the RemoteService class, with it's asynchronous interface 

(RemoteServiceAsync). Data are transmitted in the serialized format from the server to the client. Usage of the 

Google WebToolkit classes provides great solution for cross-browser incompatibilities along with ease of 
development.  

 

4. Comparison to standard technologies 

 

Test comparison with other techniques were carried out in order to fulfill the main goal: distant monitoring of 
the access control events. 

For comparison two alternative solutions where chosen: 

• native Win32 application – in production and deployment for a long time in an access control 

company 

• web application created with the PHP scripting language 

 Native application was created as an GUI application with TCP/IP connection to the Access Control 

Data Harvester (also native Win32 application). Server application works as a system service, reading events 

from the hardware in the background. Client application was created using Borland C++ Builder IDE and VCL 

foundation classes. Web application was created only for comparison purposes. Is is an application created 
with PHP scripting language running on the GNU/Linux web server (Apache2 and PHP5).  

 Testing procedure was based on the user interactivity with the tested application. There were 10 new 

standard events (privileged user entry) registered on the hardware device. Time interval between events was 

set on 5 seconds. Total user movement time is 50 seconds. The time where the last event was shown on the 

client user interface was set as an end of test. During test time user has also performed user interface actions 

(clear event list, limit event list count). Comparison results with advantages and disadvantages of 
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presented method are located in the Table 1. Since the test method was based on the user activity, there is no 

accurate method to measure exact test procedure execution time. Time results presented in table 1 are 
connected with the user experience, user knowledge and system performance.  

 

 Ajax application WIN32 application PHP application 

Total test time 75 seconds 67 seconds 95 seconds 

UI Update - fast - fast - slow 

Advantages + render speed 

+ responsive user interface  

+ accessible anywhere 

+ render speed 

+ responsive user interface  

+ small application size 

Disadvantages - possible browser 

incompatibilities 

- compatible browser with 

JavaScript  

- operating system dependency 

- need installation before use 

- page reloading 

- unresponsiveness of the user 

interface during test procedure 

 

Table.1. Comparison of test applications 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

 The solution presented in this article, enables user to monitor the access control system with the web 

browser interface. Using of ajax technology, mainly asynchronous data exchange between JavaScript browser 

application and the main server, provides better responsiveness of the user interface. System provides also 

client monitoring of new access control events as soon as they are received by the server backend. This 

solution has undoubtedly great advantage in comparison with standard web technologies called Web 1.0 (eg. 

PHP with database access), or a operation system native user applications. Usage of the Google Web Toolkit 

provides developers an easy way to maintain the main application functionality without concerning about web 
browser incompatibilities. 
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Abstract 

Present research concerns telecommunication billing systems (TBS). The main aims of this was to discuss the 
issues connected with TBS and suggest the conception of its development into a modern extended 
telecommunication billing system (ETBS) as well as to prove the legitimacy of ETBS definition based on the 
analogy between TBS and MRP (Manufacturing Resource Planning) development observed by the authors. 
The first part of this study presents the main problem connected with traditional TBS. TBS definitions are 
presented together with the basic functional tasks determined in various sources. Based on this information 
there is a concept of modern ETBS proposed by one of the authors. According to this idea modern ETBS 
should combine typical TBS tasks with functionalities of billing-connected systems. In the present article 
proposed billing-connected functionalities are specified. In the second part of this study the authors prove the 
legitimacy of ETBS definition given on the basis of the analogy observed between MRP and TBS development. 
It was also proven on the basis of the authors’ own conclusions and experiences gained during work with 
telecommunication and production management systems.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

Billing system (BS) is a very comprehensive definition. Original definition of BS as narrowly 

specialized system used only to bill customers slowly falls into oblivion [1]. First of all there was a 

division of BS for the sake of the business branch. Furthermore fast technological developments as 

well as huge market requirements have forced BS to fulfill a large number of billing-connected 

functions. They also have to enable easy integration with other ICT (information and communication 

technology) systems. Modern BS’s are first and foremost multi-module systems [4]. Currently there 

is a wide range of BS available on the market. The fastest development is noticeable in 

telecommunication business. Therefore we discuss these systems in the present study. It is worth to 

mention that the scientific works are not interested in telecommunication billing systems (TBS) 

which are typically commercial solutions. We can find information in some sources but it is usually 

typical marketing information and TBS producers are not very keen on sharing the knowledge on 

solutions and technology used. We can state that in comparison with research on MRPII / ERP 

(Manufacturing Resource Planning / Enterprise Resource Planning) systems, TBS are completely 

unexplored. Thus the aim of the present research is to introduce definition and functionality of TBS. 

First of all we would like to pay attention to the fact that rapid technological progress as well as 

huge requirements of the market forces the necessity of TBS development. Therefore the main 

purpose of this study is to discuss elementary problems concerning TBS, suggest the concept of a 

modern extended telecommunication billing system (ETBS) and prove its validity.
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To confirm the hypothesis of TBS development into multi-module systems and prove the 

legitimacy of suggested ETBS definition the authors used the analogy observed between MRP and 

TBS development processes. ERP systems stem from the simple MRP systems from the 50s [6] 

which evolved into more sophisticated MRPII and then into current multi-module ERP systems. 

Authors expect similar development of TBS systems which are currently relatively recent into multi-

module ETBS systems. 

 

2. Extended telecommunication billing system 

In this item, definitions and functional tasks of traditional TBS are presented. Based on this 

information, the concept of the modern ETBS is proposed by one of the authors. In internet sources 

a few definitions of TBS there can be found. The simplest one is presented in this study [1] and it 

describes TBS as a narrowly specialized system used for billing customers. According to 

information published by Bitpipe, TBS is a system which carries out collections, aggregations and 

formatting of telecommunication billing as well as accounting data [2]. However according to IEC 

organization (International Engineering Consortium), TBS is a system which accumulates 

customer’s movement data, calculates costs, issues invoices and receives payments [3]. 

Below you can find the main functional tasks of TBS presented in the literature [3][5]. They are 

differently specified in various sources just as the TBS definition.  

According to [5], TBS functionality should enable: services integration, interactive customer 

service, inter-provider accounting, abuse controlling, flexible customer service including market 

analysis, collecting information on customers, services and payments, analysis which would give 

results helping in making marketing and investment decisions, determining services, package 

services and flexible charging, and should include multidimensional, relating database together with 

management and data importing system. 

However according to the study published by IEC, TBS functionality should include: customer 

and contact management, sales and marketing management, requests and orders processing, errors 

and troubles processing, reporting of data processing efficiency, data collections and invoicing, 

events estimation and discount calculation, effective usage of data collection from external systems, 

and users management and system information management (logs, users, accounts etc.). 

Actually, rapid technological progress and huge requirements of the market create the need of 

TBS development. In the authors’ opinion modern TBS should enable wider functionality namely 

these should include not only typical TBS tasks but also some billing-connected functions which are 

essentially connected with telecommunication provider’s business area. Author considers the 

following TBS tasks as crucial for modern billing system, contracting parties’ management 

(salesmen, suppliers, network providers, bank partners etc.), customer management, defining 

operator’s offers (services supplied and way of valuation/tariffication), defining various models of 

evaluations/tariffications and discounts, scale of charges management, managing information on 

sold products for customer, managing payments and customer accounting (invoices, billings, 

payments), customer dunning, mass processes management, reporting, managing customer relations 

and processing requirements and complaints. 

As the extension the author suggests including the following billing-connected fundamental 

functionalities into existing systems: managing the flow of documents and business processes 

(workflow), real-time evaluations/tariffications, network resources management, illegal connections 

detection, network services management (Service Provisioning), detection and management of 

network devices malfunction (Fault Management), mechanisms for easy and modern integration 
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with other external systems (built-in modules and external interfaces), management and processing 

of customer relations and support for customer self service, and data warehouse module; 

Therefore TBS definition should be more general and include the wide functional scope of such a 

system. Consequently author suggests the following definition of extended telecommunication 

billing system. 

Definition 

Extended telecommunication billing system (ETBS) is a system supporting all telecommunication 

providers’ business areas mainly in the field of customer service, billing and payment management 

but also ensuring functionality of other billing-connected systems such as: Workflow, Real-Time 

billing, CRM and Contact/Call Center, Data Warehouse, OSS (Operation Supporting System). 

  

Fig. 1. Extended telecommunication billing system (RTSB). 

Summing up we can state that it is not easy to clearly specify the scope of TBS functionality. 

Nevertheless, in order to meet large requirements of the market, modern systems must ensure wider 

and wider functionality and enable easy integration with external extended telecommunication 

billing system. That’s why they have become multi-module systems [4]. Differences between TBS 

functionalities and billing-connected systems are less and less visible. Many tasks can be executed in 

both TBS and billing-connected systems. Thus in contemporary telecommunication business it is not 

trivial to choose optimal TBS as well as interacting billing-connected systems. The main indication 

is minimum price for implementation of the solution chosen or the relation between the price and 

functionality which will be ensured by the solution implemented. Consequently in author opinion, 

modern ETBS should combine typical TBS tasks and billing-connected systems functionalities.  

In TBS development we can observe analogy to ERP systems which stem from simple MRP 

systems existing in the 50s [6]. Gradually they developed into more complex MRPII systems which 

are now multi-module ERP systems. Similar situation is highly possible concerning TBS which are 

relatively young systems and gradually they will grow into multi-module ETBS. 

 

3. MRP systems development vs. TBS 

In above-mentioned item the hypothesis was confirmed concerning TSB growth into multi-

module systems and ETBS definition was proven. To accomplish this task the authors used analogy 

observed between MRP and TBS development. 
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First the authors discussed shortly the history of MRP systems growth into multi-module ERP 

showing analogies between TBS and ETBS development. Particularly the authors wanted to point 

out the fact that both ERP and ETBS must implement the core functionality which is necessary for 

enterprise’s operations. In case of ERP it is a functionality for warehouses management 

implemented in original MRP systems however for ETBS it is events evaluation/tariffication and 

invoice generation available in current TBS. 

Next, to confirm the analogy between MRP and TBS, the analogies between functional needs of 

ERP and ETBS were discussed. As an example the authors presented selected modules integrated 

with present ERP systems which in current TBS are realized through external solutions and 

according to the ETBS definition suggested they should be its integral functionality. Argumentation 

was based on the modules fulfilling the main billing-connected functions in the ETBS definition 

proposed, such as: Business Workflow, CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and DW (Data 

Warehouse). 

 

3.1. Analogy between MRP into ERP development and TBS into ETBS development 

Roots of current ERP systems date back to 60s, when general guidelines for the first enterprise 

resource planning systems were developed [7]. Those efforts were focused mainly on issues 

connected with warehouse management and systems were named IC (Inventory Control) systems. 

After that in mid-60s APICS (American Production and Inventory Control Society) worked out an 

MRP I method (Material Requirement Planning). This method brought up problems concerning 

production and reserves management. It enabled determination of production tasks in advance and 

estimation of resources necessary for given orders realization. Thanks to its application it is possible 

to limit material reserves, determine precisely the date of resources delivery, determine production 

costs, and optimize usage of productive infrastructure and controlling in all stages. It also makes 

possible simulation of some processes and determining possible losses resulting from changing the 

suggested production scenario. Only in 1989 APICS introduced new standard of production 

management systems – MRPII (Manufacturing Resource Planning) which was the answer for 

increasing requirements for optimizing organizational management processes. It included most 

aspects of organizational management connected with planning and production processes control as 

well as sales and distribution. There were the following new elements: Closed Loop MRP, 

possibility of dynamic reaction for changing parameters and conditions of production, Critical Path 

Method, “just in time” delivery, distribution planning, Total Quality Management and Workflow. 

Gradually MRPII systems evolved into ERP I systems sometimes called MRP III (Money Resource 

Planning) where the main introduced functionalities were: two-way mechanisms for production 

planning optimization, possibility of systems integration (interfacing) within the confines of delivery 

and sales chains realization, developed mechanisms of decision simulation and analysis. Introduced 

changes enabled management of such modules as customer service, finance, human resources and 

integration through logistic chain. ERP I systems developed into ERP systems which include most 

of company’s operation areas and introduce access to the system via internet connection (www 

engine). Thanks to this it is possible to include the customer to the value flow sequence.  

Summing up we can say that the history of ERP systems development shows how IT systems 

created to optimize business processes management develop. At first they were resolving the most 

crucial problems as was warehouse management which optimization is necessary for remaining 

competitive in the market. Then they focus on processes which are not so essential for financial 

results and finally they try to fulfill some needs which have influence solely on the company’s 

image, and ROI (Return on Investment) is not possible for such solutions. Searching for analogies 
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between MRP and ERP development as well as between TBS and ETBS development it is not easy 

to determine the current position of TBS. Some of available TBS’s already implement some 

simplified billing-connected functionalities from ETBS or include them as dedicated modules but for 

sure the proposed ETBS definition is not any standard. And yet ETBS core functionalities such as 

events evaluation or invoicing are implemented in all current TBS and nowadays they play the same 

role in those systems as in the 60s played the processes connected with warehouse management in 

MRP systems. Event evaluation and invoicing processes are necessary for the correct operations of 

telecommunication enterprise that is why these were the first functionalities implemented in TBS 

systems. Other functionalities are enabled through dedicated solutions. 

 

3.2. Analogy between ERP and ETBS functional needs 

Some billing-connected ETBS functionalities are currently realized in TBS by external modules 

and according to the suggested ETBS definition they should become its integral part. However in 

present ERP systems much functionality is executed by integrated system modules. It is possible to 

show at least a few such modules and its role in ERP systems is almost the same as in proposed 

ETBS. Some modules fulfilling the most essential billing-connected functions in suggested ETBS 

definition were chosen for consideration. 

Business Workflow module is used in ERP systems for modeling business processes which were 

not implemented by the software producers because of their unique character within the confines of 

various enterprise standards. It enables development of system functionalities to be perfectly tailored 

for specific implementation. Workflow integration in ERP systems ensures great flexibility and its 

guidelines are set out at the stage of system design. Integrated Workflow is also extensively used as 

a tool for modeling standard processes delivered by the ERP producer. It gives various possibilities 

when it comes to subsequent customizations in order to adapt processes to customer’s requirements. 

This solution introduces great flexibility and one other benefit is no need of using the interface to 

external Workflow systems, reducing maintenance costs and ensuring higher security level (e.g. 

there is no need of working out separate authorizations for ERP system and external Workflow 

system). Suggested ETBS concept highlights the necessity of owing the built-in Workflow system 

called in definition the module for documents flow and business processes management. Its role in 

ETBS system would be exactly the same as in ERP system. The only difference would be the 

specifics of implemented business processes. 

CRM module includes the functionality for customer relationship and it is one of the most 

important modules. CRM ensures that the company will remain competitive no matter how big it is 

or what kind of business it operates. Integration of CRM module with ERP system offers a wide 

range of possibilities for using it regardless of the branch and scope of operation. Perfect example 

would be CRM module produced by SAP Company – the most famous ERP producer worldwide. It 

is fully integrated with ERP system and makes available the following functionalities [8]: 

• marketing – campaign automation, optimization of marketing campaigns and development 

of marketing calendar functionality, trade promotions management, integration with delivery chain, 

development of the segmentation functionality, development of marketing planning; 

• sales – development of chance management, orders, contacts and activities, new 

functionalities for product configuration; 

• service – complaints and relationship management, service “at site”, service planning, 

development of the functionality for service orders management, effective finding possible answers 

to problems presented by the customers; 
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• analysis – development of marketing analysis, sales and service, introducing new analysis 

methods – real time analysis; 

• relationship center – introducing web engine as the interface for relationship center, new 

functionalities supporting the management of the personnel from the relationship center; 

• internet trade – development of the functionality for sales via internet (SAP Internet Sales – 

edition for R/3), service via Internet, customer’s portal; 

• applications for sales representatives – improvements to the interface of mobile application 

for salesman and serviceman, improvements to mechanisms for data exchange between offline 

applications and SAP CRM system (particularly for data exchange concerning chances, activities 

and campaigns), development of the functionality for mobile applications on PDA; 

• distributor management – complete scenarios for distributors chain management including 

sales processes, marketing and service. 

Proposed idea of the modern ETBS also highlights the necessity of owing integrated built-in 

CRM system called in definition the module for customer relationship management and support for 

customer self-service. There is no need to implement the solution with as many possibilities as we 

can find in CRM module from SAP Company, but the basic functionalities are necessary and 

common for both ETBS and ERP. These are mainly: complaints and relationships management and 

introducing web browser as widely apprehended interface. 

Data Warehouse module (DWH) is a basic tool in Business Intelligence. It enables gathering, 

integration and analysis of data coming from different areas in the company. Analysis of data 

gathered in this way makes possible taking accurate decisions concerning enterprise development as 

well as creation of reports concerning current operations. Integration of this ERP system enables 

easy and clear usage of data aggregated. There is no necessity of building interfaces between various 

platforms and “data cubes” provided by the producer are really good basis for complete DWH 

system creation. According to the ETBS definition suggested by the author DWH module should 

also become integral system functionality. It would fulfill exactly the same tasks as in ERP systems. 

In solutions for telecommunication the necessity for building complex reports, statistics and analysis 

based on data from the billing system is everyday life. It is not enough for telecommunication 

providers to have the functionality for simple reporting only so now it is normal to implement the 

interface for billing data export from data warehouse during TBS implementation.  

As a summary we can state that modules such: Workflow, CRM, data warehouse as well as the 

mechanism for integration with external systems should become an integral part of TBS in the 

nearest future – similarly to ERP systems – changing TBS into multi-module system and proving the 

legitimacy of the proposed ETBS definition. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Foregoing study concerns the concept of modern telecommunication billing systems 

development. The first part describes TBS systems used currently. The most important issues 

connected with traditional TBS systems were presented. TBS definitions were given as well as 

fundamental functional tasks introduced in many various sources. All the sources state – in many 

different ways but always clearly – that the main task for TBS is to define the offer with providers 

products as well as the way of its evaluation/tariffication together with customer management and 

customers’ payment stream (invoicing, payments, etc.) 

Based on this information there was a concept suggested by the author concerning modern 

extended telecommunication billing system (ETBS), according to which it should combine typical 

TBS tasks with the functionality of billing-connected systems. In short we can state, that ETBS is a 
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system which supports all telecommunication provider business areas, mainly in the field of 

customer service, billing and payments management but also ensuring functionality of other billing-

connected systems. In this article, proposed by the author billing-connected functionalities were 

specified. 

In the second part of the study the authors proved legitimacy of ETBS definition based on 

observed analogy between MRP and TBS development. It was proven on the basis of their own 

conclusions and experience gained during work with telecommunication and production 

management systems. At first the short history of MRP systems development into multi-module 

ERP systems was presented. The analogy between TBS and ETBS evolving was shown. The authors 

emphasized the fact, that both ERP and ETBS systems must implement some core functionality 

which is necessary for enterprise operations. In case of ERP system it is warehouse management 

implemented in first MRP systems, however in case of ETBS the functionality is used for events 

evaluation/tariffication and invoicing and it is implemented in current TBS systems. Finally the 

authors discussed the analogy between functional needs of ERP and ETBS, giving as an example the 

following modules: Workflow, CRM and DWH which are integrated with present ERP systems, but 

in current TBS they are executed through external solutions, and according to the ETBS definition 

proposed by the author, they should become its integral functionality. 
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Abstract 

This document presents a complex case of designed integrated circuit on various levels of system 
hierarchy. Therefore, all applied solutions created a new method, which was used in a new logical 
controller. In a safety control unit independent on the environment but precise managed some 
critical systems. However, all proposed solutions are characterized by the large simplicity, the 
transparent (in that type of unit) and so they can be easy implemented in a complex FPGA 
structures. 

The final result of conducted research were worked out a new method of designing of integrated 
circuits, within which every the smallest control or diagnosis unit should have been able to control 
and verify various events (inside and outside). 
 

1. Introduction 

In this document, the example of designing of a safety logical controller was described, which is 

characterized by a very high level of safety, efficiency and reliability [1, 9]. It was effect 

concentrated one’s attention on the move and information exchange mechanisms, which were 

designed for the critical systems. Different critical solutions applied in the military and civil 

applications, for example: in the medical and telecommunications equipment or in the chemical 

industrial equipment. 

Finally, the designed unit of logical controller takes advantage of various (new) technical 

solutions, which the detailed mechanisms of work were reflected in a new technology. In the new 

methodology of designing, where the control modules of a safety logical controller are responsible 

for the control and diagnosis of various events in the all critical environment.  

 

2. Controller 

In the current research, the architecture of a safety logical controller was considered and verified. 

It is a multi-processor M-S solution [1, 9] represented by a complex and hierarchy decision system, 

which details were reflected in the Halang-Śnieżek architecture, fig. 1A. This is why, that a proposed 

architecture was adapted to local needs of the critical systems (the military and civil systems) [2], 

where a high level of the safety and reliability of own work characterize the presented model of 

controller. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of controller:  

A) Halang-Śnieżek architecture, B) new version of architecture 

 

For that reason, the main goal of research were worked out a completely new method of designing 

and verifying of a control circuit, relied on the Halang-Śnieżek solution. On the model of controller, 

which was used in a new conception of the safety logical controller, fig. 1B. In the new solution 

obtained by thorough analysis and reduction of a number of redundant functional blocks, such as: 

processors, comparators and memories (RAM and ROM). As a result, all the limitations of original 

architecture (Halang-Śnieżek) lead to the simplification of complexity of a designed decision 

system, which will manage locally the critical environment in the future. 

Figure 2. Information channels:  

A) Halang-Śnieżek architecture, B) new version of architecture 

The work of both controllers, fig. 1, is very simple, because every separated pair of M-M or S-S 

processors simultaneously execute the same operations. As a result, these units are able to carry out 

of various mathematical (the S processor) and control (the M processor) operations, and next the 

obtained results are verified in the logical comparators. In this case, all the mechanism of 

information exchange between the M-S processors was divided into two information channels, fig. 

2, which concurrently realize the same tasks. But the main difference between these solutions (new 

and old solution) follows that the new controller shares only one SLAVE processor between two 

information channels, fig. 2B. 

In an effect of executed modifications and simplifications of a Halang-Śnieżek architecture, the new 

conception of safety controller is more stable in the critical systems. Therefore, in the new version of 

circuit that solution was developed about new and different mechanisms, which considerably 

increased its precision, faultless and safety of work. 
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3. Master 

The MASTER processor is a main element of logical controller, fig. 1B, which manages all 

functional blocks in the architecture of that type as well as all the diagnosed critical system [2]. 

Therefore, that designed control unit must be responsible for the management of all critical 

environment, within which it detects, checks and verifies every the smallest event. 

Figure 3. MASTER processor: A) work diagram, B) architecture 

In the Halang-Śnieżek solution (in processors) was used the diversification of unit part 

(implementation: hardware and software) [8], within which both flow processors (MASTER) 

execute the same program, stored in the ROM memories (M1 and M2), fig. 1A. Next, the obtained 

results of actions are mutually verified in a single logical comparator. However, a new version of 

logical controller was realized in the diversification of control part, within which work of each 

MASTER processor relies on the showed algorithm, fig. 3A. That diagram was worked out in two 

different and independent networks: in the Petri net (as the SFC graph) for M1 [10] and in the 

StateCharts states’ graph for M2. In this case, both nets characterize the same level of functional, but 

they were presented as completely various graphical representations. Finally, the work of both 

networks must be verified in the real time, so the StateCharts states’ graph was converted into the 

Petri net [3, 11]. As a result, two different nets (Petri nets) were obtained, which are characterized by 

the same functional, but different implementation. 

Figure 4. Instructions of controller 

The architecture of a MASTER processor is very simple, fig. 3B, because the number of its 

functional blocks was reduced to minimum. In this case, every the flow processor executes only a 

very simple and transparent program (in the controller), which is stored in the ROM memory, fig. 

1B. Next, on the basis of a group of M-S instructions, fig. 4, both MASTER processors 

simultaneously send information between the RAM memories (M1 and M2), and the SLAVE 

processor through the net of logical comparators (COMP). 
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4. Slave 

The SLAVE processor is a mathematical co-processor, which can realize various mathematical 

operations, such as: arithmetical and logical functions or tasks of flip-flops. That type of unit is 

managed by two flow processors (MASTER), which simultaneously execute the same program, 

stored in the ROM memory. Next, on the basis of that program both MASTER processors activate a 

SLAVE processor to work, which takes data from the RAM memories (M or S) and performs a one 

mathematical operation. Finally, that unit sends result to the MASTER processors, which save it in 

the RAMM memory. 

Figure 5. SLAVE processor: A) work diagram, B) architecture 

In the new conception of safety controller was exploited only one SLAVE processor, which is 

characterized by very simple work, fig. 5A, and architecture, fig. 5B. In that structure of a 

mathematical processor was used the “result voting” theory [4] and so its ALU unit is more 

developed than in the standard processors. As a result, the obtained solution is much better than a 

Halang-Śnieżek solution, because it increases the functionality and precision of the all safety logical 

controller. 

In the new logical controller, the ALU module consists of tree smaller ALU components, fig. 6, 

which simultaneously execute the same mathematical tasks, but in the tree various methods, fig. 7. 

Next, the obtained results (W1, W2 and W3) are sent to a “detector of results” block, table 1, 

through the net of logical comparators. Finally, the ”detector of results” module generates only one 

exact result, which a SLAVE processor sends to the MASTER processors and next to the RAMM 

memories. 

Table 1. Work of a “detector of results” block  

CONFIGURATION 1 CONFIGURATION 2 CONFIGURATION 3 

If W1=W2 then If W1=W2 & W2=W3 then If W1=W2 & W2=W3 & W1=W3 then 

 If W1=W3 & W2=W3 then W=W1=W2=W3  If W1=W3 then W=W1=W2=W3  W=W1=W2=W3 
 If W1=W3 & W2≠≠≠≠W3 then W=W1=W3  If W1≠≠≠≠W3 then ERROR Else 

 If W1≠≠≠≠W3 & W2=W3 then W=W1=W2 if W1=W2 & W2≠≠≠≠W3 then  ERROR 

 If W1≠≠≠≠W3 & W2≠≠≠≠W3 then ERROR  If W1=W3 then ERROR 

Else  If W1≠≠≠≠W3 then W=W3 
 If W1=W3 & W2=W3 then ERROR If W1≠≠≠≠W2 & W2=W3 then 
 If W1=W3 & W2≠≠≠≠W3 then W=W3  If W1=W3 then ERROR 

 If W1≠≠≠≠W3 & W2=W3 then W=W2  If W1≠≠≠≠W3 then W=W2 
 If W1≠≠≠≠W3 & W2≠≠≠≠W3 then ERROR Else 

 If W1=W3 then W=W1  
 If W1≠≠≠≠W3 then ERROR 

  

 

5. Network 

The considered architecture of a safety logical controller consists of various modules, such as: 

processors, comparators and buffers [12, 13], fig. 1B, which work was described by various 

networks. In this case, both synchronous and asynchronous solutions of a control net were used in 

the functional blocks, and next they created a one global network. The synchronous-asynchronous 

net, which own work connected and synchronized all the functional modules into one whole. That 

solution allowed on the examination different  
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Figure 6. Details of a SLAVE processor Figure 7. Example of multiplication 

variants of time areas [5, 6] in the designed controller. As a result, the solution of a GALS type used 

in the new conception of controller, fig. 8D, where the FS variant was reflected in the local 

functional blocks (the M-S processors), and the FA variant applied in the environment of these 

blocks, fig. 9. That synchronous-asynchronous solution allowed work out more coherent architecture 

of a safety logical controller in the GALS technology. 

 

 

Figure 8. Time organization of units:  

A) FS, B) FA, C) LAGS, D) GALS 

Figure 9. Time organization of 

microcontroller 

The local functional blocks (the M-S processors) exploit the synchronous networks (the FS variant), 

such as: the Petri nets and the StateCharts states’ graphs. Next, they are integrated into one whole by 

asynchronous buffers, fig. 10, which work described by the asynchronous net of Handshake type 

(the FA variant) [7, 14]. As a result, the synchronous-asynchronous network (the GALS variant) of 

logical controller is more coherent, efficient and exact in work than previous solutions of that type. 

Because, the precise mechanisms and the safety communication protocols were exploited in that net, 

and every the smallest functional block of that architecture is represented by the single synchronous 

or asynchronous place (depending on the realized function). 

Figure 10. Asynchronous buffers 

6. Example 

The safety logical controller [1, 9] is a control unit, which manages the industrial equipment in 

the military or civil critical systems. In the systems considered as the environment, within which the 

smallest error or mistake are categorical prohibited in their work. That controller should be capable 

of controlling, diagnosing, verifying own and daily work different devices in the nuclear power 

stations (in the reactor), in the chemical refineries, in the telecommunications solutions, in hospitals, 

etc. Therefore, the example 
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Table 2. Groups of systems in the car 

GREEN YELLOW RED 

DISTANCE system 

CLIMATIC system  

- air conditioning 
COMMUNICATION systems  

- radio, CB 
NAVIGATION system  

- GPS 

ALARM systems  

- blockades, sirens 
DIAGNOSTIC systems 

FUNCTION systems  

- wipers 
FUEL INJECTION system 

ABS system 

ANTI-SKID system 

PROTECT systems  

- airbags, drivebelts 
ASSIST systems  

- servo brakes, power steering 

of a car is considered in this article, fig. 11, which it represents a complex group of various control 

systems. In this example distinguished three priorities of validity of the decision systems (red, 

yellow and green group of systems) responsible for work of various mechanisms, table 2 [6]. 

Figure 11. Different control and diagnosis systems in the car 

Each system can be managed by that controller (in the car), but it was created for the red group of 

systems, for the critical systems. For this reason, that group of systems is especially responsible for a 

safety of driver and his passengers during driving (these systems can be a reason of catastrophe, 

accident or disaster). In this case, if the considered controller detects own error or error of the critical 

system, it should go to the safety state [1, 9] or executes some planed operations. 

 

7. Conclusion 

At present research, different technical solutions were exploited in a new method of designing. In 

the way of creating of a control circuit, within which applied the mechanisms responsible for made 

decisions and the transport (process) of information between various functional blocks. This is why 

the main goal was found the best way of designing, applied in the design phase, the analysis and the 

realization of safety control units. It follows that the applied solutions (in the safety logical 

controller) were executed in the work out of a new model. In the new unit, where is characterized by 

a very high level of safety, efficiency and reliability of work. This is why, these features are 

especially important during the work of standard control units, because can appear a lot of 

unforeseen and accidental errors inside. Different anomalies could be some source of a catastrophe 

or a human disaster in the work of the critical environment (system). 

In the research eliminated the various types of errors and anomalies, which cannot be detected in the 

creation and simulation processes or analysis of control circuit by the designer. Therefore, the main 

attention was concentrated on the safety mechanisms, various methods and theories more increased a 

level of the safety of designed system than in the previous solution. As a result, the new model of 

controller is capable of using the advantages of simpler and more integrated architectures, more 

coherent networks, safety communication protocols, various technologies and theories, which the 

applications much better influence on the safety of designed unit. 
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Finally, the executed research caused, that all the considered solutions forced the growth of 

precision, functional and safety of a designed control unit. Because, they were adapted to needs, 

which are determined by local guidelines of the military and civil critical systems. As a result, a new 

model of designed unit is more resistant to the disturbances and it is characterized by more stable 

work than previous solutions of that type. 
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Abstract 

This paper shows the new approach in image analysis based on the one of the most efficient 
techniques for image segmentation, which is entropy-based thresholding. Image analysis usually 
refers to processing of images with the goal of finding objects presented in the image. Image 
segmentation is one of the most critical tasks in automatic image analysis. I propose an image 
thresholding method using a nonextensive entropy concerning the presence of nonadditive 
information content in some image classes. In 3rd section of the paper, this new thresholding method 
is presented. In 4th section, some typical results are presented to illustrate the influence of the 
parameter q in the image thresholding. 
 
1 Introduction 

Segmentation consist in subdividing an image into its constituent part and extracting those of 

interest. Many techniques for global thresholding have been developed over the years to segment 

images and recognize patterns (e.g. Kapur et al., 1985; Sahoo et al., 1988; Pal, 1996; Li, 1993; 

Rosin, 2001). The principal assumption of the use of global thresholding as a segmentation 

technique is that ‘‘objects’’ and ‘‘backgrounds’’ can be distinguished by inspecting only image gray 

level values.  

Recent developments of statistical mechanics based on a concept of nonextensive entropy, also 

called Tsallis entropy, have intensified the interest of investigating a possible extension of 

Shannon’s entropy to Information Theory (Tsallis, 2001). This interest appears mainly due to 

similarities between Shannon and Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy functions. The Tsallis entropy is a new 

proposal in order to generalize the Boltzmann-Gibbs’s traditional entropy to nonextensive physical 

systems. In this theory a new parameter q is introduced as a real number associated with the 

nonextenivity of the system, and it is system dependent. 

 

2 Nonextensive entropy 

The entropy of a discrete source is often obtained from the probability distribution }{ ipp = , 

and the Shannon entropy may be described as  

∑ =
−=

k

i ii ppS
1

)ln(                                                    (1) 

being k the total number of states. If we consider that a physical system can be decomposed in two 

statistical independent subsystems A and B, the Shannon entropy has the extensive property 

(additivity) S(A+B) = S(A) + S(B). This formalism has been shown to be restricted to the 

Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon (BGS) statistics. 

However, for nonextensive physical systems, some kind of extension appears to become 

necessary. Tsallis [1] has proposed a generalization of the BGS statistics which is useful for 

describing the thermostatistical properties of nonextensive systems. It is based on a generalized 

entropic form, 
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where the real number q is an entropic index that characterizes the degree of nonextensivity. This 

expression recovers to BGS entropy in the limit 1→q . Tsallis entropy has a nonextensive property 

for statistical independent systems, defined by the following pseudo additivity entropic rule 

)()()1()()()( BSASqBSASBAS qqqqq ⋅⋅−++=+  (3) 

Considering 0≥qS in the pseudo-additive formalism of Eq. (3), three entropic classifications are 

defined as follows 

• Subextensive entropy (q < 1) 

)()()( BSASBAS qqq +<+  

• Extensive entropy (q = 1) 

)()()( BSASBAS qqq +=+  

• Superextensive  entropy (q > 1) 

)()()( BSASBAS qqq +>+  

Similarities between Boltzmann-Gibbs and Shannon entropy forms give a basis for possibility of 

generalization of the Shannon’s entropy to the Information Theory. This generalization can be 

extended to image processing areas, specifically for the image segmentation, applying Tsallis 

entropy to threshold images, which have nonadditive information content. 

 

3 Entropic segmentation 

In image processing, the most commonly used method to distinguish objects from background is 

thresholding. Over the years, many methods of automatic threshold selection based on optimization 

of some criterion function have been proposed.  

For an image with k gray levels, let ki pppp ,...,, 21= be the probability distribution of the levels. 

From this distribution we derive two probability distributions, one for the object (class A) and 

another for background (class B). The probability distributions of the object and background classes, 

A and B, are given by 
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The a priori Tsallis entropy for each distribution is defined as 
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The Tsallis entropy Sq(t) is parametrically dependent upon the threshold value t for the foreground 

and background. It is formulated as the sum of each entropy, allowing the pseudo-additive property 

for statistically independent systems, defined in Eq. (3) 
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We maximize the information measure between the two classes (object and background). When 

Sq(t) is maximized, the luminance level t is considered to be the optimum threshold value. This can 

be achieved with a cheap computational effort. 

[ ])()()1()()(maxarg tStSqtStSt B
q

A
q

B
q

A
qopt ⋅⋅−++=  (9) 

 

4 Experimental results 

I have started to analyze this segmentation technique with different images histograms. Each of 

this histograms describes the “object” and the “background”. As presented previously, the 

segmentation process looks for a luminance value t which separates these two different regions. This 

method allows an evaluation of segmentation process as a function of amplitude, position and width 

of the peaks in the histograms. All this parameters have an important role in the describing of the 

image. I have evaluated the proposed method with several real images, where the thresholding of 

this type of images is very difficult task. The histogram is almost an unimodal distribution of the 

gray levels values. The entropic method will search for regions with uniform distribution in order to 

find the maximum entropy. This will often happen at the peak limit. The entropic approach can give 

good results in these types of histograms. In Fig. 1 I show an image of a hand on the table grabbing 

the playing card with an inhomogeneous distribution of light around it, leading to an irregular 

histogram of two peaks. The image has not been transformed before, except desaturation process, required 

in this analysing process. It contains regions with similar luminance levels. The nonextensive entropic 

method can be very useful in such applications where we define a value for the parameter q to adjust 

the thresholding level to correct point. In Fig. 1 I segment the image with parameter q equal to 0.5, 1.0 and 3.0 

in that order.  

After this analysis I have decided to cut the lower part of image representing the table with the laying cards, 

which have very similar luminance distribution to object which is hand. In Fig. 2 I show the achieved result 

with parameter q equal to 3.0. It also shows the new histogram related to image. 
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Fig. 1. Influence of parameter q in natural image: q = 0.5, q = 1.0 (classical entropic segmentation) 

and q = 3.0. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Effects of image thresholding with parameter q = 3.0 and calculated t level of image 

thresholding t = 31. 
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Conclusions and further possibilities 

Nonextensive entropy image thresholding is a very efficient technique for image segmentation. 

The preliminary results obtained, confirm the viability of using this formalism in image thresholding 

and other segmentation techniques. The advantage of the method is the use of a global and objective 

property of the histogram. Another benefit comes from easy implementation of this method. I 

believe that nonextensive statistics methods, like Tsallis nonextensive entropy, may improve some 

future applications in this area of image processing and pattern recognition. 
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Abstract 

Because of an increase in the incidence and unknown aetiology, symptoms concomitant with Parkinson’s 
disease (including trembling) have become the subject of research not only done by medical scientists but also 
by specialists from other fields. 
The aim of these researches is to get to know the disease well and to diagnose it more quickly and accurately, 
with the further goal to work out more effective methods of treatment. 
The patients treated for Parkinson's disease were performed to simple visual tasks because the author want to 
observe the disorders associated with this disease. The analysis of the eye balls movement determine scale of 
this disorders and to estimate the sight organ dysfunction. 
This study presents, proposed by the author, a prototype implementation of visual tasks connected with the 
issues concerning the acquisition, processing and analysis of sight path of people suffering from Parkinson’s 
disease by means of OBER 2 system and the MATLAB software. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Symptoms and origin of Parkinson Disease 

Many illnesses occurring nowadays are accompanied by physical disorders – one of which is 

trembling defined as rhythmical, oscillatory, unintentional movements of different parts of body 

caused by alternate or synchronous cramps of antagonistic muscles [1]. Among diseases which are 

accompanied by trembling occurrence one can enumerate the essential tremor, Holmes’ tremor, 

Huntington’s chorea, Wilson’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. Because of an increase in the 

incidence and unknown aetiology, symptoms concomitant with Parkinson’s disease (including 

trembling) have become the subject of research not only done by medical scientists but also by 

specialists from other fields. The aim of these researches is to get to know the disease well and to 

diagnose it more quickly and more accurately, with the further goal to work out more effective 

methods of treatment. 

Parkinson’s disease is a degenerative disease of the central nervous system and despite the fact 

that it was described at the beginning of the 19th century; still its causes are not well known. 

According to some scientists the hypothetical causes of neural necrobiosis in the black substance 

could be genetic or environmental factors, viral infections, or mechanical brain damage [2]. 

The symptoms of Parkinson’s disease are caused by degenerative changes of nerve cells existing 

in basal nuclei, which play an important role in controlling physical functions. Among the most 

frequent symptoms are: an increase in myotonus, physical limitations, rhythmical rest trembling and 

difficulties in elective movement initiations. 

Taking into account the type of the present study it is important to mention sight organ 

dysfunctions which accompany Parkinson’s disease such as rare blinking, eye balls nerve trembling, 

difficulties in eye ball movement (particularly following the visual target with eyes) lack of motor 
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eye balls coordination (double vision), difficulties in recognizing the colours and problems with 

contrasting [3]. 

 

1.2. Formulation of the task 

The analysis of the eye balls movement in patients treated for Parkinson’s disease who were 

performed to simple visual tasks permits to reveal disorders associated with this disease, determine 

its scale and to estimate the sight organ dysfunction. 

The aim of such analysis is to determine the type, frequency, intensity and the direction of sight 

organ trembling as well as counting the frequency of blinking acquired during the observation of 

static and dynamic objects and the objects emerging from light blue background (low contrast). 

This study presents, proposed by the author, a prototype implementation of visual tasks connected 

with the issues concerning the acquisition, processing and analysis of sight path of people suffering 

from Parkinson’s disease by means of OBER 2 system and the MATLAB software. 

Visual tasks were selected specifically in order to detect phenomenon typical for Parkinson’s 

disease: 

a) static shaking (see 2.2.1.); 

b) dynamic shaking during watching an object (see 2.2.2.); 

c) emergence (see 2.2.3.): idiopathic movements before capturing the object, time of observation 

and the related with this the contrast value. 

It is important to mention that supporting conventional methods of diagnosis of Parkinson’s 

disease by proposed the methods based on studying the eye balls movement is attractive because: 

a) it is a non-invasive method; 

b) appropriately selected visual tasks do not force the patient to unnatural movements; 

c) the method is objective as the patient does not control the eye movement similarly as he/she is 

able to stop hand tremor; 

d) detecting the anomalies can justify other disorders e.g. of the perception or balance. 

 

2. Materials and methods 
 

2.1. Eye path recording 

The studies accomplishing the assumed objectives could be carried out in a form of visual tasks 

with the use of OBER 2 - a system registering the eye balls movement [4]. This device takes 

independent measurements of eye balls movements in real time using a non-invasive method of 

measuring the intensity of an infrared radiation beam which eye ball reflects. This method has high 

precision of measurement and features high immunity to interferences [6]. The infrared radiation 

lights and detectors are placed in special goggles installed by the researcher from which the electric 

signal is taken and then converted into digital form (12 bits, 500 Hz). In the resulted disk file each 

sample is available in the form of sequence of four digits which represent the position of the centre 

of each eye in the vertical and horizontal axis (figure 1). The infrared radiation is emitted in short 

impulses lasting 80 µs. Therefore it is a non-invasive and safe method. 
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All scenes displayed during visual tasks are carefully prepared beforehand and the analysis of eye 

balls movement takes place in the context of the scene. Correct interpretation of recorded data is 

possible thanks to determining the position of the observer towards the presented scene (computer 

screen) as well as the device calibration – the observation of a rectangle of standardized dimensions, 

displayed before and after the test image [5]. 

 

Figure 1. OBER 2 system operating principles 

The first step in the acquisition of sight path is the calibration of the OBER 2 device which 

consists of gazing the corners of the calibration rectangle in a clockwise direction starting from the 

top left corner. As a result of this calibration, the parameters are obtained which are later essential 

for the proper data reading such as definition, sample frequency, scale factor and shifts selected by 

the system during the calibration. 

Taking into account the specificity of this device and the lack of mechanisms recording the 

observers head position, it is important to put on the measuring goggles precisely and to immobilize 

his/her head on the ophthalmological rest. In this way additional errors will be eliminated and it will 

facilitate the analysis of the measurement data. 

The light detectors register not only eyeglobe-reflected light but also the huge amount of radiation 

coming from the surroundings. Two types of such radiation can be distinguished: slow changeable 

radiation coming from the natural sources (sun warmth, body temperature warmth) and fast 

changeable radiation coming from different types of electric devices which almost always can be 

distinguished by periodicity (lamps). Such undesired radiation is quite often much stronger than the 

useful signal representing the eyeglobe position. The method of the prediction of background signal 

level which is used in OBER 2 system allows the effective elimination of both types of interferences 

from measurement results [7]. Nonetheless undesired external factors should be additionally 

eliminated e.g. by introducing semi-darkness and strip lighting in the room where the measurements 

are taken. 

Based on OBER 2 system, the author proposed several visual tasks for patients treated for 

Parkinson's disease. 
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2.2. Visual tasks 

2.2.1. A static object display: the first task consists in the observation of single static object 

which appears in the middle of the scene (figure 2).  This display aims at studying the type, size and 

frequency of the eye ball trembling and the frequency of eye blinking. The object is presented in a 

limited time necessary to register studied phenomenon however the time cannot be too long because 

of the age of the patients and the possibility of sight organ fatigue connected with the disease ( in 

this task 10 [s] time was established). 

 
Figure 2. An example of static object shown in the middle of the scene (screen) 
 

2.2.2. A dynamic object display: in the second task the object moving from the left to the right 

on a straight line was shown (figure 3). The aim of this display is to register difficulties in a smooth 

eye movement as well as eye ball trembling in a horizontal movement. The object moves on the 

straight line with the constant velocity and reaches the right border in 8 [s]. 

a)   b)   c)  

Figure 3. An example of an object moving on a straight line from the left to the right 
a) in 1 [s]   b) in 4 [s]   c) in 8 [s] 
 

2.2.3 Finding the object: the third visual task consists in a presentation of a pale blue object 

which gradually emerges from the pale blue background. This task aims at capturing the moment in 

which the observer notices the object (the studies show that people suffering from  

Parkinson’s disease have difficulties in noticing the objects with a low contrast level, especially 

pale blue and pale green [3]). The object appears gradually in a randomly chosen place in the scene 

(screen). The total time of spot presentation is 10 [s] (figure 4). 

a)   b)   c)   d)  
Figure 4. An example of an object appearing gradually from the background in a 
randomly chosen place 
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3. Analysis 

In order to carry out the analysis of eye movement signals the author designed a set of specialized 

numerical procedures (a kit) in the MATLAB environment. It performs the preliminary calculations 

immediately after the acquisition and its presentation in a legible form. It also includes the set of 

procedures which aim at automatic evaluation of the observer’s sight organ condition. Yet not all the 

tasks can be realized automatically, e.g. when there is a lack of cooperation from the observer’s side 

– in such situation the trajectory inspection has to be made by the operator in order to validate the 

calculation results.  

The author expects that even simple statistical parameters of registered trajectory (e.g. standard 

deviation) will appear to be sufficiently effective to distinguish the patients suffering from 

Parkinson’s disease. Indicating the optimal discriminating parameters is going to be the aim of 

further works and requires extensive studies on the appropriately numerous sample of the patients. 

 
4. Summary 

The proposed system was prepared and introduced at the Clinical Neurology Department of 

Jagiellonian University Medical College in Cracow where it is used in parallel to other methods of 

Parkinson’s disease detection. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, the potential applications of Benford’s law in image analysis are briefly outlined. The 
first part covers Benford’s law in general, describing its nature and first appliances. In the second 
part of the paper it is proved that this law is valid also for the digital imagery, which opens the gate 
for further research. Practical possibilities of usage of the law are presented in the third part of the 
paper. 
 
 
6 Introduction 

Benford's law (also known as the first digit law) owes its discovery to the nineteenth century 

observation by Simon Newcomb (in 1881), who noticed that the beginning pages of logarithm books 

used by mathematicians were dirtier than the last few pages, meaning that they referenced the values 

toward the front of the books more frequently. This peculiarity was rediscovered by Frank Benford 

in 1938. He proposed a hypothesis that the significant digits of many data sets describing the 

physical world are not uniformly distributed, but distributed in a way that favours smaller digits. To 

be more precise, the law states, that when dealing with quantities obtained from nature, the 

probability distribution of each digit d in the first significant place is logarithmic and is given by [1].  

 ( ) 
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d
dP

1
1log  [1] 

The graphical illustration of the Benford’s law (fig. 1), as well as table of source data (table 1) is 

shown below. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of Benford’s law 
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Table 1. Source data 

d P(d) d P(d) 

1 0,30103 6 0,066947 

2 0,176091 7 0,057992 

3 0,124939 8 0,051153 

4 0,09691 9 0,045757 

5 0,079181   

This law has been observed over a broad range of statistical phenomena. For instance, it is valid 

for the population of villages and towns, river lengths, stock prices, tax data, death ratios, etc.  

The main usage of the properties of Benford’s law is to detect false data in a given set. What is 

particularly interesting, it is applied to identify altered or falsified data in tax declarations. It is most 

likely that it is also applicable in image analysis, which is shown further in this paper. 

 

7 Benford’s law and the image analysis 

The basic information about the image from the mathematical point of view is given by its 

histogram, e.g. its probability distribution function. Knowing that I is a greyscale image which pixels 

have values in [0,255] and h its histogram, we can calculate the probability of a given number d in 

pixel values. Let F be the truncated cumulative distribution function defined as 

 ∫=
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Then the probability of d can be computed by 
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In such case however, Benford’s law is not validated. That is because there is no a priori shape 

for a histogram. Yet, Benford’s law still can prove useful in image domain if histogram of the 

gradient magnitude is taken into consideration instead of the image histogram itself. 

Let’s assume a 1D signal first. We can also assume that a variation of the signal can be described 

by a step function. Variations can be localized by derivative’s operator. One can describe the 

response of such operator as a smooth function due to the prior filtering. Maxima of this function are 

correlated with the location of the variations. The last assumption is that this function is a gaussian 

distribution (fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Gaussian distribution 

In order to calculate the probability distribution of the digit, we should use the histogram of the 

gradient magnitude. In this case only the integer values of this magnitude are significant. Hence, the 

histogram of these values, i.e. Prob(m), is crucial in this proof. 

Let g(x) be the gradient response (fig. 2). Let x be the location having a gradient value equal to m, 

i.e. g(x)=m. Since g(x) is continuous, we can set 

 umrobP ∝)(  [4] 

where g(x)=m and g(x+u)=m+1. We also assume that x<0, so x+u>x 

As g(x) is a gaussian function, we get 
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where α=g(0) 

Thus, we have 
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Solution of this equation is 
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Since u2 is the solution for x>0, u1 is the right value. As shown in fig. 2, gradient is maximum in 

x=0, m<α. A first order approximation for u1 is 
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Analogically, for m+1 we get 
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In consequence, we have 
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We get 
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Thus, the first order approximation of the gradient histogram is 
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k
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This is the 1D gradient magnitude. One can assume that the 2D gradient magnitude can be 

calculated as follows 

 ( ) ( )yxgaxMyxG ,, θθ=  [20] 

where θ is the direction of the gradient and gθ is the 1D magnitude calculated in that direction 
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This way we finally get 

 ( )
m

k
mHG =  [21] 

Figure 3 shows the histogram of the gradient of a random photo. As one can easily notice, it is 

quite adjacent to the 1/x function. 

 

Figure 3. Gradient histogram of a random photo 

Using equation [2] we get 
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This indicates, that the frequency of digits in the magnitude of the gradient obeys the Benford’s 

law. Figure 4 shows the comparison between Benford’s law and the gradient magnitude of a random 

photograph. 
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Figure 4. Benford’s law (+) in correlation with digit distribution of a random picture’s gradient 

magnitude (□) 

This simple model does not fully correspond with reality, since it does not take into account 

subtle structure of the image and noise that almost always occur. Yet, it has been proved that the 

influence of these elements on the gradient magnitude can be modelled as a Rayleigh function. 

Recent research show that Benford’s law is indeed a good model of the first digits’ distribution of 

the gradient magnitude. 

 

8 Conclusions and further possibilities 

First application of Benford’s law in the field of image analysis is to investigate an entropy-based 

coding which can take into account an a priori probability distribution of values in order to optimize 

the coding. 

As an example, table 2 shows the classic binary code, Shannon-Fano code and Huffman code for 

the first nine digits using the Benford’s law approach. 

Table 2. Comparison of the classic coding and entropy-based codes 

Digit Probability Classic code Shannon-Fano code Huffman code 

1 0,301 0001 00 10 

2 0,176 0010 01 110 

3 0,125 0011 100 111 

4 0,097 0100 101 000 

5 0,079 0101 1100 001 

6 0,067 0110 1101 0100 

7 0,058 0111 1110 0101 

8 0,051 1000 11110 0110 

9 0,046 1001 11111 0111 

The entropy of the source can be estimated by 

 ( )∑−=
i

ii ppH 20 log  [24] 

where p is the probability of occurrence of digit i (see Table 1). H0 for the Benford’s law is equal 

to 2,876. 

The efficiency of the coding scheme is defined as follows 

 
L
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where L is the mean length of words to be coded, and is calculated by 
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where li is the length of i-th word 

In the case of classic coding we get 
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The mean length of the words for Shannon-Fano and Huffman codes is 2,921. Thus, the 

efficiency of these codes is 0,9846. If we calculate the very same efficiency, but with the classic 

approach (every digit can occur with the same probability of 0,1111) we will get 0,8915 for 

Shannon-Fano coding and 0,94 for Huffman coding. Consequently, it is obvious that using 

Benford’s law can increase the efficiency of data coding and transmission, and this entropy-based 

coding is only one application of this particular behaviour.  

Apart from the efficiency boost in the image data transmission, other appliances of Benford’s law 

in the image domain emerge on the horizon. The law may prove irreplaceable in image identification 

and recognition. For instance, research done in the Institute of Information Technology at the 

University of Girona, Spain, shows that light intensities that occur in the image obey Benford’s law. 

Moreover, the law is not valid for computer generated imagery, unless the images are generated 

using physically realistic methods.  

There is also evidence that transformations applied to original images affect noticeably the 

adjustment to the law. This feature can be used to reveal fake or falsified images, and if so, also the 

encrypted data hidden in the image using steganography could be easily detected this way.  

Going further, IsReal, an application created by Alan de Kok, is able to distinguish real photos 

from computer generated images and cartoon-like pictures, with use of Benford’s law. If this could 

be enhanced, it would be an invaluable tool for computerized image searching and identification. 

Nevertheless, these appliances are still to be explored. 
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Abstract 

In the paper the users’ behaviour and the network applications influence on the level and shape of the LAN 
traffic, which is the self-similar in a wide range of frequency have been analyzed. The description was done by 
using the “on-off” model. The aims of the traffic models presented so far is the approximation or possibly the 
description of the traffic in physical layer, which is a superposition of many sequential and asynchronous 
processes. In this paper the characteristics of loading link in LAN, which show the dominated users’ behaviour 
influence in the low frequency traffic components has been presented. The conclusions concerning the usage of 
the traffic model and the influence of the users’ behaviour to the description and optimalization of the 
transmission track were carried out. 

 

1. Introduction 

The traffic in the computer network has got a very complicated structure. Subordinated to the 

time axis on which the traffic is observed and the level of the network architecture. The main 

initiators of this traffic are the users of the computer network and different types of network 

applications. This traffic is being shaped and over worked from the 20s of the last century. In the 

first model of the network traffic, proposed by Erlang in 1920s the Poisson process was used in 

analyzing the traffic in the telecommunication networks [1]. 

Networks with packet switching properties were developed in 70-ths. At that time most of 

analytical models of computer networks were based on simplified exponential approximations. In 

these models both intervals between packets and duration of packets were described by exponential 

relationships. These models were not capable to represent correlations between neighboring events.  

These deficiencies were partially eliminated in models based on the Markov processes [2]. 

Regressive models are also used for the network traffic approximation. They are described by the 

value of the random variable (or the sequence of random variables), which are defined by the linear 

combination preceding random variables. Several such models were already described [3, 4]:  

• DAR - Discrete Autoregressive model, 

• MA - Moving Average model, 

• ARMA - Autoregressive Moving Average model, 

• ARIMA - Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model. 

A common property of all autoregressive models is that the interval between subsequent events is 

expressed as a linear combination of previous intervals and randomly introduced values. 

The Markov stream and autoregressive streams are distinguished by the inner correlation fading 

in an exponential way, so they are relatively efficient. The stream occurrences’ models are as 

follows:  

• FBM - Fractional Brownian Traffic [5] 

• FARIMA - Fractional Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model [6, 7, 8], 

• “on-off” model [9]. 
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Successively rising models took into consideration larger and larger number of traffic components 

but they did not take into consideration a very important factor which is the users behaviour in the 

network. Users working in the network initiate the traffic of low frequency. 

Unquestionable is the fact that, the majority of the LAN users uses the set of TCP/IP protocols. 

The network architecture and the TCP/IP protocols demonstrate the layer build. Every layer 

performs specified tasks and simultaneously offers services to the neighboring layers. Taking above 

mentioned dependences we can presents the model of the data dispatch in computer network as 

follows. [10] 

 

6 - Application Layer

5 - Communication Layer

4 - Computing Layer

3 - Internet Layer

2 - Computer Networks Layer

1 - Telecommunications Layer

User

 
 

Fig. 1. Network model. 

This model presents following network layers. We are particularly interested in the two highest 

layers (user and application layer) generating low frequency traffic components in the computer 

network. 

The usage of the network is concerning very often the reviewing of the resources data or www 

pages and mass collection of information stored there. The whole process is brought to the simple 

model of “on” (taking) and “off” (thinking or reviewing and the decision about an eventual taking 

the data). Another example is concerning the fact, that comparatively big traffic is generated in the 

network in the moment, when the workers who have the access to the network, start their work. 

Everyone usually starts their day with the check-up his or her e-mail and taking the messages from. 

Another characteristic feature is the tendency of imitation. As a result of a wide scale of a marketing 

action, or temporarily fashion (trend) it happens that in a very short period of time the number of 

visitors on one server is growing tens of times. It is the perfect example, which shows how big 

influence on the traffic explosiveness has the human’s behaviour or temporary cause by an influence 

of the advertisement. By observing the traffic shape in the network we should take the user’s 

behaviour into consideration as those who are one of the significant releasers of the lower frequency 

components of this traffic. The traffic in computer network shows “on-off” tendency. The analysis 

of this traffic in long time intervals (low frequency) shows the dominant impact of the user’s 

behaviour on the traffic dimension and shape. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe model “on- off” human’s behavior, 

give a brief definition of self-similarity and estimation methods of self-similarity from measured 

data. In Section III we presents experimental verification. Finally, we summarize this paper in 

Section IV. 

 

2. The Human’s Behaviour and the self-similar „on-off” model. 

Analyzing the human’s work in the computer network we can state, that the man has the tendency 

to use the on/off mode. It leads to the totally new model, in witch by turns alternately states of 

activity and its lack. This model is defined as an “on-off”. The states “on” are interlacemented by the 

states “off”. When the source sends the files the “on“ states occurs, when it does not do it, the states 

“off” occurs. So, the source works according the rule of switch- over between the following states of 

activity and its lack. 

Let Xi(t), t ≥ 0 is the stationary process in witch [9]: 
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Fig. 2. An example of an “on-off” process. 

The distribution of time interval for „on” state is given by: 
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d- minimal time interval for „on” state 

Average time interval for „on” state for 1<α<2 is: 
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The time interval for „off” state is described by classical random distribution with the mean value 
offt . The probability that the stream is in the “on” state is given by: 
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The average intensity of streams’ components is: 
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while resultant intensity is:  
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The model „on-off” – shows self-similar attributes. [13]  

In the case when function (1) 
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is asymptotically self-similar[13]: 
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Assuming that the correlation function decay exponentially 
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The measure of self-similarity is the Hurst parameter introduced by H. E. Hursta. The Hurst 

parameter can be evaluated in several ways: 

• using rescaled adjusted range plot  of R/S s a function of time [3, 6, 12, 13], 

• using variance-time plot of R/S s a function of time [3, 6, 14], 

• using periodogram [6], 

• using Wittle’s estimator [6]. 

The Hurst parameter  for self-similar processes is in the range of 0.5<H<1. For two identical 

processes H=1. Lower values of Hurst parameter indicates larger differences in processes and for 

H=0.5 processes are not correlated (like white noise) 

Simple “on-off” models are commonly used to describe a random nature of the network traffic 

[14, 15]. The on-off model successfully captures the second-order correlations of traffic, in 

particular their Long Range Dependence (LRD).  
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The typical switching is between 1 and 0 states (“on” and “off” states) is random. This 

randomness reflects a human’s behavior at a computer as well as the applications employing the 

network services. 

 

3. The Examination of the Human’s Behaviour on the traffic in the LAN 

Experimental verification of the users’ influence on the traffic shape in LAN was done by the 

local network of the University of Information Technology and Management in Rzeszow. This 

network consists 550 computers PC, 2 routers and 30 servers. 

To the

Internet

25 Mbps2 Mbps

VLAN

VLAN

1

Server

Proxy

Station with

traffic analizer

VLAN

3

VLAN

2

VLAN

4

Cisco

W S-C 1924-EN

Router Cisco

2501

Router Cisco

2501

Cisco

W S-C 1924-EN

 
Fig. 3. The configuration LAN University of Information Technology and Management in Rzeszow. 

In measurement of the traffic in the LAN network the following equipment was used: 

Process snoop – network operational system UNIX Solaris 9, 

Link View Classic – the special kart to the analysis network traffic. The LinkView Classic 

Network Analyzer is a self-contained, software-only LAN analyzer that works with most third party 

Ethernet or Token Ring Network adapter cards. 

In case to show the interaction of the users on the traffic level in LAN the measurements of the 

load connection was done. 
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Fig. 4. The day/night link load in the LAN. 

Fig. 4 shows the exemplary day and night link load. Weekly link load was presented in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Real traffic in LAN during the week to the University of Information Technology and 

Management in Rzeszow. The measurements started Sunday midnight (time gradation ∆t = 60s) 

On the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the human’s influence on the traffic shape is shown. The increase of the 

traffic level is presented in the morning hours (the start of work) and the fall in the hours designed 

for the rest or meal. The traffic level considerably falls down late at night. As it is shown in Fig. 5 

such a traffic character can be observed for every day of the week. This estimated traffic has got the 

same self-similar character. Our investigation confirmed this. For estimated traffic characteristic, 

evaluated the Hurst parameter method R/S was 0.65, but by Variance Plot method 0.63. The average 

coefficient of the correlation of the estimated traffic, presented in Fig. 5 is 0.68. 

The Internet Network become in last years the dominated source of information and what is more 

the majority of traffic in computer network causes the Internet resources. The dominated influence 

of the human’s behaviour on the traffic level in LAN was observed by analyzing the work of www 

server or the proxy server. In case to examine the influence of the man’s behaviour and his 

interaction on the shape and traffic level in LAN, the measurements of the link load and servers 

loads were done. The results of the measurements are presented in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. On this figure are 
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presented: an average schedule for the proxy server with transaction in a second, then the average of 

the needs for www data and the average schedule of the servers files load. The correlation 

coefficient of the server proxy load in Fig. 6 for Monday, Friday and Saturday, Sunday is 0.91, but 

for data in Fig. 7 is 0.89. 
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Fig. 6. An average schedule of the server proxy load by the transaction in a second.  
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Fig. 7. The average schedule for the data www demand. 
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Fig. 8. The average schedule of the files server load. 
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Fig. 9. The day/night mail server load. 
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Fig. 10. The mail server load by one user – an example of the part work. 

 

4. Recapitulation and conclusions 

The obtained results and all analysis indicate that the level of the network traffic, its course and 

shape depends to same extent on the user’s behaviour. The diagrams present a considerable decrease 

of the traffic level in time when the users usually rest or consume meals and considerable traffic 

increases (of burst character) in the morning and after breaks at work. This phenomenon can be 

observed by measuring the traffic level for a long period of time. The complexity of the traffic and 

its level in the network leads to the conclusion that the basic elements of the traffic shape is not 

concerning only the equipment, the used communicative protocols, methods of the traffic 

organization, its capacity, but also it depends on the user’s behaviour (and habits) in the network. 

The existence of different correlations, which in addition reveal themselves in dif varied time 

graduation, leads to the conclusion, that the problem of the revealing self-similarity source is 

extremely complicated. 

It should be mentioned here that the measurements were done in an academical computer 

network, therefore, the results of the examination can have specific figure, however, the level of the 

traffic in the other computer networks or telecommunication networks will always depend on the 

human’s behaviour as the main traffic releaser. 
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Abstract 

 The paper presents a methods of using Green’s Functions as a useful tool for partial differential equations 
solving. A short history and field of use the Green’s function is presented. The mathematical foundation of 
solving the heat equation using the Green’s function is presented in detail. Implementation with use of the 
GNU Scientific Library with detailed algorithm and computation approximations is presented. Execution time 
is compared with the Matlab software.  

 

1. Introduction 

  The Green's functions, named after the English mathematician and physicist, George Green 

(1773-1841), are very powerful tools for obtaining solutions of transient and steady-state linear heat 

conduction problems. They can also be applied for the solution of some convection problems and to 

many other phenomena which are described by the same type of equations. These problems usually 

involve solution of diffusion-type partial differential equations. A Green's function (GF) is a basic 

solution of a specific differential equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. It is a building 

block from which many useful solutions may be constructed. For transient heat conduction, a GF 

describes the temperature distribution caused by an instantaneous, local energy pulse.  

  The GF method is related to other methods for solving heat conduction problems. The classic 

methods in heat conduction, including the method of separation of variables and the Laplace 

transform, are used to derive the GF. Approximate methods of finding GF developed by Haji-Sheikh 

[7] extends usability of the Green’s Function on a numerical side.  

 Green functions are also a useful tool in condensed matter theory, where they allow the 

resolution of the diffusion equation and in quantum mechanics, where the Green function of the 

Hamiltonian is a key concept, with important links to the concept of density of states. The primary 

use of Green's functions in mathematics is to solve inhomogeneous boundary condition problems. In 

physics, Green's functions are also usually used as propagators in Feynman diagrams (and the phrase 

"Green's function" is often used for any correlation function). In addition to solution procedures, the 

GF method also provides greater understanding of the nature of diffusion processes, including heat 

conduction flow in porous media. 

 

2. Thermal computation with the Green’s function  

  A Green's function is an integral kernel that can be used to solve an inhomogeneous 

differential equation with boundary conditions. It serves roughly an analogous role in partial 

differential equations as does Fourier analysis in the solution of ordinary differential equations. 

 The heat conduction equation, which presents the temperature in the specific point of the 

chip is described as [1]: 

t

T
c=Tk v

∂

∂
∇ 2

     (2.1) 
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  Thermal conductivity is defined by κρc=k p , where pc is the heat capacity, and κ  is the 

thermal diffusivity. The main goal of our computations is to compute the temperature in the specific 

point, in the three dimensional space (x,y,z), in the defined time moment t : 
 

( )tz,y,x,T=T     (2.2) 
 

After transformations, the equation, which is used in this work is given as expression:  
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where 
c

x
=x1 c

y
=y1 c

z
=z1 ,  and 

k
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t
=t

v
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The dimension values are normalized by the chip thickness. The time value is normalized by 

the expression 
k

ccv
. The temperature distribution in an infinite one-dimensional, constant-property 

body [7] which has an initial temperature distribution F(x), and volumetric energy generation g(x,t) 

(with units of W/m
3
), is described by: 
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∂ 11
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∞∞− <x<, 0, >t    (2.4) 

( ) ( )xF=xT ,0      (2.5) 

 

The temperature T(x,t), the solution of (2.4) and (2.5), is called a Green's function solution equation. 

 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) dτdx'τ,x'gτ,x'|tx,G
k

α
dx'+x'Fx'|tx,G=tx,T

t

=τ

x

=t'

x

=t'
∫ ∫∫

−∞−∞ 0

,0   (2.6) 

 

 

The particular form of GF(.) for an infinite one-dimensional body is a fundamental heat conduction 

solution (Cannon [6]). 
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  (2.7) 

  Based on the Green function described for infinite one dimensional solution and using 

principles described above, we could easy derive result for the multi-dimensional case. Let’s assume 

existence of an area without boundary conditions. A Silicon is placed everywhere in the three 

dimensional space (x,y,z) and a rectangle heat source with sizes specified by coordinates (x1 ,x2), (y1 

,y2), (z1 ,z2). Let the arbitrary point X be placed in the heat source area described by coordinates (x’, 

y’, z’). 

 

The temperature in an arbitrary point in the space is specified by a formula: 

( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ −−−−
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

t x y z

dt'dx'dy'dz't't,z'z,y'y,x'xG=tz,y,x,T
t x y z

F  (2.8) 

 

 The Z direction of the real heat source is normally greater than 0. In this work we assume, 

that the thickness of the heat source is much smaller than a thickness of the whole chip (z’ << c). 

This assumption leads to omitting integral of the z’ variable in the expression (2.8). Using the 

equation (2.7) which determines temperature for a single point, we are able to introduce a formula, 

which describes the temperature in a single point in a space caused by a square heat source: 
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Farther the equation will be applied to numerical calculations.  

 
 
3. Using GNU Scientific Library for temperature computations 
 

  Equation (2.9) can be numerically computed. There is need to perform triple integration for 

each computing point in the space. Considering computing power or modern informatics systems 

this is not a big issue. There are although simple methods for equation complexity reduction. 

Approximation of the definite Riemann integrals of the X and Y dimensions using error function 

leads to the final solution. Numerical computation is performed using Gauss-Kronod method with 

41-point integration rule. For specific integration ranges (fig. 1) we use two integral computing 

methods based on Gauss-Kronod integration. Algorithms are used from GSL toolkit [5].  

  The first algorithm (QAG) is an adaptive integration procedure. The integration region is 

divided into subintervals, and on each iteration the subinterval with the largest estimated error is 

bisected. The second algorithm (QAGS) combines adaptive bisection with the Wynn epsilon-
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algorithm to speed up the integration of many types of integrable singularities. This function applies 

the Gauss-Kronrod 21-point integration rule adaptively. The integrals for dimensions X and Y could 

be replaced by the appropriate error functions [2]. The basic formula for the error function is 

( ) ∫
x

u due
π

=xerf
0

22
    (3.1) 

Finally we got the equation, which is going to be implemented numerically: 
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where z’ = 0     (3.2) 

 

 In order to compute the equation above and to minimize error introduced by the error 

function approximation the time integral (from t1 to t2) is divided and for each area error function is 

computed independently.   

Fig. 1. Computation time division 

 

 For each area expression (3.2) is computed. The error function variable t' is always equal to 

the centre of the currently computed time area ∆t: 
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The final result is the addition of results computed for all time areas: 

 

 

∑
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      (3.4) 

 

It is a very simple computer operation. 
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4. Detailed computation algorithm 
 

  The computation method was based on the equation (3.2). Computation were made using 

numerical software. Calculations are executed during the heat module activity time (in this example 

from t1 to t2). This period is divided to many sub-periods in order to calculate error functions of the 

X and Y integrals. 

Steps needed by the algorithm with short description of each stage are presented on the 

figure 2. Computation were made using numerical software. Calculations are executed during the 

heat module activity time (in this example from t1 to t2). This period is divided into many sub-

periods in order to calculate error functions of the X and Y integrals.  
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Fig. 2.  Algorithm with explanation of each step 
 

5. Algorithm time execution comparison 
 
  Presented algorithm was implemented in application used for chip surface temperature 

computation with optimization of maximal temperature based on scheduling algorithms for 

functional blocks of researched micro-processor [9]. There is a main focus of this article, to present 

usefulness of GNU Scientific library and to compare execution time with popular scientific software.  
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  The test element, is a chip of the size of each side equal to 3mm. Chip thickness is default to 

0.3 mm. Heat source is located centrally on the chip, with the dimesion 2mm x 2mm. The activity 

time is set to 2 seconds.  

Fig. 3. Test element 
  Temperature was measured in two points, one placed centrally in the heat center, and  

second outside the heat source. In the same coordinates relative to the center of the chip. The 

temperature was measured in 10 steps, with 1 second interval after the chip activity time. 

Computation time was measured with the 10 us accuracy (in case of application compute time, time 

was rounded to 10 us). Computation was performed 5 times and the mean values were compared. 

Results are presented in the table 1. 

 

 Matlab 6.5 GNU Scientific Library 

Point P1 avg. 0,55 [s] 0,02 [s] 

Point P2 avg. 0.69 [s] 0.03 [s] 

Table.1. Test results 
 

  Computer used in computations: Pentium III 1,13 GHz, 384MB RAM. Application used 

with comparison: Matlab 6.5.0.180913a Release 13 (GNU/Linux Version) and application using 

Gnu Scientific Library version 1.6 (Ubuntu Linux libgsl-1.6-2). For Matlab, standard triple integral  

function was used – triplequad – with default option values  (tolerance = 1e-6 and default quadrature 

function (QUAD).   

 

Conclusions 
 
  The solution, considering a heat equation as an partial differential equation, was presented 

based on the Green’s function method. Methods of integral approximation with detailed algorithm 

was developed and implemented on the GNU/Linux platform. The comparison of GNU Scientific 

Library and the approach of compilation using high level languages with the popular mathematical 

software, gives good results. Computation time on the same machine was much faster. By usage this 

library, user is not bound only to one operating system environment or proprietary software 

solutions.  
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Abstract 

A constant growth in remote control applications for underground mining equipment demands more complex, 
yet flexible solutions, in field of wireless communication links. This article shows an approach in creating a 
modular, digital, short-range radio transceiver that uses π/4 DQPSK modulation and meets the requirements 
for remote control applications. The complete transmitter and receiver path is discussed, including all base-
band and pass-band (up to first intermediate frequency) signal operations. A basic communication protocol 
used for testing the device is also presented. The design was influenced by TETRA (Terrestal Trunked Radio) 
open standard for voice and data communication links. 

1. Introduction 

The on-going process of industrial equipment automation is causing a constant growth in field of 

remote control and wireless communication applications. This trend can also be observed in mines, 

where more underground machinery is equipped with remote controlling features, allowing more 

efficient and safer operation [4,5]. Radio transmission links more often serve not only as a platform 

for remote controlling, but also as voice communication links and monitoring systems in 

underground corridors. Combined with unfriendly environment (in terms of radio waves 

propagation) and very high reliability requirements the demands made for radio transceivers yield 

more complex, yet flexible solutions. As radio spectrum in mines becomes more crowded, the 

frequency management becomes more of an issue, especially taking into consideration, that most of 

the radio links are located only in ISM bands. 

The proposed transceiver operates up to intermediate frequency of 45MHz. This approach leaves 

a choice in selecting the destination radio band for a target application. The device has a modular 

architecture, that allows transmission control hardware to be separated from the RF analogue front-

end. The transceiver uses π/4 DQPSK modulation [1] with 36kbps baud rate and is intended mainly 

for short-range communication links. A simple transmission protocol has also been developed, 

allowing to send crucial control information and additional data (for example: digitally encoded 

voice) simultaneously, in a network consisting of one stationary host and multiple mobile devices.  

 

2. π/4 DQPSK modulation 

Introduced in late 1980’s, π/4 DQPSK (Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying) is a form of 

digital, narrow-band signal modulation used commonly in IS-54 Cellular Communications and 

TETRA (Terrestial Trunked Radio) systems [2,3]. It’s signal constellation can be treated as a 

composition of two QPSK constellations rotated by π/4 radians relatively to each other (fig.1). 

Each time the symbol is transmitted, it is selected alternately from an opposite constellation, 

so from all 8 points, only 4 are available at each time. This feature introduces an advantage 

over a QPSK modulation – signal transitions do not pass through the point of origin, which 

results in a lower variations of the output signal envelope and better spectral characteristics. 

Also, using the energy squaring technique it is possible to extract the symbol clock from the 

base-band quadrature signals, even for degenerated data. 
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Table 1. Description of π/4-DQPSK symbol encoding. 

 

Input bits Symbol 
Phase change 

[rad] 

10 1 -π/4 

00 2 +π/4 

01 3 +3π/4 

11 4 -3π/4 

 

 

Figure 1. π /4-DQPSK signal 
constellation. 

Each symbol defines the phase shift between current phase and the one after transition. This 

differential encoding allows the receiver to analyze only the phase shift angle, and not the 

absolute value of phase, which simplifies the design. However classical coherent detection 

yields better BER (Bit Error Rate) characteristics, which in turn relaxes the Eb/N0 

requirements by about 3dB. The symbols are encoded using Gray’s code, as shown in table 1.  

 
3. The transceiver 

The transceiver is divided into two separate parts: control module and radio module. The first one 

carries all the software required to configure the devices and control the transmission. It also handles 

the network and data link layers of the protocol, processes the outgoing and incoming data, 

executing symbol timing recovery and symbol recognition algorithms. The radio module is 

responsible for modulation and base-band signal pulse shaping using DSP algorithms. It also 

includes analogue IF front-end, with PLL-stabilized heterodyne generator, quadrature mixers and 

input/output amplifiers. The following sections describe both the transmitted and received signal 

paths in detail. 

 

3.1. Transmit path 

The input data is gathered from external sources by the Atmel’s AT91SAM7S256 microcontroller 

mounted on the control board (fig.2). It’s an ARM7-based microcontroller with 64kB of SRAM and 

256kB of in-system programmable FLASH, running with approx. 48MHz clock. Several ports such 

as USART, SPI, I
2
C or USB can be used as an input/output data interface. The incoming data is 

analyzed in the software protocol layer, formed into transmission frames and shifted out, on demand, 

through a fast serial synchronous communication port (SSC) to the radio module. This stream of 

data is received by CML’s CMX980A device. It is a dedicated TETRA base–band processor, which 

handles the π/4 DQPSK modulation, featuring programmable filter architecture for signal pulse 

shaping. The integrated modulator encodes each two bits into a pair of quadrature signals: I and Q 

representing a point on the signal constellation, as described in paragraph 2. Each symbol is 

generated with a 18kHz clock, which gives a baud rate of 36kbps. The I and Q signals are then up-

sampled by a factor of 8 (144 ksample/s) and processed by two pairs of digital filters of finite 

impulse response (FIR), with 79 and 63 taps. These are root raised cosine filters with 0.35 roll-off 

factor, designed to meet the requirements defined by the zero ISI Nyquist criterion and provide 
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narrow signal spectrum, that could easily fit into 25kHz channel (as defined by TETRA standard). 

The filtered signals are then converted to an analogue form by a sigma-delta 14-bit DAC followed 

by a reconstruction filter. The outputted I and Q signals are differential, with approx. 2.5Vp-p 

amplitude. Additional external 1
st
 order RC filter improves noise characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Transmit path block diagram. 

Next stage is a quadrature modulator and up-converter (MAXIM’s MAX2452), that shifts the 

signal spectrum into 45MHz pass-band. Because of the frequency dividers used to generate 

quadrature signals, the local oscillator frequency must be twice the IF frequency. In this case - 

90MHz. The device has built-in local oscillator (LO), which is an emitter coupled differential pair 

with a positive feedback network in a form of a parallel LC circuit, incorporating capacitance diodes 

for tuning. The heterodyne frequency is stabilized by a phase-locked loop (PLL) controller 

PHILIPS’ TSA6057. The reference signal for this PLL is synthesized from a 4MHz quartz oscillator. 

The output of the modulator is 45MHz IF signal. The last stage of the transmit path is a differential 

output amplifier based on a high current OPA2677 operational amplifier. The output impedance is 

close to 50Ω, with the signal amplitude of about 100mV. 
 

3.2. Receive path 

The receiver section (fig.3) accepts 45MHz IF frequency signal. This signal can be 

optionally passed through a impedance matching network before it is fed into Analog 

Devices’ AD8367 variable gain amplifier (VGA). The amplifier has a gain control range of 

45dB with maximum gain of 42.5dB. It integrates a square-law detector which is used in an 

automatic gain control (AGC) loop.  The output of the amplifier is filtered by a passive filter 

network. Next stage is MAXIM’s MAX2451 down-converter, which transforms the signal 

from IF back to base-band. It is similar to the up-converter used in transmit path. The 

difference is, that the 90MHz heterodyne signal is not generated by a local oscillator. The LO 

is overdriven by an external signal – the one generated in a transmit path. Before feeding into 
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a down-converter, this signal is amplified using current feedback operational amplifier 

(Analog Devices’ AD8011).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Receive path block diagram. 

The output of a down-converter is a pair of quadrature, differential base-band signals (I and 

Q), which become input signals for receive section of CMX980A. After passing anti-aliasing 

filters they are sampled by a 16bit sigma-delta ADC, which gives a stream of 144 ksample/s in 

each channel. The following FIR filters have a RRC response and are matched to those in a 

transmitter. Filtered I and Q signals are sent to the microcontroller on the control module.  

Symbol timing recovery is done using energy squaring technique. For every sample, the 

sum: I
2
 + Q

2
 is counted (fig.4). Resulting samples are multiplexed with transmitted data and 

sent back to CMX980A, where auxiliary DAC converts them to analogue form, which later 

can be filtered in a very narrow band-pass filter (Q ≈ 40). The goal is to retrieve a discrete 

18kHz spectrum component (fig.5), which gives information about the symbol clock’s phase 

[7]. The analogue filter (fig.6) is followed by a comparator and digitally controlled phase-lock 

loop, that locks on the symboling frequency. This allows to choose the right samples from the 

samples stream for symbol detection. Received symbols are converted to a bit stream by a 

hard-decision algorithm and are fed into the frame recognition block, which passes valid 

frames up to the network protocol layer. The final data is outputted using one of the available 

serial interfaces. 
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1: Multiple feedback band pass, f0 = 18kHz, Q = 10, k = -5 

2: Double T-section feedback, band pass, f0 = 18kHz, Q = 30, k = -100 

Figure 4. Symbol clock recovery. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 5. I2+Q2 spectrum (FFT).                   Figure 6. Analogue filter spectral characteristic. 
 
4. Transmission protocol 

The transmission protocol used for testing assumes, that there is one stationary host device 

and several mobile devices. Multiple channel access scheme is based on time division 

(TDMA). The host initiates all transfers by sending a “beacon” frame, after which all devices 

respond in time slots, accordingly to their network address (the lower the address the faster 

the response and higher the priority). At this level, each device can request an isochronous 

audio channel, but only one channel is granted. After granting that channel, the host suspends 

sending “beacon” frames. Instead, audio frames sent by the device initiate the network cycle. 

At any time, host can take away the granted audio channel, for example: on demand from 

another device having more important transmission. The host is constantly monitoring activity 

of other devices. If any of them stop responding, it is noticed and proper remedial measures 

can be taken. Also, any device that doesn’t receive a “beacon” frame in a number of following 

network cycles, signals this condition to a user. 

Each frame header consists of a preamble, start delimiter and 44 bits of header information, 

including crucial control data, protected by a 16bit CRC. This satisfies the PN-EN 60870-5-

1:2002 norm [6], concerning transmission protocols used in remote controlling industry 

applications. Fig.7 shows the frame structure. Each device must have an unique 12bit address. 

The devices can be assigned to one of 15 groups, and group addressing mode is selected if 

“group” field is other than zero. The “frame type” field is a command or request associated 

with a frame, but it also determines the size of additional data following the frame header. 

This data can be of any type, including audio samples. The “control field” consists of a 4-bit 

frame counter used to detect frame loss and four universal status bits, which can be used, for 

example, to signal that the audio channel is already assigned or not. 
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Figure 7. Frame structure. 

. Each frame header is encoded using error-correcting code. In a test application Golay 

(23,12,7) code was used, allowing to fix up to 3 bit errors.  

 

5. Device operation 

The transceiver is able to send and receive data in half-duplex mode with 36kbps baud rate, 

operating at base-band and intermediate frequency of 45MHz. The following up/down 

converters, power amplifier and antenna circuits are supposed to be choosen to match each 

specific application. The on-board heterodyne generator is able to synthesize several 

frequencies, allowing dynamic channel switching. 

The proposed transmission protocol meets the PN-EN 60870-5-1:2002 (IEC 60870-5-

1:1990) norm requirements for enhanced data integrity systems with multi-point architecture. 

The protocol itself is currently being tested for use in commercial application, on a slightly 

different hardware (FSK modulation).  

 
6. Conclusions 

The proposed transceiver is designed to operate in wireless, narrow-band remote controlling 

systems. Special care was taken to ensure high configuration flexibility and fail-safe operation. 

Modular architecture allows to change the main microcontroller to a more powerful DSP in order to 

implement (if needed) a more sophisticated soft-decision algorithms or data coding, for low SNR 

conditions. The transmission bandwidth is enough to allow both steering and audio data to be 

transmitted in a single 25kHz channel. The proposed communication protocol allows multi-point 

access to a radio channel using time division scheme. It is now being evaluated in a real-world 

application. This design may become one of the building blocks in a simple trunked radio 

wireless network, targeted especially for industrial, underground applications.  
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Abstract 

Currently fast developing RFID technology is used commonly for every logistic tasks but first of all, 
in sphere of material economy. Implementation of this technology in underground coal mines 
requires specific hardware and software solutions, and hard industrial conditions of work don’t 
allow to use standard commercial devices. Additionally, huge quantities of mining machine 
elements, witch there are in coal mines and problem with control of their technical condition cause 
necessity the of new electronic hardware and software solutions. Here that specific RFID reader is 
presented.  
 

1. Introduction 

In general terms, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is an automatic identification method, 

and is a mean of identifying a person or object using a radio frequency transmission. 

Communication takes place between a reader (interrogator) and a transponder (silicon chip 

connected to an antenna) often called a tag, which has a unique identifying number stored in non-

volatile memory. Tags can either be active (powered by battery) or passive (powered by the reader 

field). The reader is often integrated into a network in order to make efficient use of the 

identification data it collects. The communication frequencies used depends to a large extent on the 

application, and range from 125KHz to 2.45 GHz. Regulations are imposed by most countries 

(grouped into 3 Regions) to control emission and prevent interference with other Industrial, 

Scientific and Medical equipment (ISM) [1-4]. 

 
Figure 1. Mining RFID system architecture. 

The main aim of this work was to make an RFID reader operating on 125kHz, which can work in 

coal mines in explosive atmosphere continuously and can read ID number from transponders placed 

inside specific metal casings. Some of the most interesting hardware and software solutions used in 

this device are presented in this paper. Because of the specific environment (industrial) 

requirements, this device is characterised by very low power consumption, high electromagnetic 

immunity, low electromagnetic susceptibility (conducted and radiated). Additionally, the reader is 
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very safe and any combination of damages in electronic circuits will not cause danger to miners as 

well as will not be potentially sources of ignition [6,7]. Hardware and software design had to be 

conducted in parallel. 

The presented RFID reader is a part of RFID system worked out by four institutions: University 

of Science and Technology AGH Kraków, ELSTA company from Wieliczka, Mining 

Mechanization Centre CMG KOMAG and The Silesian University of Technology. This RFID 

system architecture is shown on fig. 1. 

 

 

2. RFID reader 

Our portable RFID reader consists of microcomputer (type TRMC-01) and reading header 

(type TRH-01). The device was designed for the identification of machine elements, which 

can work in coal mines. Transponders are placed inside special, mechanically durable and 

chemically durable metal structure (casing). Industrial environment and metal casing require a 

specific antenna and electronic circuit design [6-9]. 

 

2.1. Principle of operation of RFID reading header 

The main part of the reader is a microprocessor ATmega8 (fig. 2), which controls ID 

reading process and sends data to the master unit. Microcontroller generates a clock signal, 

which then travels to the input DDS (Direct Digital Synthesis) device, converter and then 

buffer. DDS device (AD9833) was used to make it possible retune reader’s resonant 

frequency. Because of tag antenna circuit, range of resonant frequency changes can not be 

larger then ±6kHz. This hardware solution allows tuning to the maximum voltage amplitude 

on the resonant capacitor and emission of the maximum energy to the transponder in the form 

of magnetic field. For measuring voltage amplitude in the resonant circuit, reading header has 

voltage divider and buffer (fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2. Operating principle of the RFID reading and diagram of electronic circuits 

design. 

Signal from buffer is passed to the input of reader resonant circuit. The reader antenna 

(coil) generates a magnetic alternating field. If the transponder is moved into the vicinity of 

the magnetic alternating field, energy from the alternating field can be induced in the 

transponder’s resonant circuit via its antenna (Faraday’s law). As a result of this act the 

current flows in the tag against its cause and supplies his electronic circuits. Transponder 

starts to send information about identification number by turning the transistor on and off. It 

does not transmit its own signal to the reader, but simply modulates the signal that 

transponder antenna backscatters by changing the antenna impedance. This effect is noticeable 
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as a result of a small voltage drop across the transmitter generator coil because of inductive 

coupling. 

 

Figure 3. Photograph of prototype reading header TRH-01/* made by ELSTA. 

The relative magnitude of voltage variations in reader resonant circuit is dependent upon 

the gap between the two coils (generator coil — security element, security element — sensor 

coil) and the quality Q of the induced resonant circuit (in the security element).  
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     (equation 1) 

(rR – radius of reading header coil, rT – radius of transponder resonant coil, θ – angle θ=0 if 

both antennas are in parallel) 

We can notice, that the coupling factor k (between reading header and transponder) is 

simply a geometrical parameter, not influenced by any electrical values [2,5]. 

Backscattered signal is detected in the reader (fig. 2), then filtered, and amplified. Bit 

stream from comparator is analysed by microcontroller. Level of backscattered signal on the 

resonant capacitor is of the order of single milivolts, on 100V carrier. Detection of such small 

signal requires specific low-noise detector.   

2.2. Transponder 

We have used commercial transponder intended for industrial environment and we have 

transformed it into a safe device, which can work in potentially explosive atmospheres. This 

new device (TRID-01) was successfully tested in notified body. Our passive transponder is 

used with 64-bits read only memory, its operating frequency is 125kHz, data rate 2kbaud/s, 

and modulation type is Manchester. 

 
Figure 4. Transponder a) memory organisation, b) examples of metal casings for 
transponder (shield made of non-ferromagnetic material).
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Fig. 4a shows a typical memory organisation in our tag. Data stored in the memory is sent 

sequentially to the reader while tag is powered by magnetic alternating field of reading 

device. First nine header bits are sequence of “1”s, and cannot be reproduced in the data 

string, as it allows the message synchronisation. There are 10 groups of four data bits (allow 

100 billion combinations) and 10 line even parity bits, 4 column even parity bits, 1 stop bit 

(programmed to “0”). This transponder is mounted in a special metal casing, showed on 

fig. 4b. Shield is made of non-ferromagnetic materials to make it possible to transport the 

energy to the transponder (fig. 4b). 

2.3. Microcomputer 

 Reading header sends ID number of the tag to the microcomputer. Because of limited size 

of the portable device we decide to use keyboard with nine buttons, and their functions depend 

on the operating mode [6,9]. Big amount of information, that must be shown to the user 

requires the installing of the graphic liquid crystal display. In order to record voice notes in 

high acoustic noise environment, the direction microphone and special electronic circuits had 

to be applied. Microcomputer has its own built-in power amplifier and speaker, which enable 

playing voice notes and sound messages. Because of speed of operation and big available 

capacities a typical Compact Flash Card was used as a mass memory. Microcomputer can 

communicate with reading header as well as personal computer.  

 Electronic and mechanic construction meets the requirements of council directive on the 

approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility 

(EMC), equipment intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres (ATEX) and radio 

equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment (R&TTE).  

 

3. Software solutions  

In the specific system, software design requires new approach because of low power 

consumption, limited hardware resources, safety and specific mining application intended for 

use by miners. The most important rule of this system is faultless reading of identification 

number, and because of this software has to detect all errors and find the correct ID number. 

The analysis of the received bit stream is implemented in reading header microcontroller (fig. 

5).  

Optimal frequency for resonant circuit is saved in EEPROM microcontroller memory. This 

frequency can change depending on real values of elements (capacity and inductance). The 

special procedure tests voltage amplitude in resonant circuit and if it is not maximum 

available level, microcontroller changes frequency of the generated clock signal and once 

again measures voltage amplitude and repeats this step until maximum level is reached. This 

frequency is saved in EEPROM memory. Sometimes this special procedure (marked on fig. 5) 

is used for tuning, if there are problems with ID number reading. For example when 

transponder is on limit of range we can increase coupling factor k – showed in equation 1 by 

small changes of generating frequency. It is necessary to check column and row even parity in 

RFID reader and additionally check this ID number several times one by one. If the ID 

number is correct, reader microcontroller generates frame with information about transponder 

(object) number. 
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Figure 5. Data reading from transponder flow chart. 

Specially logic structure (mining machine database - showed on fig. 6a) was created to 

manage mining machinery elements. This database can control the most important parameters 

of mining machine element (objects) and coordinate their utilization cycle in the area of mine. 

Coal mine controls every element, its history, types and number of repair, etc.  

Information read from transponder (ID number) is sent to the microcomputer and its 

database (fig. 6b). Record with ID number and eventually voice notes connected with this 

object are saved in special own file system, created especially for limited hardware resources, 
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and files are stored in Compact Flash [6-9]. All data is achieved in database server and 

administrator can communicate with its via application created by CMG KOMAG. 

 
Figure 6. Mining machine elements management a) logic structure, b) Flow of 
information in the RFID system. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Hardware solutions of the RFID device allow the correct work in vicinity of metal and can 

be used in potentially explosive atmospheres, additionally the RFID reader fullfils the 

electromagnetic compatibility requirements. These solutions are characterized by specific 

ferrite antenna design, the applying of DDS methods, low noise and high sensitivity detector, 

EMC electronic circuit design and specific electronic construction with low power 

consumption. 

Software solutions are dedicated to low hardware resources and meet the functional 

requirements of advanced portable RFID reader. Implemented software ensures correct ID 

number reading, friendly interface for users, low power consumption and electromagnetic 

compatibility. 
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Abstract 

The rapid growth of band requirements for data transmission in computer networks is commonly known. The 
grown of the network infrastructure in many countries is much slower than expectations. Therefore in the 
paper some introductory research towards the effective and inexpensive algorithmic ways for improvement of 
efficiency of data transmission in all network layers has been presented. In this research the human behaviors 
are also taken into account. 

 

1. Introduction 

Today, thanks to modern technology, information exchange is really fast. The number of people 

using Internet and Web has increased significantly. Also, the quality and Internet access is much 

better. Users expect fast, safe and reliable data flow. However, one of the problems not only for 

Internet users is the limited availability of a transmission band in a network. As the result of such 

situations the access to the transmission band is limited, and this leads to lower users’ productivity 

and satisfaction (i.e. downloading takes much more time than could be acceptable). It is known that 

most users give up waiting for information after about 8 seconds by giving the computer a next 

command. 

The network performance is being constantly improved and this results with better usage of the 

transmission. There are several solutions to improve usage of a transmission band: 

- advanced compression of data, 

- dividing data flow to several parallel flows, 

- increasing size of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) packets, 

- using protocols based on improved UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

Detail analyzing of improvement efficiency is very complicated multitask. The use of ISO/OSI 

model is helpful in this analyzing. It allows us to understand communication between hosts in the 

network and creating the methods of measurement of efficiency applied improvement. 

Transmission process of information between hosts uses all OSI layers. Improvement can be 

applied in each of the layer and the effect of this improvement can be seen in lower layer. For 

example modification in application layer affects all lower layers because these layers process data 

prepared by application layer. 

The two main methods of enhancement are used. The first one is realized by modification of 

communication protocols [9-11]. The second one is performed by modification of data format (files) 

[1-8]. 

The most significant influence on behavior of OSI layers has human and the application, which he 

uses (fig.1).  
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Fig. 1. The schema of human influence in OSI model. 

 

Human’s behavior is one of the most important source of data traffic in computer networks. The 

rest of the traffic resources (system and protocols) gives relatively small contributions to this traffic. 

The network model should be extended. Human’s behavior and user applications have to be 

considered. This allows better analyzing of transmission problem in computer networks. New issues 

considered in the model determine working of OSI layers. For example human decide when and 

what will be send through the network. Analyzing and controlling of human’s behavior can 

significantly improve efficiency and productivity of operation in computer networks. 

 

2. Theory 

Traffic analyses show that user data transferred in the network occupy only a small fraction of 

transmission band. One can define the coefficient E  of user data transmission efficiency for given 

data transmission as [15]: 

 
TD

D
E ≡  (1) 

where D  is data volume to be transferred, and TD  is volume of total transferred information. 

E satisfies relation 1≤E and 1=E  for ideal case (ideal transmission). Typically E has value even 

smaller then 0.2 for LAN [4].  

In this way the efficiency of transmission computer network can be measured. In the case of 

network model this measurement can be defined for each of n layers. 

 
OUTi

INi
i D

D
E =  (2) 

where INiD  is data volume to be input to i -th layer, and OUTiD  is data volume to be output from 

i -th layer in n -layer model.  
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Fig.2. The schema of exchanging information between neighbor layers. 
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Network model layers are designed to communicate with their neighbors (fig.2). Therefore 

amount of input data for layer 1+i  is equal to amount of output data for layer i . 

 OUTiINi DD =+1  (3) 

Based on equation (2-3) and the following formulas INDD 1=  and OUTnT DD =  the coefficients 

E  can be determined. 
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Enhancement in one layer causes improvement in transmission process. Enhancements in several 

layers cause stronger improvement of coefficient E  (4). 

Improvement of this coefficient is realized by it maximization. Protocols from different layers are 

mostly independent. Therefore the coefficients iE are assumed to be independent. For certain 

topology maximization of coefficient E  is realized by maximization of iE  for each layer (5). 
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Coefficient of user data transmission efficiency is not only one measurement of data traffic in 

computer network. Transmission time is also important measurement. It is defined as a time elapsed 

from user request to the termination of successful transmission. 

Modification applied in one layer can causes extending of processing time in this layer but total 

processing time for all layers can be reduced. This can be caused by reduction of data quantity 

exchanged between layers. The problem of reduction of total transmission time is considered in 

separate research. 

 

3. Examples of possible improvement in selected layers  
 

3.1 Application 

Information bases (the component responsible for information storing) of users software ware not 

optimized by means of their size. For example bank account number contains 26 digits and can be 

stored in text file, MS Word file or html file created by MS Word. Table 1 contains the summary of 

file sizes. 

Table 1.The summary of files sizes and equivalent iE  for different coding method. 

File type File size [B] Ei 

txt 26  1 

doc 19968 ~0.001 

html (by Word) 3022 ~0.01 

html (pure) 77 0.34 
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In doc and html files the redundancy and excess of information is large. In txt file the coefficient E 

is close to 1 but due to security reason this format cannot be widely used. The large redundancy is 

consequence of hardware technology, especially inexpensive production technology of computer 

memory both HD storage and RAM. This situation does not involve software vendor to optimize the 

length of software code. 

 

3.2. Application layer 

Data compression allows computer users to received information from computer networks more 

efficient. This solution is especially useful in the case of transferring of large amount information 

and when type of data is predictable. For example, in distance learning, training materials can be 

compressed and archived before transmission. Reduction of transfer time, efficiency of utilization 

transmission band especially for small files (smaller then MTU - Maximum Transfer Unit – 1500 B 

for Ethernet) are achieved [15]. 

The prediction of required information is not always possible. In this case separate compressing of 

requested file is a good solution. Unfortunately this solution is not effective for small files, which 

compress ineffectively. 

Internet services contain various types of files: text, graphics, animation and other binary files. 

The content of file can be recognizing based on its extension. Table 2 includes statistics information 

regarding several types of files in cisco.netacad.net portal.  
 

Table 2. Statistic information for diefferent kind of files in some distance lerning course. 
 

Number of files Size of files 
File type 

pcs. % B % 

Mean size 

[B] 

html 7625 93,89 103663709 86,53 13595 

swf 435 5,30 15184409 12,67 34907 

gif 136 1,66 640719 0,53 4711 

jpg 5 0,06 68875 0,06 13775 

pdf 4 0,05 224894 0,19 56224 

js 2 0,02 8733 0,01 4367 

css 2 0,02 7371 0,01 3686 
 

Compression ratio for different kind of files can significantly differ (fig.3). Text files (html, txt) is 

compressed more efficient then multimedia file.  
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Fig. 3. The compression ratio dependence on the size of files. 

 

In same cases compression process causes file enlargement when comparing with uncompress file. 

This situation occurs for small files (up to 1000 B). Compression efficiency depends on used 
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compressor (fig.4).  
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Fig. 4. The compression dependence on the used compressor. 

 

There are not universal compressor, which give good compression ratio in all used cases and there 

are specialist compressor, which give good compression ratio only in selected used cases. Intelligent 

compressor can be created when artificial intelligence and agent technique will be used [15]. This 

compressor can select the best algorithm for data transformation. Agent placed on side of a sender 

would be responsible for preparing packets for transmission and agent placed on a receiver side 

would be responsible for the recovering information to its original form [12-14].  

The mobile agent technique can be very effective in the case when there is no resident packing 

agent on the server. Agents could realize also other tasks e.g. searching and/or filtering information 

before packing. The size of such agent can be relatively very small (in our research the packing 

agent code size was equal to 55kB) thus the cost of its transmission and required system resources - 

neglected. 

This allows improving iE coefficient about 30-60% and reducing transmission time about 20-

50%.  

 

3.3. Transport layer 

Reliable TCP protocol used in transport layer has significant overhand. The probability of losing 

of datagram is quit small – approximately equal 10-8. Therefore for FTP and HTTP, TCP protocol, 

can be replaced by UDP. This allows improving transmission efficiency E  up to several times. 

 

3.4. Data link and physical layer 

Ethernet technology is not effective solutions. Based on the analyzing of network traffic it can be 

concluded that in even moderate network load almost 95% of traffic concern system traffic and 

collisions. This fact reduce available throughput for example from 100 Mbps to 5 Mbps. Using 

faster Ethernet technologies is only temporary solution. Therefore new technology should be 

implemented (for example deterministic technology). It could improve iE many times 

 

3.5. Human’s behavior 

Behavior of Internet user can be analyzed and predicted. Typical behavior includes: 

- taping of address, 

- waiting for response, 

- content browsing, 

- selecting next link or address. 

In this case the transmission band is used unequally. When data is transmitted users have to wait 
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for termination request. When users browse the content of web, transmission channel is not used. In 

some cases it is possible to predict with higher probability future user behavior. An example of this 

situation is in distance learning. Storing the information on the server about user selections can be 

used to predict next user request. An example of user’s selection sequence is presented on graph 

(fig.5).  

 

Fig. 5. An example of users selecting pattern for some web page. 

 

Different line styles denote different users. The nodes with numbers denote browsed web pages. 

Each user finish browsing on web number 9 by selecting different path but some selection are more 

frequent then other. Analyzing of the probability of browsing events can be used to predict further 

request. Data can be transmitted before for user request when probability of selecting this request 

achieves some level (for example 70%). This approach can significantly reduce the time of waiting 

for response or even completely eliminate this time. The time of browsing web page can be used to 

perform this task. 

taping of address

waiting for response

content browsing

select link to secend address

waiting for response

content browsing from secend address

Time

- traditional web browsing

- web browsing with prediction  
Fig. 5. The schema of traditional web browsing – white blocks and web browsing  

with prediction – black blocks. 

 

Traditional access procedure is used in the case of unpredictable user behavior. Server should 

realize the process of prediction. This process can be supported by artificial intelligence and 

appropriate hardware. Some proxy technologies could be also used [16]. 

Applied improvement reduces transmission time and user satisfaction. This solution is realized in 

application and presentation OSI layer. 
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4. Conclusions  

In order to reduce amount of transmitted data and significantly improve E  coefficient one should 

optimize data coding and transmission process in all network layers. Our research shows that so far 

that this coefficient in many cases is smaller than 10-4 and thus network is unnecessary overloaded.  

The human behaviors and the applications properties as well as some of the rest network layers 

features give significant negative contribution to it. In our opinion by relatively simple ways and 

maximization of iE  coefficients the E  value as the product of  all iE  could be increased even 

several orders up to 0.1 - 0.3  

Experiments conducted by authors show correctness of proposed solutions. Research toward 

practical solutions in this area will be continued. 
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Abstract 

The optimization of temperature control in a vacuum furnace used for selenization of Cu/In 
metallic precursors for CIS solar cells is described. The heat transfer between all parts of the 
furnace was analysed on physical heat transport level. A system of state equations describing all 
elements of the object (vacuum furnace) is represented in the matrix form. The performed 
simulations were compared with experimental variations of temperature with time indicating very 
good agreement. The results obtained were utilized for the temperature control. Designed control 
power time profiles are adjusted to use with simply ON/OFF actuator.  
 

 

1. Introduction 

Thermal processes are inherently accompanying electronic material technologies. Parameters of 

fabricated materials and their repeatability strongly depend on the accuracy and precision of time 

temperature profiles control. Presented thermal control analyses are backgrounded on a selenization 

process which is a part of photovoltaic material (CuInSe2 - CIS) preparation. CIS thin films are 

widely applied in high efficient solar cells. The typical vacuum selenization process runs in a 

graphite reactor and proper reactor temperature profile in time has to be maintained [1]. 

A radiation heat transfer which is used in our selenization device caused the thermal process 

strongly nonlinear. It is a main reason why we cannot use a simple PID temperature controller. A 

proper way to maintain the required process temperature profile is using a mathematical model of 

furnace thermal phenomena to predict the accurate power supply runs of heating elements. We 

decided as the first step of modeling to create the electric analogy model. The equivalent electrical 

circuit was build and quite good accuracy of the model was achieved. However to apply it as an 

efficient predictor the higher calculation accuracy had to be attained. So, the mathematical version of 

the model was elaborated and adjusted to MATLAB environment. This model was based on 

thermodynamical state differential equations which reflects system behaviour. In the result the 

power runs are obtained to support the proper time temperature profile of the reactor [2]. 

 

2. Process requirements 

One of various way to obtain CIS material is a deposition of precursor metallic multilayer 

(Se/Cu/In) and then an annealing it in proper temperature (selenisation procedure). 

Photovoltaic applications demand some electric contact field (electrode) which are made with 

molybdenum. This addition layer may diffuse and damage CIS layer during selenization so the 

time of that process has to be controlled. Multistage selenization thermal process (Fig.2.) need 

to be driven with precision of 1°C of and the time distance between consequent stages have to 

be shortened. 
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Figure 1. Typical two-stage thermal selenization process [1]. 

3. Process requirements 

Exact time and space descriptions of all heat transfers which take place in the selenization 

system is complicated and in fact unserviceable for temperature steering systems. So, some 

simplifications have to be assumed. Our selenization system contains seven separate parts 

(Fig.2) that thermally interacts with each other via radiation, convection and conduction. Each 

part has the similar circular symmetry that is the main source of simplification. Analysis of 

spatial distribution of radiative energy [4] shows that the energy flows mainly with radial 

dimension. Radial thickness of all element excluding graphite reactor is small and could be 

neglected so it is possible to assume that temperature distribution of each element is spatially 

independent. This assumption allows to use only one variable to describe the temperature of 

each element. The case of graphite reactor is exceptional and for its description at least two 

variables have to be used. To describe a system behavior a state differential equation for each 

element (each temperature – state variable) is needed. These equations consist a proper 

description of the heat transfer way. In our work we considered only radiation and conduction 

because of limited way for gas flow (convection). Moreover, because of high ray transmission 

the quartz tube (Fig.2) is not considered in thermal model. That last assumption limited an 

applying the model in low temperatures when quartz is not transparent for low temperature 

infrared radiation (λ>5mm). Additionaly, building the thermal model, one have to take into 

account the temperature of surrounding air. Assuming infinitely heat capacity of the 

surrounding this temperature could be used as a parameter (no variable).   

 
 

Figure 2. Transversal section of vacuum furnace  
(1 - outer reflector; 2 – inner  reflector; 3 – quartz tube; 4 – heater;  
5 – copper shield; 6 – graphite reactor; 7 – sample compartment).
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4. Electrical analogy - SPICE 

A description of thermal phenomena is similar to formulas of electric circuit solving, so it 

is possible to transform a thermal model to electric circuit and calculate it using an electric 

circuit simulator like SPICE. 

All elements of vacuum system are represented by one heat capacity and one temperature 

which describe a state of each part (Fig.3). Both temperature as well as heat capacity are 

represented by adequate elements in electric circuit – electric capacity and voltage. Heat 

conductivity can be simply found as a linear electric current conductivity. Nonlinear electric 

dependent sources represent strongly nonlinear radiation heat transfer.  

V t 

 
Figure 3. Electrical analogy model of one dimension state thermal domain element 

(for ex. heater or reflector) 

The current sources (I1-I4) represent radiative heat flux between each pair of elements of 

the system (eg. heater and reflector or reflector and graphite reactor). The electric current of 

source (I5) is adequate to the value of Joule heat of furnace heater. Voltage sources excluding 

V4 are zero voltage sources and work as instruments of current value measurement to steer 

current dependent sources in another parts of system. Voltage source V4 represents ambient 

temperature.  

All model coefficients are based on  vacuum furnace shapes, and physical properties of 

materials that system is made with. 

The SPICE model acts in accordance with experimental data however the electric circuit 

simulator cannot optimize any model coefficients to make the model more accurate with real 

system. The obtained experimental and calculated model results are presented on Fig.4. 

 
Figure 4. Experimental and SIPCE simulated results
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5. Model fitting with experimental data 

The results of electric analogy simulation give the informations of a thermal model 

structure. To improve the model accuracy the thermodynamical state equation was extracted. 

Ordered state variables (temperatures) form the vector of state variables and all state 

equations was join into matrix equation. The formula of differential equation is 

( ) ( ) PTTSBTTTkSkATdTC SCSR +−++−+=⋅ 444
    (1)  

where C is a vector of consequent element thermal capacity, A is a matrix that describes 

radiation flux between elements, B is a matrix describes heat conduction between elements, k 

is a Boltzmann constant (5.67*10
-8

 Wm
-2

K
-4

), SR is a vector describes element’s radiation 

interaction with surroundings and SC analogical vector for conduction. P is a vector of 

external power sources (eg. heaters). Notation T
4
 = [T1

4
, T2

4
, T3

4
, …, Tn

4
,]. 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison two element simulated temperature profile and experimental 

profile before model fitting 

 

The model after identification of its parameters has a vivid improve accuracy (Fig.5). Even 

if it cannot be used to fully open loop controller it is good enough to work as a predictor. 

 

6. Control procedure designing 

 After model fitting we can start procedure of steering optimisation [2] by choosing of 

power time profile P(t). One can observe that selenisation procedure mainly runs at long-time 

constant temperature stages (Fig.1). So during this kind of heating the typical PWM controler 

is used. However during the temporary transition stages to a new selenisation temperatures 

(Fig.1) the power control procedure is needed to preserve a temperature overloading. 

Simultenausly the time of transition stage had to be shortened. We decided to use simple 

ON/OFF power actuator for furnace supplying so the setting of rectangular power pulses 

forms the power time profile P(t). Pulse duration and power disconnection times could be used 

as optimizing parameters (variables). To appoint a steering algorithm a minimization 

procedure is initialed to minimize our quality criteria of control i.e. temperature overloading 

and transition stage time (Fig.6). 
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Figure 6. Transition stage and minimized parameters: ∆∆∆∆T(overload) and Dt = t2 - t1 

(transition time). 

The resulting steering alghorithm (furnace power profile) has a form of time ordered sequence of 

rectangular pulses. Fig.7. illustrates the influence of the steering method on the reactor temperature 

run. Choosing a pulse sequence it is possible to minimize the overloading value (Fig.7ab). 

Simultaneously the transition time is also reduced, however due to the furnace construction 

attributes the effect of reduction is not large.  

 

 
Figure 7. Example of calculated power time profile for reach temperature of reactor 
300°C; (a) – simply two-element heating power profile; (b) – three-element heating 

power profile. 

7. Conclusions 

The presented flowchart (Fig.8) shows the realisation methodology of the model based 

steering procedure designed to grafite box selenisation furnace. The matrix state equation has 

been used. The coefficients in matrix equation were verified using calculations in MATLAB, 

where the heat transfer by radiation and conduction and the environment interaction on the 

furnace by the delivery of heating power from outside were considered. The developed 

mathematical model can be used for construction of a controller ensuring an effective 

temperature profile for a multistage heat treatment process.
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Figure 8. Modeling and design control procedure flowchart. 
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Abstract 

The methodology of generating of images of melanocytic skin lesions is briefly outlined. It proceeds essentially 
in two steps. In the first one, semantic description of skin lesions of anonymous patients are carefully analyzed 
to exctract important features (symptoms) and to mine their logical values. Then, data gained in this step, are 
applied to control a specific simulation process. In this way, a single textual vector, representing a distinct 
lesion, can produce a collection of several images of a given category. The quality of simulated images, 
verified by an independent expert, was found to be quite satisfactory. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

From some time it’s noticed the growing interest in melanocytic skin lesion images, being the 

visual preview of the melanoma, which is one of the most dangerous type of cancer, presently. 

Simultanously, there is no professional computer informational databases, including the images of 

the above-mentioned lesions. Some of the well known medical computer science centers, which 

have so far allow for public access to those types of databases stopped (maybe for some time) their 

services [1]. The other centers popularize standard set of lesions images, used for more commercial 

goals [2]. Lack of the access to the specialized international databased with such images, and and 

also some problems with creating such kind of databases are caused by current personal data 

protection law. The present interpretation of this law makes it necessary to get the patient’s consent 

for both making and publication of the photos of lesions. And more, the prevailing part of so far 

available real melanocytic lesions’ images are of low quality, what could be an additional factor for 

incorrect classification of such cases. These facts prompted to start research on knowledge 

management in the field of skin lesions images. 

 
2. Methodology of the research 

The idea of presented research is based on the concept of specific lesion knowledge management, 

what means a semantic conversion of textual informational database on the threat of skin melanoma 

[3], into a base containing respective images of lesions. The mentioned textual database includes 

information about almost 550 cases of lesions of the type <benign nevus>, <blue nevus>, 

<suspicious nevus> and <melanoma malignant>. Each case is described by a vector with 15 

components; their values transmit information about presence or lack of specific symptoms of a 

given lesion. These symptoms (in machine learning language called decriptive attributes) are: the 
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type of asymmetry, character of the border of a lesion, combination of colours and structures 
observed, the value of the TDS-parameter (Total Dermatoscopy Score) [4], and category to which 

each case has been classificated. Our initial research [5], consisted of making new methods of 

semantic conversion of textual melanocytic lesion description into it’s simulated digital image of 

high degree of reliability, by using so called function of the generator of simulated medical images. 

The present methodology of simulation requires, that any of the anonymous patient vectors from the 

source (textual) database creates a collection of simulated images (from a few to many) [6]. These 

images, according to Kulikowski [7], should be treated as synonyms in the field of images. This 

concept allows us to create several thousand of simulated digital images of the lesions, that are based 

on only 548 recorded real cases of melanocytic skin lesions, available from the textual database. 

Owing to this set of few thousand of images, a scientific-training database can be created. The final 

goal of the research is to complete reliable informational database on melanocytic skin lesions, 

including besides simulated images of skin lesions also their digital (real) photographs. 

 

3. Program implementation 

The tool is based on the language C++ [7], with the use of: 

–  MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes) library [8], 

– OpenGL graphics library [9] (with use of pre-defined functions for generating NURBS 

surfaces, creating pre-defined fragments of the images of the lesions and geometric conversions). 

Recently, developed tool includes two main modules: 

– a generator of the simulated images of melanocytic skin lesion’s, required to semantic 

conversion of textual description of these lesions’ into their simulated images, as well as 

– a module, which is responsible for the assignment of new-added pictures of real lesions to the 

most „appropriate” descriptions from the textual, informational database.  

The schema of the program is shown at the Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. The schema of the program 
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4. The generator of the simulated knowledge images 

There are available 3 different options of the program: 

– study – (both simulated image of a lesion and the respective data-vector are shown ), 

– quiz – (only generated image is shown, and trainee medical doctor, using his/her knowledge 

and experience, determines symptoms of the analyzed lesion and classifies it), or  

– pictures – (here, real (non-simulated) digital photograph(s) of melanocytic lesions, 

accompanied with an expert diagnosis, are displayed). 

 

5. The methodology of mapping of the selected lesions’ symptoms 

The methodology of the simulation requires using 3-dimensional NURBS surfaces [10], that 

means non-uniform rational B-spline. The example of such a surface is show at the Fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. The NURBS surface 

 

The NURBS surface could be treated as a more general form of Bezier’s curves and surfaces, as 

well as a few other kinds of curves. Additional reason to use NURBS object is method of creating 

them with OpenGL – to generate the NURBS surfaces we’re able to use pre-defined functions from 

the GLU library [11] (OpenGL Utility Library). This methodology enables to receive 3-dimensional 

smooth surfaces with complex shapes, simplify mapping the asymmetry of the lesions’ (paragrapf 

5.1), and also addition of 3
rd

 image’s dimension for chosen categories of the lesions (for example for 

<melanoma malignant>). The principal image of the lesion includes 8 independent NURBS 

surfaces (Fig. 3). Placing each of eight fragment of the image is completed by appropriate use of 

control points for each NURBS objects (16 control points for each surface). Mapping of suitable 

colours and diversity structures present in the lesion is completed by using a priori prepared textures 

placed on the above-mentioned surfaces. 
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Figure 3. Arrangement of each NURBS objectives (8 parts of an image) 

 

5.1.  Simulation of lesion’s asymmetry 

The process of mapping the type of asymmetry consist of choosing the Wright shape of outer 

borders (K1–K8) for each of eight NURBS surfaces (Fig. 3). The change of the curved for each 

border is based on set coordinates for all 4 control points (P1–P4) (Fig. 4). 

 

  

    Figure 4. Control points P1÷÷÷÷P4 for respective NURBS objects (8 parts of an image) 

 

Depending on the attribute <Asymmetry> value, there are the following possibilities: 

– in case of <symmetric change> all points lying on the lesion’s border should be symmetric at 

least to the symmetry center S (Fig. 3), 

– for <one-axial asymmetry change> it’s necessary to generate symmetric halves of the picture 

(each of them including 4 objects) according to only one of the axes  – X or Y, 

– for <two-axial asymmetry change> points placed at the lesion image border mustn’t be 

symmetric to both: symmetry center S, as well as two-fold symmetry axis X and Y. 

 

5.2.  Mapping the character of the rim of the lesion’s 
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During characterization of melanocytic lesions border, for each of 8 equal parts of the simulated 

image the sharpness of the border between a lesion and the healthy skin should be assesed. These 

borders could be sharp (“including” 1 to the score) or diffuse (not influencing the score). Depending 

on the value of the <Border> attribute, there are 218 different possible combinations of sharp and 

diffuse transitions [6]. The purposed concept of simulation the lesion’s border includes 2 main 

phases: 

– first it’s used the operation called rendering to a texture, where that operation is executed in a 

back buffer to avoid glimmer the view.  The consider operation (it means rendering to the texture) 

rely on puting the rectangle textures onto the NURBS surface, 

– next such modified texture is load into the memory, where through the scaling the texture 

coordinates and drawing the texture many times with different transparency the blur effect is 

achieved. 

 

6. The algorithm of adding new images of the real lesions 

The second module of the application is used for completing source textual database with digital 

photograph(s) of real (non-simulated) melanocytic lesions. While adding digital photographs there 

are 3 possible cases (Fig. 5). 

 

 

   Figure 5. The routine of join of the digital images 
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First possibility is adding digital photographs only when there is existing record (in the textual 

database) describing the symptoms identical with those present in the photo added. In case of 

incompatibility of any of the textual vector properties and those present in the lesion image, the 

photograph could be added in two ways : 

a.) apart from the new-added digital photograph the database is completed with a new textual 

vector, describing the symptoms shown in the lesion’s image, 

b.) in the second case, for the photo including the image of the lesion, each attributes is assesed 

(these are <Asymmetry>, <Border>, <Colour> and <Structure> [12]) to computed TDS-parameter 

(1), 

∑∑ ><+><+><+><= StructureColourBorderAsymmetryTDS *5,0*5,0*1,0*3,1  (1) 

Next, depending on the value of TDS-parameter and presence/absence of the blue colour, there 

are possible cases, as below : 

– TDS <= 4,85 and lack of blue – add the photo to record(s) describing <benign nevus>, 

– TDS <= 4,85 and presence of blue – add the photo to record(s) describing <blue nevus>, 

– TDS > 4,85 and TDS < 5,45 – add the photo to record(s) describing <suspicious nevus>, 

– TDS > 5,45 – add the photo to record(s) describing <malignant melanoma>. 

 

7. Conclusions 

In research described here, we succeeded in obtaining random simulation of respective symptoms 

of real melanocytic skin lesions – described by <Asymmetry> and <Border> attributes. It enables us 

to generate the exhaustive number of simulated images, corresponding to symptoms contained in a 

given lesion, originally described by a textual vector from the source database. It was found that 

simulated images considerably broaden the informational source database, and can be successfully 

used in the process of training less experienced medical doctor. The next problem to be solved in our 

future research seems to be an attempt to make a combination of already used way of simulation of 

colours and structural diversity of lesions, with the approach based on the randomized superposition 

of those symptoms into the simulated images. 
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Abstract 

 

In the first part of the article the system is introduced which enable us the network signal analysis.Its task was 
to find the highest probability nodes from which the special sound was send. To achieve the aim the fuzzy logic 
apparatus was used. The results obtained from the experiments were essential in forming a membership 
function. A fuzzy model was chosen for further analysis and study on the base of the expert knowledge. 
Comparison of real system output and an output of fuzzy model with a Gauss’s membership functions of input 
and triangular functions and the findings. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Information sent within the reach of global network is not always the idea of Internet  designers. 

New mechanisms which are responsible for data flow and communication between different nodes 

of the network became tools for people who take advantage of them by using them to different intent 

such as terrorism. Within the reach of analysis of network traffic there is a possibility of seizing 

particular packets and even their analysis and data interpreting. Unfortunately because of the size of 

the elements, ways of hiding and diffusion we are not able to check them and protect against 

consequences. The aim of the following research is to find out the proper methods and solutions 

which could be useful in further analysis to establish the sources and accuracy in search of 

conformity. 

In the first part system structure is presented which was essential in establishing certain data. 

Established data was helpful in presenting measures in real system as a further step in this study. The 

second part presents the choice of modeling method and its realization. In practical part the expert 

knowledge of the formation of models was used. 

 

 

 

2. System used to network traffic analysis 
 

During the accomplishment of the system sniffer was used - network traffic analyzer used 

for seizing packets which are being sent. Its activity has been used in seizing traffic between 

local network and the Internet. Registered data was saved in a file. During network traffic 

analysis which concerns the output signal of the particular network we carry out a selection. 

The above selection has the characteristics which can be identified and taking into 

consideration for further analysis. A protocol, IP address of the receiver or sender, file format, 

compression etc. can be examples of those characteristics. The expert knowledge will be 
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essential while choosing proper characteristics. According to this fact the following 

characteristics were chosen: IP sender address,  IP receiver address, record and a feature 

which was supposed to describe the pattern (retrieved information). 

In the Visual C++ environment a program was written to enable selection of the signal 

contents based on selected characteristics. By introducing a proper signal feature we achieved 

all the answers with all the features chosen above (e.g. for word ‘terroryzm’ chosen: ter, yzm, 

ror, terror). 

Data set was introduced into data base which enabled proper order and data filtration. 

The problem refers to network signal traffic analysis from the local network. Its task was to 

retrieve with the highest probability a person who is sending a test containing a word ‘terroryzm’ on 

the net. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Main scheme of the system 

 
 

Figure 1.  Main scheme of the system  
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3. Forming a membership function 
 

After the preselection  data is transformed to another case-based reasoning. After data  input into 

the fuzzification block they become fuzzy, it means that a certain membership of fuzzy sets is 

established. Below there are two tables which show two out of four chosen characteristics. Claimed 

values for selected characteristics define the probability of appearance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 1. Forming a membership function for such characteristics as: protocol and 

pattern 
 

4. SQL- aggregation  function  
 

Within our example using four characteristics and forming membership function for them we 

have to obtain a measure for our ideal object. Solution to this problem is forming own functions. We 

used the average as one of the functions. 

 

 

 

 

On the grounds of gathered data we can create questions by using linguistic variables as a result 

we will achieve a certain degree of matching the object to the question. 

The example of question in data base SQL: 

SELECT *, ((`funkcja_pakiet`+`funkcja_nadawca`+`funkcja_odbiorca`+`funkcja_cecha`)/4)  

funkcja_agregujaca 

FROM `wyniki_terr` 

WHERE `funkcja_pakiet` >'0,8' AND`funkcja_nadawca` >'0,8' AND `funkcja_odbiorca`>'0,8' 

AND `funkcja_cecha`>'0,5‘ 

OORDER BY DISC 

0,7 TFTP 

0,4 TELNET 

0,8 FTP 

1 SMTP 

0,1 HTTP 

1 TERROR 

0,7 ROR 

0,3 YZM 

0,3 TER 

0,5 ERR 

Fsuspect =  
fprotocol + fsender address+ freceiver address+ fpattern

4 
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Results obtained through the proper questions and forming aggregation function allowed to 

establish in which pack headline information was being sent. As a result we got the IP sender 

address with the highest probability. Using the above information and assumptions person sending 

the word ‘terroryzm’ has an IP address as such  10.1.1.15, using the SMTP protocol that means 

electronic mail with the probability 0,925. The result on basis of the experiments conducted allows 

to form a precise membership function. It allows to take advantage of the results for further analysis 

and solving the problems. 

 

5. Fuzzy modeling methods - application 

Above example shows the information base. We used function which was formed for further 

characteristics. In further steps the above experience was used in order to fulfill the tasks. 

We can distinguish a few models of fuzzy real systems: 

- forming fuzzy models based on the expert knowledge 

- forming self adopting fuzzy models based on measure data base output/input system 

- forming self organized and self adopting models based on measure data base 

output/input system. 

For further analysis and research  a fuzzy model has been chosen based on the expert 

knowledge. Such modeling was used in the past as the first to fuzzy modeling used in practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Process of forming a fuzzy linguistic model of the real system 
 

      Our example shows two characteristics: protocol used in sending information and a pattern   (a 

piece of element). To make it easier in interpretation and record the following numbers were 

assigned to elements – table 2.  

 

Real model MENTAL MODEL (experience,

Intuition of the system expert) 

VERBAL MODEL (roles, description  

of the linguistic values given by the expert)

FUZZY LINGUISTIC MODEL SYSTEM

 Modeling Expert  Modelowania

 rozmytego 

Method 

Subjective, precise knowledge of a system

systemie 

Subjective knowledge of a system

systemie 

Objective knowledge of a system

 

 

ystemie 

X1 

X2 

Y 
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System has got two inputs x1, x2 responsible for signal characteristics and one output Y. 

Taking different measures  into consideration  we register the system maintenance – table 3. 

Major output values y based on input signals x1 and x2 are being remembered e.g. minimum 

value, maximum value and the average. We can get to know the system better by observing all 

the changes.  As shown on the table 3 we come to the conclusion that there is one state for 

which y is max and one for which it is min. It is only the objective value based on the study 

and measures. 

 

1 characteristic 2 characteristic 

Protocol Number Pattern Number 

SMTP 9 TERROR 4 

FTP 8 ROR 3 

TELNET 7 ERR 2 

TFTP 6 TER 1 

HTTP 5 YZM 0 

Table 2. Values assignment for the network signal characteristics 

 

X1 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 X1 

X2 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 X2 

Y 1 2 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 7 3 3 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 8 7 7 5 7 Y 

Table 3. Measurements of the real system (two inputs and one output) 

 

Figure 3 shows modal values particular linguistic marks given by the expert of the system. 

For our explored system we take linguistic marks  for x1, x2, y minimum, average and 

maximum.
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Figure 3. Model values of the linguistic marks given by the system expert 

 

The second input called X2 (Figure 2) is completed by the expert of fuzzy modeling basing 

on his knowledge and experience. Using mathematic apparatus can examine the maintenance 

of the model getting more or less precise model. In the first example triangular function was 

taking into consideration into fuzzification process and rules base was used by the expert.   

 

 

Rules of working system: 

 

R1) GDY (x1=min) I (x2=min)  TO (y=max)  

R2) GDY (x1=min) I (x2= avg)  TO (y=avg)  

R3) GDY (x1=min) I (x2=max)  TO (y=max)  

R4) GDY (x1= avg) I (x2=min)  TO (y= avg) 

R5) GDY (x1= avg) I (x2= avg)  TO (y=min) 

R6) GDY (x1= avg) I (x2=max)  TO (y= avg) 

R7) GDY (x1=max) I (x2=min)  TO (y=max) 

R8) GDY (x1=max) I (x2= avg)  TO (y= avg) 

R9) GDY (x1=max) I (x2=max)  TO (y=max) 

 

 

 

µ(X1) 
MIN AVG MAX 

5      6       7       8       9 

µ(X2)
MIN AVG MAX 

0      1      2      3     4  

1
1

µ(y) 
MIN AVG MAX 

1  2   3  4  5  6   7  8   9  

1
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6. Triangular membership functions 
 

For analysis following calculations were chosen as far as triangular functions are concerned: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Triangular membership function of the model’s inputs and outputs  
 

 

For operation I PROD operator was chosen. There is an example below for the last column (table 4). 

 

Np.: 

X1=5 

X2=0 

 

For X1: 

Min=1 

Avg=0 

Max=0 

 

For X2: 

Min=1 

Avg=0 

Max=0 

 

Y*= 1*9+0*5+0*9+0*5+0*1+0*5+0*9+0*5+0*9 = 9 

 

µ(X1) 
MIN AVG MAX

5      6      7      8      9 

µ(X2) 
MIN AVG MAX 

0      1      2      3     4 

1 1

y(X1) 
MIN AVG MAX 

1  2   3  4  5  6   7  8   9  

1
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Table below shows comparison of real system output and an output of fuzzy model with a 

triangular membership functions of input with PROD operator towards operation I. Last verse 

presents the average absolute error of the model which equals |y-y*|=1,44 . 

 

Table 
4. 

Compari
son of 

real 
system 

outputs and outputs of fuzzy model with a triangular membership functions of input 
 
 
7. Gauss’s  membership functions 
 

 

Second variant established presents Gauss’s  membership functions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Gauss’s membership function of the model’s inputs and outputs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

X1 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 

X2 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

Y 1 2 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 7 3 3 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 8 7 7 5 7 9 

Y* 9 7 5 7 9 7 5 3 5 7 5 3 1 3 5 7 5 3 5 7 9 7 5 7 9 

|Y-Y*| 8 5 3 4 4 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 

MIN AVG MAX

1  2   3  4  5  6   7  8   9  

1

y(X1) 

µ(X1) AVG AVG MAXX

5      6      7      8      9 

1

0,2

0,66

µ(X2) MIN AVG MAX

0      1      2      3      4  

1

0,2

0,66

µmim(x1)=e[-((x1-5) / 1.5765)2] 

µsred(x1)=e[-((x1-7) / 1.5765)2] 

µmax(x1)=e[-((x1-9) / 1.5765)2] 
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Table below shows comparison of real system output and an output of fuzzy model with a 

Gauss’s membership functions of input with MIN operator towards operation I. Last verse presents 

the average absolute error of the model which equals |y-y*|=1,668 . 

 

 

Table 
5. 

Comp
arison 
of real 
syste

m 
outputs and outputs of fuzzy model with a Gauss’s membership functions of input 

 
 
8. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

On the strength of examples shown we come to the conclusion that precision of the model 

achieved based on the expert knowledge depends on two factors. The first one depends on the 

precision in examining the real system and the way he presents the knowledge using rules and 

linguistic values. The second factor depends on the experience, knowledge and intuition of the 

expert. The expert of the fuzzy modeling completes the model transferred by the system expert 

adding some elements of fuzzy logic apparatus. 

This research shows that more precise and exact is the triangular function. There is a possibility of 

rules base control or matching the function in order to decrease the possibility of error. Further study 

and properly used mathematic apparatus may create a possibility of catching characteristics with a 

high probability. Precise verbal models are used in mechanical and electric systems, not so often in 

sociological or economic systems. The reason why they are not so precise is that there are many 

problems with the measuring process, fuzzy system or lack of precision in forming the concepts. 
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X1 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 

X2 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

Y 1 2 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 7 3 3 2 3 5 5 5 4 5 8 7 7 5 7 9 
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|Y-

Y*| 

6 4 3,2 3 2 1 0,4 0,9 0,4 1 2,2 2,5 2,7 2,5 0,4 1 0,4 0,9 0,4 2 0 1 0,4 1 2 
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Abstract 

This paper presents existing wavelet methods  of edge detection in images. This methods has some 
disadvantages. They are time consuming because they operate on a whole image. Some of them do not offer 
optimal edge approximation and they need to transform on every resolution levels as well. We propose 2-D 
anisotropic wavelet with adaptive edge extraction algorithm which can overcome this inconveniences. 
Anisotropic wavelet can detect edge in any given scale. Algorithm is fast because it operates on a part of 
image only. Furthermore succession of points where gradient jump was detected can be connected into edge 
contour. 

 

1. Edge extraction in image 

During last two decades many methods of edge detection was introduced. They are centered on 

sparse edge representation. Thanks this it was possible to obtain high compression ratio. 

Typical elements in an image are noises, edges, gradients and curves. 

Fig. 1. From left: Gauss-Markow noise, polygons, typical photo. 

Images in Fig.1 present this kind of elements. The first image shows noise, the second 

contains edges and gradients. The last one shows typical photo with lines, curves, contours 

and patterns. 

So far following wavelet's representation methods of this elements was proposed: 

4. wavelets, 

5. ridgelets, 

6. curvelets, 

7. contourlets. 

 

 

2. Wavelet image transformation 

This transformation is useful in image processing because of its multiresolution image 

decomposition ability [1].  
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Wavelet's multiresolution image decomposition schema is shown on Fig. 2 below. 

Fig. 2. Wavelet multiresolution image decomposition. 

Image f(x,y) is decomposed into rough representation A1 and details D1,1..3. Than A1  is 

decomposed into A2 and details D2,1..3 and so on. Di,1 corresponds to horizontal details,  Di,2 

corresponds to vertical details and  Di,3 corresponds to diagonal details. 

Fig. 3. Left: original image, right: wavelet representation on two resolution levels. 

Wavelet multiresolution decomposition needs transformation of the whole image. Moreover 

to extract details, for example from D2,1 is necessary to decompose f(x,y) into A1 and D1,1..3. 

Next A1 has to be decomposed into A2 and D2,1..3. This needs extra calculation to be done. 

Furthermore edge representation is not sparse. This happens because information about 

edges is distributed among many details Di,1..3. Using them edge is approximated. Wavelet's 

edge approximation schema is presented on figure below.  

Fig. 4. Wavelet edge approximation schema. 

Edge (marked with bold line) representation needs many wavelets (marked with squares) in 

different scale. Reduction of wavelets number decrease significantly the quality of 

approximation. This bring to inefficiency in two dimensional details representation using 

classical wavelet.  

 

3. Ridgelets 

Ridgelets provides better edge representation [2]. Ridgelets are two dimensional function looking 

like straight ridge.  
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Fig. 5. Example of ridgelet [2]. 

We can calculate continuous ridgelet transform (CRT) as 

CRTf(a,b,Θ)=∫ψa,b,Θ(x)f(x)dx 

where function ψ belongs to wavelet family 

ψa,b,Θ(x)=a-½ψ((x1cosΘ+x2sinΘ-b)/a) 

where a is the scale, b denotes translation, Θ  is the angle in which goes function ridge. 

Fig. 6. Examples of discreet ridgelets constructed using Haar wavelet [2]. 

Ridgelet transform better represents straights edges than classical discreet wavelet 

transform as was shown in [2]. 

 

4. Curvelets 

Curvelet transform [3] uses short straight functions to obtain better curve approximation. 

Curvelet can be consider as a cluster of wavelets creating straight structure. 

Fig. 7. Wavelet (left) and curvelet(right) comparison [4]. 

Curvelet's image decomposition contains three steps: 

1. Image decomposition into series of multifrequency channels. 

2. Channels division into blocks. 
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3. Performing ridgelet transform on this blocks. 

Fig. 8. Curvelet transformation schema [4]. 

On schema above three steps was shown, form left: decomposition into channels, channels 

division into blocks, ridgelet transformation on this blocks. 

However curvelet transform has disadvantages. During channel division into blocks an artifacts can 

appear. They can be avoid by blocks overlapping, but this leads to redundancy in image 

representation. Furthermore courvelet transform needs to process whole image. 

 

5. Contourlets 

Conturlets was developed as a result of observation that 2D function (with good space 

localization, able to detect edges with different scales and spatial orientation) are the best for 

contour approximation. Figure below illustrate contourlet approximation schema. 

(a)        (b) 
Fig. 9. (a) Multiplication of LP and DFB gives contourlet [5]. (b) Contourlet approximation schema. 

Contourlets are created as a product of  Laplace Pyramid  (LP) and Directional Filter Bank 

(DFB) Fig. 9(a). Multiplication of LP and DFB gives function with given scale and spatial 

orientation. Contourlet transform uses Pyramidal Directional Filter Bank (PDFB) to extract 

edges with different scale and spatial orientation [5] as was shown on Fig 9(b). 
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Fig. 10. Pyramidal Directional Filter Bank construction schema [4]. 

On schema above two dimensional frequency space is divided into subbands. This subbands 

are next divided into directional subbands. As a result we obtain Pyramidal Directional Filter 

Bank. 

 

6. 2-D anisotropic wavelet 

Single wavelet is constructed in a polar coordinates system as a product of normal 

distribution and Haar wavelet [6] 

 

ψ (α,r)=fNorm (α)ψHaar(r), where α is angle and r is radius. 

Fig. 11 presents wavelet's supports scaling method. It obeys linear scaling relation 

length~width. 

 
Fig. 11.  From left: Wavelet's supports in different scale, corresponding spectrum in frequency plane, curve 

approximation schema. 

This method of wavelet construction gives better edge approximation as it was described in 

E. J. Cand`es and D. L. Donoho papers [7]. 

Contourlets approximation needs less wavelets (which supports are represented by 

rectangles) then classical wavelet approximation. Presented 2D anisotropic wavelet can obey 

this approximation schema.  

 

7. Adaptive edge extraction algorithm 
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Algorithm is based on 2D anisotropic wavelet and consist of two steps presented on figure 

bellow. 

Fig. 12. Edge extraction algorithm schema. 

In the first stage 'A' the edge is detected by intensity jump. In the second stage 'B' algorithm 

“walk” along the edge. Path is known because in 'B1' edge's direction is detected and in 'B2' 

algorithm moves along edge. 

 

8. Results 

Fig. 13. Columns: left - original image, centre - detected edge, right - extracted edge with spatial orientation. 

Rows: top - circle detected by algorithm with step 4 pixels, bottom - shape  (algorithm's step 1 pixel). 

In Figure above points in central column represent places where edge has been detected. 

They are distant each other by algorithm's step length. Line's direction in left column means 

direction in which edge's gradient is changing. 

 

9. Conclusions 

Presented 2-D anisotropic wavelet can effectively approximate edges in image. Moreover is 

able to selectively detect edges in given scale. Proposed adaptive edge extraction algorithm 

operates only on part of the image, thanks this is fast. Furthermore this algorithm can group 

points with gradient jump into edge's contour. 
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